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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report documents the status of implementation of intergovernmental systems for monitoring 
ocean variables. It is a compilation of information, intended as a first step to development of a long-term 
global ocean observing system, an initiative being undertaken in response to world-wide demands for a better 
understanding of ocean behavior and its role in the global environment.

In response to the UN General Assembly Resolution on the Protection of Global Climate for Present 
and Future Generations of Mankind and subsequent recommendations made by Working Groups of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) has 
initiated development of a comprehensive Global Ocean Observing System (Resolution XV-4 of the IOC 
Assembly, July 1989). The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) is co-operating with the IOC on this 
initiative. The Twenty-third Session of the IOC Executive Council in 1990 adopted Resolution XXIII-5 calling 
for a status report on the immediate requirements for an ocean observing system.

The Scientific and Technical Sessions of the Second World Climate Conference in October 1990 
identified an urgent need to create a Global Climate Observing System to be built upon the existing World 
Weather Watch Global Observing System and the IOC-WMO Integrated Global Ocean Services System. 
Operational monitoring is a prerequisite for determining the role of the ocean in the earth’s climate. 
Monitoring is similarly needed for developing other national and international environmental policies on such 
issues as pollution, commercial fisheries development, coastal zone management, and weather prediction. An 
ocean monitoring system should be viewed as a component of a global system for monitoring and predicting 
environmental change. -The economic benefits of adequate predictions are estimated to be several hundred 
billion dollars.

Several expert consultations have been held, with recommendations to be forwarded to the IOC 
Committee on Ocean Processes and Climate and the Sixteenth Session of the IOC Assembly in 1991. 
Recommendations include preparation and annual update of a status report on existing elements of a global 
ocean observing system.

A CCCO-JSC Ocean Observing System Development Panel is charged with formulating the 
conceptual design of an operational observing system to monitor physical and other properties that determine 
ocean circulation and the response of the ocean to climate change. It will complete its work in December 
1994.

Large-scale climate research programmes including TOGA and WOCE have identified the 
observational requirements for achieving their objectives. Although requirements may change in the coming 
decades as our knowledge and our need for knowledge increase, we can use the experience provided by these 
research programmes to establish initial parameters, processes, phenomena, and features to be measured over 
a long-term. The present urgency for a world ocean observing system will not permit us to wait for further 
research before embarking on implementation of a plan for operational monitoring.

This Status Report Includes a collation of requirements from existing and planned large-scale 
climate research programmes (TOGA, WOCE, JGOFS, GEWEX, WCDP, and polar programmes) and a 
description of existing ocean observing and data management systems of IOC and WMO. This is the first 
report of this nature and does not include an analysis of needs, specific strengths and weaknesses, etc. It 
is envisioned that in 1991 the scientific community will be invited to assist In conducting such analyses and 
in developing plans for Implementation. Information contained in this report will be used as a basis. 
Systems described here Include:
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(i) World Weather Watch (WWW)- the WMO international operational programme for 
gathering and distributing in real-time meteorological and related environmental data on a 
global scale. It manages the Globàl Telecommunications System (GTS), an increasingly 
automated network of point-to-point circuits for collecting and disseminating data. Its 
Global Observing System includes over 7,000 ships recruited by 49 countries who participate 
in a Voluntary Observing Scheme to provide marine meteorological information (including 
SST, waves, etc). Although WWW surface coverage is extensive, large voids exist over 
ocean areas, especially in the southern hemisphere. Polar-orbiting satellites arc operated by 
4 countries with plans underway for additional satellite scries; geostationary satellites arc 
aiso presently operated by 4 countries.

(ii) Integrated Global Ocean Services System (IGOSS)- the IOC-WMO system for the 
collection and exchange of oceanographic (surface and subsurface temperature, salinity, 
currents) data in real-time, operated jointly by the IOC and the WMO, using the GTS. 
Approximately 40,000 sub-surface observations and 5,000 salinity observations are 
transmitted annually. The IGOSS Ship-of-Opportunity Programme includes over 200 ships 
taking observations, many of which carry automated systems for automatically encoding and 
transmitting data via satellite. Substantial national commitments arc needed to provide 
adequate coverage, particularly in the Indian and Southern Oceans, data-sparsc arcas.

(iii) Global Sea Level Observing System (GLOSS)- the IOC programme for the provision of 
standardized sea lovei data (both in noar real-time and delayed mode) from a global 
network of stations. Presently about 200 of the 306 proposed stations arc operational, with 
the support of 79 countries. A selected sei is connected to a global geodetic reference 
system. Data is submitted to the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level, which disseminates 
and analyzes sea level data, as well as to TOGA and WOCE sea level centers. Substantial 
efforts arc needed to éstablish and maintain stations in the Arctic and Antarctic, as well as 
in Africa and on remote islands.

(iv) Drifting Buoy Activities- managed by the IOC-WMO Drifting Buoy Co-operation Panel. 
Approximately 600 buoys arc now operated by 11 countries, with 35%-50% transmitting data 
in real-time via the GTS. Thai proportion is increasing.

(v) International Oceanographic Data Exchange (IODE)- the IOC programme which maintains 
procedures and fosters facilities for international exchange of ocean data through a network 
of national oceanographic data centers, designated national agencies, responsible national 
oceanographic data centres, and world centres. A total of 42 countries now have national 
data centres or designated national agencies. The marine data base of the World Data 
Centre system contains data from more than 2,250,000 observations from 61 countries, 
including oceanographic station data, bathythermograph observations, biological and marine 
geological data, and current measurements. The IOC has aiso developed a Marine 
Environmental Data and Information Referral System (MEDI), a data source guide which 
describes data sets available at data centers. Actions are being taken by IOC and WMO, 
through IGOSS and IODE, to create a timely and complete global ocean data and 
information base to support the World Climate Research Programme and national 
programmes.

(vi) World Climate Programme- promotes, under the auspices of WMO, internationally co
ordinated research and monitoring of climate variations or changes, including a Climate 
Change Detection Project initiated in 1989.

8 The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), IOC, and WMO are developing a Master
Plan for long-term monitoring in the coastal zone thai will contribute to efforts to assess climate change and 
its impacts. Parameters are to include physical, chemical, and biological variables. Data from existing 
systems would be used to the maximum extent possible.
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The spectrum of international programmes to be involved in the Global Ocean Observing System 
is shown in Figure 1. In reviewing the extent of present monitoring by existing intergovernmental systems, 
substantial gaps can be seen in the essential coverage required. Present contributions of Member States and 
national institutions (in the form of ocean platforms and data transmitted for international exchange) permit 
implementation of 30 to 50% of the established plans for IGOSS, GLOSS, and drifting buoys. There is a 
diverse array of operational and research platforms operated by agencies and programmes with different 
missions and requirements, leading to the need for a comprehensive, integrated system. Oceanographic 
sensors for planned satellites are needed, additional drifting buoys need to be deployed, the proposed tide 
gauge network needs to be completed, and XBT coverage needs to be expanded. Systems are not now in 
place to take routine biological or chemical measurements. Data management aiso needs significant 
attention. Standards need to be established and training provided in processing, presenting, archiving, and 
exchanging marine data and data products.

Because of the magnitude of the cost involved in operating a world ocean observing system, planning 
must be done carefully, taking advantage of the broadest range of talent and participation. The system will 
require that operational oceanographic services be established at the national lovei and thai they work closely 
with national meteorological services. By definition, it is an effort that can only be undertaken by 
intergovernmental means. As the ocean arm of the United Nations, the IOC is providing the leadership. 
Close co-ordination needs to be developed and maintained with the climate and environmental monitoring 
activities of the WMO and UNEP. It cannot be overemphasized that a major new commitment will be 
needed from Member States; and that ali Member States should be involved for the regional and global 
benefit.
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RESUME

1 Le présent rapport fait le point de la mise en place des systèmes Intergouvemementaux 
de surveillance continue des variables océaniques. Il représente une synthèse de l'Information 
nécessaire, dans un premier temps, pour élaborer un système mondial d'observation à long terme 
de l'océan et répondre ainsi & la nécessité, ressentie partout dans le monde, de mieux 
comprendre le comportement de l'océan et son rôle dans l'environnement planétaire.

2 Conformément k la résolution de l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies sur la protec
tion du climat mondial pour les générations présentes et futures et aux recommandations 
ultérieurement formulées par les groupes de travail du Groupe d'experts Intergouvememental 
pour l'étude du changement climatique, la Commission océanographique Intergouvemementale 
(COI) a commencé à constituer un système mondial complet d'observation de l'océan (résolu
tion XV-4 de l'Assemblée de la COI, juillet 1989). L'Organisation météorologique mondiale 
(OHM) collabore à cette Initiative avec la COI. A sa vingt-troisième session, en 1990, le 
Conseil exécutif de la COI a adopté la résolution XXI11—5, dans laquelle 11 demande que soit 
établi un rapport sur les besoins immédiats concernant le système d'observation de l'océan.

3 Les participants aux séances scientifiques et techniques de la deuxième Conférence 
mondiale sur le climat, tenue en octobre 1990, ont jugé urgente la création d'un système 
mondial d'observation du climat à partir de l'actuel système d'observation de la Veille météo
rologique mondiale et du Système mondial Intégré de services océaniques COI-OMM. La surveil
lance opérationnelle est Indispensable pour déterminer le rôle de l'océan dans le climat de la 
planète. Elle constitue également un préalable à la mise au point d'autres politiques écolo
giques, nationales et Internationales sur des questions telles que la pollution, le développe
ment des pêches commerciales, la gestion des zones côtières et la prévision météorologique. 
Tout système de surveillance continue de l'océan doit être conçu comme un élément d'un système 
mondial de surveillance et do prévision des modification de l'environnement. On estime à 
plusieurs centaines de milliards de dollars les retombées économiques do bonnes prévisions.

4 Plusieurs consultations d'experts ont eu lieu et leurs recommandations doivent être 
soumises au Comité de la COI sur les processus océanique: et le climat ainsi qu'à l'Assemblée 
de la COI à sa seizième session, en 1991. Ces recommandations comprennent notamment l'établis
sement et la mise à jour annuelle d'un rapport sur les éléments déjà existants d'un système 
mondial d'observation de l'océan.

5 Un groupe d'experts CCCO-CSM sur la mise en place du système d'observation de l'océan 
est chargé de définir la conception théorique d'un système d'observation opérationnelle 
destiné à suivre en permanence les propriétés physiques et autres qui déterminent la circula
tion océanique et la réaction de l'océan aux modifications du climat. Ce groupe achèvera ses 
travaux en décembre 1994.

6 Les programmes de recherche climatologique k grande échelle, notamment TOGA et WOCE, 
ont identifié les observations dont lis ont besoin pour atteindre leurs objectifs. Bien que 
celles-ci puissent changer dans les décennies & venir, au fur et à mesure qu'augmenteront 
notre savoir et nos besoins en connaissances, nous pouvons exploiter l'expérience acquise par 
ces programmes de recherche pour déterminer les premiers paramètres, processus, phénomènes et 
caractéristiques à mesurer h long terme. Il ne nous sera pas possible, compte tenu dé 
l'urgence actuelle de la mise en place d'un système mondial d'observation de l'océan, 
d'attendre que les recherches aient progressé pour entreprendre l'exécution d'un plan de 
surveillance opérationnelle.

7 Le présent rapport récapitule les besoins des programmes existants et prévus de 
recherche climatologique à grande échelle (TOGA, WOCE, JGOFS, GEWEX, PMOC et programmes 
polaires) et décrit les systèmes actuels d'observation de l'océan et de gestion des données de 
la COI et de 1 '0MM. Ce document, qui est le premier de ce type, ne comprend pas une analyse 
des besoins, des points forts et des points faibles, etc. Il est envisagé d'inviter, en 1991, 
la cornnunauté scientifique à apporter un concours à de toiles analyses et à l'élaboration de 
plans de mise en oeuvre. Les informations figurant dans le présent rapport serviront de base à 
ce travail. Les systèmes décrits sont les suivants :
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(I) Veille météorologique mondiale (VMM). Programme opérationnel International mis en 
place par l'OMM pour rassembler et diffuser des données météorologiques et les 
données correspondantes sur l'environnement en temps réel à l'échelle mondiale. 
La VMM gère le Système mondial des télécommunications (SMT), qui est un réseau de 
pius en pius automatisé de circuits point & point de collecte et de diffusion de 
données. Son système mondial d'observation comprend pius de 7.000 navires 
recrutés par 49 pays, qui participent à un programme d'observation volontaire 
pour obtenir des Informations de météorologie marine (température superficielle 
de la mer, vagues, etc.). Bien que la couverture géographique de la VMM soit très 
large, elle comporte d'importantes lacunes sur les océans, en particulier dans 
l'hémisphère Sud. Des satellites à orbite polaire ont à ce jour été mis en 
service par quatre pays et de nouvelles séries de satellites sont en projet ; des 
satellites géostationnaires sont actuellement aussi exploités par quatre pays.

(II) Système mondial Intégré de services océaniques (SMISO). Système COI-OMM de 
collecte et d'échange do données océanographiques (température superficielle et 
subsuperficielle, salinité, courants) en temps réel, qui est exploité conjointe
ment par la COI et l'OMM et fait appel au SMT. Ce système transmet annuellement 
quelque 40.000 observations subsuperflclelles et 5.000 observations concernant la 
salinité. Le Piogramme de navires occasionnels du SHISO repose sur pius de 
200 navires qui effectuent des observations et dont beaucoup sont équipés d'un 
dispositif de codage et de transmission automatlqun que des données par 
l'Intermédiaire de satellites. D'Importants efforts sont nécessaires à l'échelle 
nationale pour assurer une couverture suffisante, en particulier dans les océans 
Indien et Austral, sur lesquels les données sont rares.

(III) Système mondial d'observation du niveau de lti mer (GLOSS). Programme mis en place 
par la COI pour fournir des données normalisées sur le niveau de la mer (è la 
fols en temps quasi réel et en différé) è partir d'un réseau mondial de stations. 
Sur les 306 stations envisagées, environ 200 fonctionnent actuellement, avec le 
soutien de 79 pays. Un certain nombre d'entre elles sont reliées è un système 
mondial de référence géodésique. Des données sont soumises au Service permanent 
du niveau moyen des mers, qui diffuse et analyse les données concernant le niveau 
des mers, ainsi qu'aux centres spécialisés de TOGA et WOCE. Des efforts substan
tiels sont nécessaires pour mettre en place et maintenir des stations dans 
l'Arctique et 1'Antarctique, ainsi qu'en Afrique et dans les îles reculées.

(iv) Activités dans le domaine des bouées dérivantes. Gérées par le Groupe de coopéra
tion COI-OMM pour la mise en oeuvre des programmes de bouées dérivantes. Onze 
pays ont à ce jour mis en service quelque 600 bouées, dont 35 è 50 X transmettent 
des données en temps réel par l'Intermédiaire du SMT. Cette proportion va en 
s'accroissant.

(v) Echange international des données océanographiques (IODE). Programme de la COI 
qui veille aux procédures et favorise le développement des services d'échange 
International de données océanographiques par l'Intermédiaire d'un réseau de 
centres nationaux de données océanographiques, d'agences nationales désignées, de 
centres nationaux de données océanographiques responsables et de centres 
mondiaux. Au total, 42 pays disposent aujourd'hui de centres nationaux de données 
ou d'agences nationales désignées. La base do données océanographiques du Centre 
mondial de données contient des Informations résultant de pius de 
2.250.000 observations effectuées par 61 pays, au nombre desquelles des données 
provenant de stations océanographiques, des observations bathythermographlques, 
des données biologiques et de géologie marine ainsi que des mesures de routine. 
La COI a également mis en place un Système d'accès aux données et Informations 
sur le milieu marin (MEDI), guide des sources de données qui décrit les séries de 
données accessibles dans les différents centres de données. La COI et l'OMM 
prennent actuellement des dispositions, par l'intermédiaire du SMISO et de 
l'IODE, pour créer une base mondiale de données et d'information océanographiques 
complète capable d'alimenter ponctuellement le Programme mondial de recherches 
sur le climat et les programmes nationaux.
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(vl) Le Programme climatologique mondial. Encourage, sous les auspices de 1'0MH, les 
' recherches coordonnées à l'échelle Internationale et la surveillance des var*'-

tlons et changements climatiques, y compris jn projet de détection des change
ments climatiques, lancé en 1989.

8 Le Programme des Nations Unies pour l'environnement (PNUE), la COI et l'OMM mettent 
actuellement au point un plan directeur pour la surveillance è long terme des zones côtières, 
qui contribuera aux efforts déployés pour déterminer les modifications du climat et leurs 
répercussions. Au nombre des paramètres suivis figureront des variables physiques, chimiques 
et biologiques. Il sera, dans toute la mesure du possible, fait appel aux données provenant 
des systèmes existants.

9 Les divers programmes Internationaux appelés à participer au Système mondial d'observa
tion de l'océan apparaissent à la figure 1. SI l'on examine la situation des actuels systèmes 
Intergouvemementaux de surveillance continue, on se renei compte qu'il existe d'importantes 
lacunes dans ce qui devrait Ôtro la couverture de base. Los contributions fournies actuelle
ment par les Etats membres et les Institutions nationales iplatos-formes océaniques et données 
transmises aux fins de l'échange International) permettent la mise en oeuvre de 30 à 50 % des 
plans définis pour le SMISO, le GLOSS ot les bouées dérivantes. Il exlsto toute une panoplie 
de plates-formes opérationnelles et de recherche exploitées par des agences et des programmes 
dont la mission et les besoins diffèrent, d'où la nécessité d'un système global et Intégré. Il 
faut disposer de capteurs océanographiques pour les satellites en projet, accroître le nombre 
des bouées dérivantes, achever la mise en place du réseau de marégraphes prévu et étendre la 
couverture par XBT. Les systèmes nécessaires pour effectuer des mesures biologiques ou 
chimiques de routine ne sont pas encore en place. Il faut également porter une, attention 
notable à la gestion des données. Enfin, 11 faut définir des normes et assurer une formation 
en matière de traitement, de présentation, d'archivage et d'échange des donnée» produits 
océanographiques.

10 Etant donné l'échelle des coûts d'exploitation d'un 4MHÉ|Énond1al d'olaj^zetlon" de 
l'océan, 11 convient de le planifier minutieusement en tirant part^^^MiT les«6|fr«nts “él de 
tous les apports possibles. Ce système exigera que des services océanographiques opérationnels 
soient mis en place au niveau national et qu'ils travaillent en étroite collaboration avec les 
services météorologiques nationaux. Il s'agit par définition d'une action qui ne saurait être 
menée qu'en faisant appel à des moyens intergouvemementaux. En sa qualité d'agence océanogra
phique des Nations Unies, la COI en assure la direction. Une étroite coordination doit 
s'instaurer et être maintenue avec les activités de surveillance continue du climat et de 
l'environnement de l'OMM et du PNUE. On ne saurait trop souligner que les Etats membres 
devront prendre de nouveaux engagements majeurs et qu'1l$ devront tous profiter des retombées 
régionales et mondiales de cette action.
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RESUMEN EJECUTIVO

Este Informe da cuenta del estado de apHcación de Ios $1 sterna* Intergubernamentales de 
vlgllancla de las variables oceinlcas. Es una recoplladón de Infortnaclón conceblda coroo un 
primer paso hacla el desarrollo de un slstema de observadón mundlal del océano a largo plazo, 
Inlclatlva que se esti emprendlendo para atender a la demanda mundlal por Io que hace a un 
conodmlento mis cabal del comportamlento del océano y su papei en el ambiente mundlal.

En respuesta a la resoludón de la Asamblea General de las Nadones Unldas sobre la pro- 
tecdón del elima mundlal para las generadones présentes y futures de la humanldad y en res
puesta a subslgulcntes recomendadones formuladas por Ios Grupos de Trabajo del Grupo Intergu- 
bernamental de Expertos para anallzar el Cambio Cllmitlco, la Comlslén Oceanogriflea Intergu- 
bernamental (COI) ha comenzadc* a desarrollar un Slstema Hundlal Integrado de Vlgllancla de Ios 
Océanos (Resoludón XV-4 de la 15a. Asamblea de la COI, jullo de 1989), con la cooperae^ de 
la Organlzadón Meteorolôglca Hundlal (OMM). El Consejo Ejecutlvo de la COI en su 23a. reunlôn 
aprobô en 1990 la Resoludón XXI11—5 en que plde la preparadón de un Informe sobre Ios requl- 
sltos necosarlos para un slstema de observadón de Ios océanos.

En las seslones clentlflcas y téedeas de la Segunda Conferencla Hundlal sobre el elima de 
octubre de 1990 se deflnlô la necesldad urgente do crear un slstema mundlal de observadón del 
elima sobre la base del actual Slstema Hundlal de Observadón de 1a Vlgllancla Heteorolôglca 
Hundlal y el Slstema Hundlal Integrado de Vlgllancla de Ios Océanos (COI-OHH). La vlgllancla 
operaclonal es requlslto Indispensable para determiner el papei del océano en el elima de la 
ïlerra, y es necésarla aslmlsmo para formuler en el piano naclonal e Internaclonal, otras poli
tes ambl entai es como las relaclonadas con la contamlnadón, el fomento de las pesquorlas 
comordales, la ordenadén de las zonas costeras y el pronóstlco meteorológlco. Un slstema de 
vlgllancla del océano se deberla conslderar un componente de un slstema mundlal de vlgllancla y 
provlslôn del camblo ambl en tai. Se estima que Ios benefldos econômlcos de prevlslones correc
tes en este imblto asclenden a varlos centenares de miles de mlllones de dólares.

Se llevaron a cabo varias consultas de expertos, que formularon recomendadones para reml- 
tlrlas al Comité de la C0'. sobre Ios Procesos Oceinlcos y el elima y a la Asamblea de la COI en 
su 16a. reunlôn en 1991. Entre las recomendadones flguran la preparadón y la actuallzadón 
anual del Informe de sltuadón sobre Ios elementos exlstentes de un slstema mundlal de observa- 
clón de Ios océanos.

Se ha encargado a un Panel JSC-CCCO para el Desarrollo del Slstema de Observadón de Ios 
Océanos (OOSDP) que dlsefie un slstema operaclonal de observadón para vlgllar las propledades 
flslcas y de otra Indole que determlnan la drculadón oceinlca y la reacdón del océano al 
camblo cllmitlco. El Panel conclulri su labor en dlclembre de 1994.

Los programas de Investlgadón cUmitlca a gran escala, nntre Ios cuales flguran TOGA y 
WOCE, han determlnado las exlgenclas en materia de observadón que se deben reunir para que 
puedan lcgrar sus objetlvos. Aunque es poslble que taies exlgenclas camblen en las prôxlmas 
décadas a medlda que aumenten nuestro conodmlento y nuestra necesldad de conoclmlentos, pode- 
mos aprovechar la experlencia obtenlda gracias a estos programas de Investlgadón para estable- 
cer Ios parimetros, Ios procesos, Ios fenômenos y las caracterlstlcas Inlciales que se han de 
1r mldlendo a largo plazo. La actual urgencla de contar con un slstema mundlal de observadón 
de Ios océanos no nos permitini esperar que se realicen nuevas investigaciones para Inlciar la 
ejecudôn de un plan de vlgllancla operaclonal.
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7 En este Inform de sltuadón se exponen las exlgenclas de Ios programas de Investlgadón
elliptica de gran escala axistentes y prevlstos (TOGA, WOCE, JGOFS, GEWEX, PHOC y programas 
polares) y una descrlpdôn de Ios slstemas existantes de observadón y gastiôn de datos oceini- 
cos de la COI y la Otti. Se trata del primer Inform de esta Indole y no Incluye un anillsts de 
las necesldades, de determinados puntos fuertes y defldenclas, etc. Se prevô que en 1991 la 
comunldad dentlflca sea Invltada a participer en la reallzadón de dlcho anilis! s y en la 
preparadón de pianos de ejecudôn, sobre la base de la Informadón contenta en este Informe. 
Los slstemas que en él se reseilan son Ios slgulentes:

I) Vlgllancla Meteorolôglca Mundlal (VMM), programa Internaclonal operaclonal de la 
OMM para acoplar y dlstrlbulr en tlempo real datos meteorolôglcos y Ios datos 
amblentales conexos a escala mundlal. Este programa se slrve dol Slstema Mundlal de 
Telecomunlcadón (SMT), red cada vez mis automatlzada de circulus de punto a punto 
para el acoplo y la dlfuslôn de datos. El Slstema Hundlal de Observadón de la VMM 
cuenta con mis de 7.000 barcos provenlentes do 49 paisos que partlclpan en un nlan 
de observadón voluntarla para aportar Informadón moteorológlca marina (SST, 
oleaje, etc.). Aunque la cobertura de suporflde de la VMH os extensa, quodan gran
des vaclos a travis de ireas oceinlcas, especlalmente en el hemlsforlo sur. May 
4 pai ses que ostin explotando satélltes de ôrblta polar y tienen planes para ailadlr 
mis series de satélltes; otros 4 paisos estin actualmente utlUzando satélltes 
geoestaclonarlos.

II) Slstema Mundlal Integrado de Servlclos Oceinlcos (IGOSS), slstema COI-OMM de 
acoplo e Intercamblo de datos oceanogriflcos en tlempo real relatlvos a la tempera- 
tura superficial y subsuperfIdai, a la sallnldad y a las corrlentes, de cuya ges- 
t10n conjunta se encargan la COI y la OHM utUlzando el SHT. Anualmente se transml- 
ten 40.000 observaclones subsuperfldales y 5.000 de sallnldad aproxlmadamente. El 
Programa de Buques que Colaboran Ocaslonalmente del IGOSS cuenta con mis de 200 bar
cos que efectùan observaclones, muchos de ellos oqulpados con slstemas automatlzados 
para codlflcar y transmltlr Ios datos automitlcamente por satéHte. Es preclso que 
Ios palses se comprometan a prostar apoyo considerable a fin de lograr una cobertura 
suflclente, sobre todo en Ios Océanos Indico y Austral, ireas de lae que se tienen 
escasos datos.

III) El Slstema Mundlal de Observadón del Nivel del Mar (GLOSS), Programa de la COI 
para el sumlnlstro de datos normal!zados sobre el nlvel del mar (en tlempo real y en 
tlempo dlferldo) desdo una red mundlal de estadones. Actualmente estin en funclona- 
mlento unas 200 de las 306 estaclones propuestas, con el apoyo de 79 palses; un 
conjunto selecdonado esté conectado con un slstema mundlal de referenda geodéslca. 
Los datos se reini ten al Servldo Permanente del Nivel Medio del Mar, que dlfunde y 
anallza ese tlpo de datos, y a Ios centros del nlvel del mar de TOGA y VOCE. Seri 
menester hacer esfuerzos considerables para establecer y mantener estadones en el 
Artlco y el Antirtlco, en el Africa y en Isias remotas.

Iv) Actlvldades de boyas a la dériva, de cuya gestlón se encarga el Panel de Coopera- 
dón de Boyas a la Dériva COI-OMM. En este momento 11 palses estin utlllzando unas 
600 boyas, de las cuales 35X-50X transmlten datos en tlempo real a través del SMT 
(esta propordón va en aumento).
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v) Intercamblo Intemadonal de Otto* • Informadón Oceanogrificos (IODE), programa 
de la COI que Instaura procedlmlentos y fomenta serviclos para el intercamblo inter
ned onal de datos oceinlcos medlante una red de centros nadonales de datos oceano
grificos, Instltuclones nadonales deslgnadas, centros nadonales responsables de 
datos oceanogrificos y centros mundiales. En total, 42 palses tienen actualmente 
centros nadonales de datos o Instltuclones nadonales deslgnadas. La base de datos 
marlnos del Slstema de Centros Mundiales de Datos contlene datos de mis de 2.250.000 
observaclones de 61 palses, Incluldos ..'atos de estadones oceanogriflcas, observa
clones de batltermôgrafos, datos blolôglcos y de geologla marina, y de medlciones de 
corrlentes. La*COI ha estableddo, ademis, un Slstema de Datos e Informadón relatl- 
vos al Medio Marino (MEDI), gula de fuente de datos que Indica el contenldo de Ios 
conjuntos de datos disponibles en Ios centros de datos. La COI y la OMM estin adop- 
tando medldas, por conducto del IGOSS y el IODE, para crear una base mundlal de 
datos oceinlcos oportuna y completa en apoyo del Programa Mundlal de Investlgaclones 
Cllmitlcas y Ios programas nadonales.

vl) El Programa Hundlal sobre el elima promuevo, bajo Ios auspldos de la OMM, la 
Investlgadón y la vlgllancla -coordlnadas Internaclonalmente- de las varlacionos o 
Ios camblos cllmitlcos, Induldo un Proyecto de Detecdón dol Camblo Cllmitlco 
Inldado en 1989.

8 El Programa de las Naclones Unldas para el iledlo Ambl ente (PNUMA), la COI y la OMM estin 
desarrollando un plan rector para la vlgllancla a largo plazo de la zona costera, que contri
buai a Ios esfuerzos encaminados a evaluar el camblo cllmitlco y sus repercuslones. Entre Ios 
parimetros se Incluirin variables flslcas, quimlc&s y blolôglcas. Se utlllzarlan al mixlmo Ios 
datos de Ios slstemas existantes.

9 En la Figura 1 aparecen Ios dlversos programas Internaclonales que partlclparin en el 
Slstema Mundlal de Observadón de Ios Océanos. Al examlnar el alcance do la vlgllancla actual 
por parte do Ios slstemas Intergubernamentales existantes, se pueden observar lagunas conside
rables en la cobertura Indispensable. Las contrlbuclones actuales de Ios Estados Mlembros y de 
las Instltuclones nadonales -en forma de plataformas oceinlcas y datos transmltldos para 
Intercamblo Internadonal- penni ten apllcar entre 30% y 50% de Ios planes estableddos para 
IGOSS, GLOSS y boyas a la dériva. Dada la gran variedad de plataformas operaclonales y de 
Investlgadón cuya gestlón corre por cuenta de organlsmos y programas que tienen dlferentes 
mislones y nccesldades, es preciso establecer un slstema Integrado que Io abarque todo. Se 
necesltan rensores oceanogrificos para Ios satélltes prevlstos, hay que fondear mis boyas a la 
dériva, completar la red propuesta de mareégrafos y expand!r la cobertura de comprensión XBT. 
En este momento no hay slstemas instalados que permitan efectuar medlciones blolôglcas o quimi- 
cas de rudna. lambién la gestlón de Ios datos exige especial atendón. Es menester fijar 
normes e Impartir formadón en tratamlento, presentadón, archlvo e Intercamblo de datos marf- 
nos y productos de Ios datos.

10 Dada la magnttud del gasto que supone el functonamlento de un slstema mundlal de observa- 
clón de Ios océanos, la planlflcadén ha de reallzarse con sumo culdado, aprovechando al mixlmo 
la competencla y la partidpadón. Para ese slstema hari falta crer.r serviclos oceanogrificos 
operaclonales en el piano nacional, y que dichos serviclos trabajen en estrecho contacto con 
Ios serviclos meteorolôglcos nadonales. Por deflnldôn, os un esfuerzo que sôlo se puede 
emprender con medios Intergubernamentales. La Comisién, en su calldad de ôrgano competente en 
asuntos oceinlcos dentro del slstema de las Naclones Unldas, esti ejerciendo el llderazgo, 
tenlendo presente el Imperativo de desarrollar y mantener una estrecha coordlnaciôn con las 
actlvidades de vlgllancla del elima y del medio amblente de ta OMM y el PNUMA. Nunca se Insis- 
tiri bastante en la necesldad de que Ios Estados Mlembros renueven y refuercen su compromlso, y 
partlcipen todos ellos en beneficio regional y mundlal.
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KPATKOE H3J10HŒHHE

B HacToameM «oxnane conepwHTCH HoxyMenTajibuan HH<J>opMai4HH o 
XOfle pa3 BHTHH Me>KnpaBHTeJlbCTBeHHblX CHCTeM MOHHTOpHHra nepeMeHHblX 
napaMeTpoB oxeaHa. Oh npeflCTaBjineT co6oh no«6opxy CBeneHHft b KaaecT- 
Be nepBoro mara b jaejie coananHa «ojirocpomioft rjioöajibuoft CHCTeMbi Ha- 
öjuofleHHH 3a oxeanoM, xax HHHunaTHBbi, npeflnpHHHMaeMoft c uejibio yaoB- 
jieTBopeHHH omymaeMbix bo sceM MHpe noTpeöHocTefi b jiymueM nonnMaHHH 
KH3HH oxeana h ero pojiH b rjioöajibuoH oxpywaromeH cpeae.

B cooTBeTCTBHH c pe30jnouHeft TenepajibHOH AccaMöJieH 00H 06 
"OxpaHe MHpoBoro xjiHMaTa «na ubiHeumero h öyjjymHX noxojieiiHfi nejioBe- 
MecTBa" h nocjiejjyiomHMH pexoMeHflauHHMH, npennowenubiMH PaöoMHMH rpyn- 
naMH Me«npaBHTejibCTBeHHOH rpynnbi axcnepTOB no HBMenenHio KjiHMaTa, 
MewnpaBHTejjbcTBeHHaH oxeaHorpa<J>HMecxaH xomhcchh (MOK) npHCTynHJia k 
co3flaHHW BceoöbeMJuomeH rjioöanbuoft CHCTeMbi naöniofleHHH 3a oKeanoM 
(Pe3onwuHH XV-4 AccaMöJien MOK, nrojib 1989 r.). BceMHpuan MeTeopono- 
rHHecKaa opraHH3auHH (BMO) coTpyflHHHaeT c MOK b ocymecTBjieiiHH btoh 
HHHUHaTHBbi. flBafluaTb rpeTbH ceccHH HcnojiiiHTeabMoro coBeTa MOK b 
1990 r. npHHHjia pe30jnouHio XXIII-5, npH3biBaK>myw noaroTOBHTb noxjiaa 
o TpeÖOBaHHHx, npeflbHBjineMbix x cHCTeMe naöJiiOfleHHH 3a oxeaHOM b 
KpaTKocpoMHOM nnaHe.

B XOfle HayMHO —TeXHHMecKHX ceccHH BTOpOH BCeMHpHOft KJ1HM3TH” 
aecKOH KOH<J>epeHUHH, cocToaBiiieflca b oxTHöpe 1990 r., 6biJia BbiHBjiena 
HacymHafl noTpeöHocTb b co3flanHH rjioöajibuoH CHCTeMbi HaöjnofleHHH 3a 
KjiHMaTOM Ha ocHOBe cymecTBywmeH Fjio6ajibHoft CHCTeMbi nafixnoflennH Bce- 
MHpHoft cjiy>K6bi noroflbi h OöbejqHHeHHOtf rjioöanbHOfi CHCTeMbi oxeaHHMecxHX 
cjiy»6 MOK/BMO. OnepaTHBiibifi mohhtophht hbjihgtch npeflnocbuixoH hjih 
onpefleneHHH pojiH oxeaHa b OTHomeHHH xjiHMaTa 3eMJiH. Mohhtophht Tax«e 
HeoöxoflHM ana pa3pa6oTXH npyrnx acnexTOB HauHonajibnotf h Mewnyuapofl- 
HOH no jihthxh b OTHOU6HHH oxpywawmefi cpeflbi, TaxHX, xax 3arp«3HeHHe 
cpeflbi, pasBHTHe xoMMepnecxoro pbióojioBCTBa, ocBoenne npH6pe>KHOft 30Hbi 
h nporH03HpoBaHHe noroflbi. CHCTeMa MOHHTOpHHra oxeaHa aojUKua pac- 
CMaTpHBaTbCH b xavecTBe xoMnoHeHTa rjioöanbHOH CHCTeMbi MOHHTOpHHra 
H nporH03HpoBaHHH H3M6HeHHa oxpywawmeH cpeflbi. OxoHOMHHecxan nojib3a 
anexBaTHbix nporno30B hcmhcjihgtch b Hecxoxibxo coTeH MUJUinapaoB 
«ojuiapoB.

Coctohjiocb Hecxojibxo xoiicyjibTauHH axcnepTOB, pexoMeHflauHH 
xoTopwx npeflycMaTpHBaeTCH npeacTaBHTb KoMHTeTy MOK no oxeaHHMecxHM 
npoueccaM h xjiHMaTy h mecTHanuaTOft ceccHH AccaMöJien MOK b 1991 r. 
PexoMeHflauHH BXjnonaioT no«roTOBxy h eweronnoe o6hob JieHHe noxnana o 
nojioa<eHHH flea b OTHomeHHH HMenqaxca xoMnoneHTOB rjioeajibHofi CHCTeMbi 
Ha6/nonehuh 3a oxeaHOM.

Tpynne no pa3BHTHK> CHCTeMbi naöJiKmeHHH 3a oxeaHOM KKHO-OHK 
nopyneHO pa3pa6oTaTb xoHuenTyajibHbin npoexT onepaTHBHofl CHCTeMbi 
Ha6j1K>AeHHfl XIJ1H MOHHTOpHHra <J>H3H'ieCXHX H HHblX napaMeTpOB, XOTOpbie 
onpenejiHWT UHpxy/iHUHto oxeaHa h ero peaxunio Ha h3MeHeHHe xjiHMaTa.
OHa 3aBepmHT cbok) paÖOTy b aexaöpe 1994 r.

B paMxax xpynHOMacmTaöHbix nporpaMM H3yneHHH xjiHMaTa, BxjnonaH 
TOrA h BOCE, 6buiH onpeneneHbi noTpeönocTH b HaöjnofleHHHX ana flocTH*e- 
HHH Hx qejiefi. Xoth b npencToamne necHTHjieTHH noTpeöHOCTH MoryT H3- 
MeHHTbcH rio Mepe pacmnpeHHH Hamnx 3naHHH hjih namiix noTpeöHocTeB
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B 3naiiHHx, Mbi MoweM Hcnojib3onaTb npHoepeTenHbift c noMombio sthx hc- 
cjie^oBa'rejibcKHX nporpaMM onbiT naa ycTanoBaeiiHa nepBoiianaabiibix napa
MeTpoB, npoueccoB, HBjieiiHft h xapaxTepucTHK, nonaewamHx H3MepennK) b 
flOjirocpoMHOH nepcneKTHBe. HbiHeuniaa ocTpaa noTpeöHOCTb bo BceMHpuoH 
cHCTeMe nartawnenHa 3a oxeanoM ne no3BoaHT naM nowHnaTbca pe3yabTa- 
TOB naabiieHiiiHX HccnenoBaHHfi «Jia nepexona k ocymecTBaeiiHio naana one- 
paTHBHOrO MOHHTOpHHra.

7 B nanHQM noKaane o noaoiKeHHH flea conepwaTca oOoCmeHHbie cne-
flenna o noTpeöHocTHX b paMKax cywecTByioniHX hhh naatinpyeMbix Kpynno-
MaciUTa6Hbix nporpaMM H3yaenHa KmiMaTa (TOrA, BOCE, HwrOflC, TEBEKC,
BBKfl h noaapiibie nporpaMMbi) , a TaiOKe onncanne cymecTByiomHX chctcm
MOK h BMP no liaearoneiiHio 3a OKeaiiQM h ynpanacHHio namibiMH. Oh hbjih-
eTca nepBbiM noKaanoM Taxoro pona h ne conepwHT anajiH3a noTpe6nocTeft,
KQHKpeTHbix CHJibHbix h caaöbix CTopoH h T.n. npenycMaTpHBaeTca, mto
b 1991 r. iiayMHOMy cooömecTBy 6yneT npenaoweHO yaacTBOBaTb b npo-
BGfloiiHH Taxoro anaaH3a h b pa3pa6oTKe naatios naa naabneftinero ocy-
mecTBaenna. Conepwainaaca b nacToameM noKaane nmfropMauna 6yneT
HcnoabsosaTbca b KanecTse ocHosbi. 3uecb onncbmaKiTca cnenyioniHe 
CHCTeMbi:

(i) BceMHpuaa cayuga norojqbi (Beri) - MewnyHaponnaa onepa- 
THBiiaa nporpaMMa BMO no c6opy h pacnpocTpaHeinuo MeTe- 
opoaorHnecKHX h cMewiibix naiiHbix no oKpywaiomefi cpene b 
peaabiioM MacuiTaóe BpeMeiiH Ha raoöaabnoM ypoBne. non 
ee srnnoft neftcTByeT raoöaabnaa cncTeMa TeaeKOMMyiiH- 
KauHH (TCT), npencTaBaawmaa coöoft Bee 6oaee aBTOMa— 
TH3HpyeMyH) ceTb nocaenoBaTeabiibix aHHHfi cbh3h ana 
c6opa h pacnpocTpaneHHH namibix. Ee rao6aabnaa cncTeMa 
HaóawneHHa BKaioaaeT 7 000 Kopaöaeft, npenocTaBaeniibix 
49 CTpaHaMH, KOTopbie yqacTBywT b CncTeMe noöpoBoao- 
Horo HaöaioneHHH b ueaax oöecneqeHHa MopcKoà MeTeopo- 
aornnecKOH HH<I>opMauHH (BKawnaa TnM, BoaHbi h T.n.).
XoTa BCn npoBOflHT oörnnpuwe HaömoneHHa 3a noBepxnocTbio, 
cymecTByioT 3HaMHTeabHbie npoöeaw b pa3jiHMHbix pafioHax 
oxeana, ocoöenHO b kbkhom noaytnapHH. HeTbipe CTpanbi 
Hcnoab3ywT cnyTHHKH Ha noaapHbix opöHTax h HMem'ca 
naaiibi b OTHomeHHH nonoaiiHTeabHbix cepnft cnyTHHKOB; b 
nacToamee BpeMa neTbipe cTpanw Taxwe HMewT reocTauno- 
napubie cnyTHHKH.

(ii) 06beflHHennaa rao6aabiiaa cncTeMa oKeaHHiecKHX caywö 
(orCOC) - cncTeMa MOK-BMO naa c6opa h oöMena OKeano- 
rpa^nqecKHMH namibiMH (TeMnepaTypa h coaeHocTb na 
noBepxHOCTH BOjBbi h b nonnoBepXHOCTHOM cjioe, a TaKwe 
naHHbie o TeqeiiHax) b peaabHOM MacmTaöe BpeMenn, koto- 
paa ynpaBaaeTca coBMecTno MOK h BMO c Hcnoab30BaiiHeM 
TCT. EweronHo nepenatOTca pe3yabTaTbi npH6aH3HTeabiio
40 000 nonnoBepxHOCTHbix HaöjnofleHHH h 5 000 h3MepeHHH 
cojieHocTH. nporpaMMa noöpoBoabHbix cynoB OrCOC oxBa- 
TbiBaeT 6oaee 200 npoBonamHx naöaiojtieHHe cynoB, MHorne 
H 3 KOTOpblX CHaÖJKeHbl KOMnbWTepHblMH CHCTeM3MH flaa 3BTO- 
MaTHMecKoro KonnpoBaHHa h nepenanH naHHbix nepe3 cnyT- 
HHK. fljia oöecneaeHHa Hanaewamero oxBaTa paftoHOB, no 
KOTopbiM HMewTca cKynHbie nautlae, ocoóeuuo b Hhahhckom 
OK63HC h lowiibix oKeanax, TpeöyeTca 3HanHTeabHoe coneft- 
CTBHe pa3BHqHblX CTpaH .
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(iii) rjio6aJibnaa cHCTSMa na6aK>neHHa 3a ypoBHeM Mopa (TJ10CC)- 
nporpaMMa MOK no oöecneneHHio cTannapTH30BaHHbix nannbix 
06 ypoBue Mopa (KaK b peaabHOM MacniTaöe BpeMenn, Tax 
h b pewHMe 3anepwKH) , noayqaeMbix ot raoöaabnofi ceTH 
CTaHUHH. B HacToamee BpeMa npH nonnepwKe 79 cTpan 
neflcTByeT okobo 200 H3 npenaoweHHbix 306 cTaHUHfl. Ot- 
neabnaa rpynna CTanunfl coenwnena c raoöaabnoft reone- 
3HMecKofi cnpaBomioft cHCTeMofi. Hannae nepenawTca b 
nocToaHnyro cay«6y cpennero ypoBna Mopa, KOTopaa pac- 
npocTpanaeT h anaan3HpyeT naimbie 06 ypoBue Mopa, a 
TaKwe b nenTpbi no ypoBiuo Mopa TOrA h BOCE. TpeöywTca 
3naMHTeabHbie ycHana naa co3nanHa h oCecnenenHa paöoTbi 
CTanuHH b apKTnqecKOM h aHTapKTimecKOM paftonax, a 
TaKwe b A$pHKe h na oTnaaemibix ocTpoBax.

(iv) MeponpHaTHa c npertcfryKmiHMH óyaMH - ocymecTBaawTca 
rpynnoH coTpynHHMecTna no npeft<J>ytowHM 6yaM MOK/BMO.
B HacToamee BpeMa 11 cTpaH oöecneMHBawT paöOTy npn- 
MepHO 600 6yeB, npHHeM 35-50% qaHHbix nepenaiOTca c hhx 
b peaabHOM MacmTaöe BpeMeHH nepe3 TCT. 3tot noxa3a- 
Teab B03pacTaeT.

(v) MewnyHaponubifl o6Men OKeaHorpaflHqecKHMH naHHbiMH 
(MOOII) - nporpaMMa MOK, KOTopaa oÖecneMHBaeT nponeny- 

pbi h co3«aeT ycaoBHa naa MewnyHaponnoro oöMeHa oKea- 
norpa<J)HMecKHMH naiiHbiMH nepe3 ceTb nauHOHaabHbix nenT- 
poB OKeaHorpa<J)HqecKHx naHHbix, BbineaeHHbix HaunoHaab- 
Hbix yqpewneHHft, OTBeTCTBeHHbix HannoHaabHbix qenTpoB 
oKeaHorpa4)HMecKHx naHHbix h mhpobhx uenTpoB. B qeaoM
b HacToamee BpeMa 42 cTpaHbi pacnoaarawT HauHOHaab- 
HblMH LieHTpaMH flaHHblX HHH BblfleaeHHblMH HaUHOHaabHblMH 
yqpewneHHaMH. Ba3bi nannux o MopcKoïi cpene CHCTeMbi 
MnpoBbix ueHTpoB naHHbix conepwaT naHHbie, noayneHHbie 
b pe3yabTaTe 6oaee neM 2 250 000 HaöaronenHH b 61 cTpa- 
He, BKawqaa namibia OKeaHorpa<J>HnecKHX cTanunn, 6aTn— 
TepMorpa<J>HqecKHe HaöaroneHHa, ônonoranecKHe h MopcKHe 
reoaornqecKHe naHHbie, a TaK«e H3MepeHHa TeneHHft. MOK 
pa3pa6oTaaa Taoe CnpaBOMHyK) CHCTeMy no HCTOMHHKaM 
jqaHHbix h HH<t>opMai4HH o MopcKOH cpene (MEflH) , npencTaB- 
aawmyw co6oh pykobobctbo no acronhhkbm naiuibix, b ko- 
TopoM onHCbiBaioTca na6opbi nannbix, HMeromneca b ueHTpax 
naHHbix. MOK h BMO npoBonaT MeponpnaTHa nepe3 OrCOC h 
MOOII c ueabio co3naHHa raoöaabnoH 6a3bi aKTyaabHbix h 
noaHbix naiiHbix h HH^opMaunn 06 oxeaHe b nonnepwKy 
BceMHpHOH nporpaMMbi HccaenoBaHHa KaHMaTa h HauHOHaab- 
Hbix nporpaMM.

(vi) BceMHpHaa KaHMaTHMecKaa nporpaMMa - coneftcTByeT non 
arnnoft BMO npoBeneHHio KoopnHHHpyeMbix na MewnyHapon- 
HOM ypOBHe HCCJieflOBailHH H MOHHTOpHHra KOae6aHHH HJIH 
H3MenenHH KaHMaTa, BKaHwaa npoeKT onpeneaeHna KaHMa- 
THnecKHX H3MeneHHH, HanaTbift b 1989 r.
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8 nporpaMMa 0praiiH3auHH OebenHiiemibix Hanna no oKpywaiomefi cpe- 
ne (lOHEn) , MOK h BMO pa3pa6aTbiBawT Ochobiioh njian nojirocpoMHoro mohh 
TopHHra b npHÖpewHoft 30He, KOTopbin OyjqeT conencTBOBaTb MeponpnHTHHM 
no oneHKe KJiHMaTHnecKnx H3MeneHHfi h hx nocjiencTBHft. B KanecTEe na
paMeTpoB npenycMaTpHBaroTCH <J>H3HMecKne, XHMHMecKne h öHOJiornnecKHe 
nepeMMenubie. B MaKCHMajibiio bo3mojkhoH cTenenn 6ynyT ncnojib30BaTbCH 
nanHbie, nojiynaeMbie ot cywecTByiomHX cncTeM.

9 KoMnneKc Mewnyuaponubix nporpaMM, nonjiejKamnx nKJUonennio b 
rnoöajibuyw cncTeMy naöjnonennn 3a oxeaiioM, npencTaBjien na cxeMe 1. 
npn paccMOTpeHHH MacuiTaöoB ïibiiieiunero MOHHTopnura, ocymecTBjineMoro 
HMewmnMHca Me>KnpaBHTejibcTBennbiMH cncTeMaMH, mojkho yBHjjeTb cymecT- 
seHHbie npoOejibi b BecbMa Baxnibix TpeöyeMbix oxBaTa c$epax. Hbuiemnne 
BKjianbi rocynapcTB-njienoB n Hannonajibiibix ynpewneunfi (b anne oKeann- 
necKHX njiaT<J>opM h namibix, nepejjaBaeMbix juin MOKflynaponnoro oöMena) , 
no3BOBHK)T ocymecTBjiHTb ot 30 no 50% ycTaHOBneHHbix nnanoB ana OrCOC, 
rJlOCC h npefi^yiomHX 6yeB. HMeeTcn MiiowecTBo pa3jiHMHbix onepaTHBHbix h 
HccjienoBaTejibcKHX njiaT(J)opM, Hcnojib3yeMbix ynpewnenHBMH n nporpaMMaMH 
c pa3jiHMHbiMH 3ananaMH h Tpe6oBannHMn, mto oóycjioBjiHBaeT noTpeönocTb 
BceoöbeMBJomefi, KOMnjieKCHofi CHCTeMbi. HeoöxonnMbi oKeaHorpa<J>HnecKne 
naTMHKH ana njiaHnpyeMbix cnyTHHKOBbix onepannn; TpeöyeTcn ycTanoBKa 
nonoBHHTenbuo npen^ywmHX 6yeB; tiywHo 3aBepumTb co3«aHHe npejuioweH- 
Hoft ceTH Mapeorpa<J)OB h cneayer pacumpuTb MacwTaöbi oxnaTa OBT. B 
HacTonmee BpeMH co3flanbi CHCTeMbi ana npoBeneHHH Texymux enojiornnec- 
KHx Mjib XHMHMecKHX H3MepeHnft. 3HannTejibHoe BHHManne cjienyeT ynejuiTb 
TaK*e ynpaBjieiiHK) namibiMH. HeoöxonnMo ycTanoBHTb nopMaTHBbi n oöecne- 
MHTb nonroTGBKy xanpoB b oöJiacTH pa3pa6oTKH, npencTaBjienHH, apxnBa- 
UHH H oöMeHa nannbiMH o MopcKon cpene h nponyKTaMH naHHbix.

10 BBHfly orpoMHbix pacxonoB, CBH3anHbix c <J>yHKnnoHHpoBaHneM Bce- 
MHpHoft CHCTeMbi HaöjnoneHHH 3a oxeaHOM, njiaHHpoBanne aojiikho npoBO- 
nnTbcfl BecbMa ocMOTpnTejibHO c Hcnojib30BaHHeM uinponanuiero ynacTHH 
6ojibmoro xpyra TajiaHTjiHBbix jironefi. fljin STofi CHCTeMbi noTpeöyeTcn 
co3naHne Ha HannoHajibHOM ypoBHe onepaTHBHbix oKeaHorpa4>HHecKHX cjiyjKö 
h oöecnenenHe Toro, htoóm ohh TecHo B3aHMOfleflCTBOBajiH c HanHOHajib- 
HbiMH MeTeopojiomMecKHMH cjiy»6aMH. C yneTOM caMoro xapaKTepa stoh 
neHTejibHOCTH ona MOixeT 6biTb npoBeneHa jiniiib c ncnojib30BaHHOM Mewnpa- 
BHTejibCTBeiiHbix cpencTB. HBJiHHCb oKeaHorpatJmnecKHM opraHOM 0praHH3a- 
HHH 06be«HHeHHbix Hanaii, MOK oöecnenHBaeT pyxoBoncTBO b 3TOft oöJiacTH 
HeoóxoflHMO pa3BHBaTb h noflflepwHBaTb Tecuyio KoopaHHanmo c MeponpHH— 
THHMH BMO H lOHEn B OÖJiaCTH MOHHTOpHHra KjiHMaTa H OKpywaiOmeH cpeflbl. 
HeB03M0n<H0 nepeoneuHTb HeoöxonHMOCTb Toro, mto6h rocynapcTBa-njieHbi 
BHOCHJiH HOBbiH Kpynubiti BKJiafl h HToObi see rocynapcTBa-MJieHbl npHHHMaJIH 
ynacTHe b stoh neHTe jib hocth b pernonajibHbix h rjioöajibHbix HHTepecax.
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1. PREFACE

The Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) at the Fifteenth Session of its Assembly 
(July 1989) decided to initiate the planning of a global integrated ocean observing system in co-operation with 
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and other appropriate UN organizations as part of a global 
system for monitoring and predicting environmental change. The WMO has supported this initiative in 
connection with requirements for global climate studies and assessments. The IOC Executive Council in 
March 1990 adopted a further resolution emphasizing the urgency of such an initiative and requested a status 
report on the immediate requirements for an ocean observing system as well as a plan to meet these 
requirements and an analysis of the problems foreseen in the implementation of a long-term systematic ocean 
observing system. The following report is a first step in responding to this request. It is a collation of 
requirements from existing and planned large-scale climate research programmes and a description of IOC 
and WMO-sponsorcd ocean observing and data management systems. A thorough evaluation needs to be 
done of i) the extent to which existing needs arc being met, ii) an identification of steps to take to overcome 
present weaknesses, and iii) priority actions to be taken toward establishing a comprehensive system. It is 
expected that such work will be done in 1991.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has recognized the need for systematic ongoing 
observations of the global ocean and has recommended the development and implementation of multi
national systems to detect and monitor ocean and coastal zone changes and environmental and socioeconomic 
impacts of those changes. The Scicntific/Tcchnical Sessions of the Second World Climate Conference 
concluded that there is an urgent need to create a Global Climate Observing System built upon the World 
Weather Watch Global Observing System and the IOC-WMO Integrated Global Ocean Services System. Both 
space-based and surface-based components arc needed.

Two papers have been prepared, one by Prof. R.W. Stewart and the other by Dr. D. James Baker, 
on the role of the ocean in climate change. Both emphasize the need for development of long-term 
systematic observations of the global ocean. Professor Stewart 1990 concludes thai:

"The ocean plays a key, but frequently understated, role in determining the earth's climate. Indeed any 
possibility of predicting the evolution of climate beyond a few weeks demands that ocean behaviour aiso 
be taken into account. 'There is great promise thai it may become possible to describe and predict many 
aspects of upper ocean behaviour with enough accuracy to improve long range weather and fisheries 
forecasts usefully. This promise can only be realized if appropriate data are collected regtdarly and 
disseminated promptly.
Miii respect to sensitivity to, and contribution to, long term climate change: there is every reason to 
believe thai Ute ocean is now changing in response to climate changes over the last few hundred years 
(the Little lee Age). It can be expected to change further as anthropogenic influences become 
increasingly marked. The effect of the ocean on the atmosphere could be either to moderate or Io 
intensify these changes. It will certainly modify them."

In order to develop the global ocean observing system, the IOC established in 1989 the ad hoc Group 
of Experts on an Ocean Observing System to work in close collaboration with the CCCO-JSC Ocean 
Observing System Development Panel. This group met in September 1990 and made the following 
recommendations which will be submitted to the Fourth Session of the IOC Committee on Ocean Processes 
and Climate and the Sixteenth Session of the IOC Assembly, both in March 1991.

(i) IOC should propose that an intergovernmental "protocol* (a formal international 
agreement) be attached to the Framework Convention on Climate Change to be signed in 
1992. This protocol would foster the participation of governments in an ocean observing 
system.

(ii) A document should be completed to describe the benefits and rationale of a global ocean 
observing system as well as elements and general approaches and be provided to IOC and 
WMO subsidiary bodies for comment

(iii) An implementation plan should be developed in 1991 to support the proposed protocol and 
presented to the 1992 UN Conference
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(iv) Initial emphasis should be on strengthening national contributions to present activities (e.g., 
IGOSS, GLOSS, DBCP, IODE, WWW), accelerating deployment of components of existing 
systems with a phased integration of new technology, satellite and iii sini.

(v) IGOSS and IODE should consider establishing a Global Current Meter Pilot Project to 
emphasize the importance and uses of real-time current data

(vi) An Interagency Co-ordinating Group should be established to facilitate co-ordination of the 
ocean observing system among relevant groups

(vii) A "status report" should be prepared on ocean observing systems and updated annually.

Effective implementation and maintenance of such a system will demand substantial operational 
resources from governments beyond those presently committed. Additionally, better co-ordination among 
international organizations and existing international programmes will be needed in order to avoid duplication 
of effort and to most efficiently utilize resources.

Several expert consultations have led to the conclusion that initially such a system should concentrate 
on those variables that arc required to monitor and predict climate change, recognizing that the importance 
of predicting change is equally valuable for predicting natural or anthropogenic change. The global ocean 
observing system is conceptually a component of a global earth information system with the immediate 
linkage through coupled ocean-atmosphere observation systems and models. Estimated benefits of adequate 
environmental predictions total hundreds of billions of dollars.

Under the joint sponsorship of (he UNEP, IOC, and WMO, a draft proposal has been prepared for 
long-term monitoring of coastal and near-shore phenomena. This system will complement the Global Ocean 
Observing System. It will insure thai measurement frequency, spatial resolution, and parameter selection will 
be adequate in the arca most likely to be affected first by anthropogenic influences. It will aiso complete the 
suite of observations necessary for global numerical models. The proposal will be considered at a meeting 
of experts to be organized jointly by UNEP, IOC, and WMO in December 1990. The IOC Executive Council 
in March 1990 noted that the plan for a global coastal zone observing system should be developed in close 
harmony with the global ocean observing system.

The IOC and WMO Secretariats acknowledge the contributions made to this report by senior 
scientists, including those involved in major large-scale research programmes, particularly TOGA and WOCE, 
and by John W. Sherman, NOAA, who provided extensive information on international satellite plans.

2. PRESENT INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURES

2.1 INTERGOVERNMENTAL OCEANOGRAPHIC COMMISSION

The Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) is a functionally autonomous body within 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco). The purpose of the 
Commission is to promote marine scientific investigations and related ocean services, with the view to 
learning more about the nature and resources of the oceans through the concerted action of its members. 
At present 116 countries are members of the Commission. These Member States are not necessarily the 
Member States of Unesco, since membership of the Commission is open to any Member State of any of the 
organizations of the United Nations system.

The IOC collaborates closely with other international organizations that are interested in aspects of 
the oceans and their resources including related development and management aspects. In accordance with 
its Statutes, the Commission "shall give due attention to supporting the objectives of the international 
organizations with which it collaborates. On the other hand, the Commission may request these organizations 
to take its requirements into account in planning and executing their own programmes".

The Commission has been recognized as a joint specialized mechanism of the United Nations system 
in the fields of marine science and ocean services. The Commission has been aiso recognized by the United 
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea as ‘the competent international organization" for marine scientific 
research.
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FAO, WMO, IMO, the UN itself and Unesco formalized special responsibilities of the Commission 
through the adoption in 1969 of the agreement on the Inter-Secretariat Committee on Scientific Programmes 
Relating to Oceanography (ICSPRO). Through the ICSPRO Agreement, these organizations took "a step 
forward in broadening the base of the IOC so that the Commission can fulfill its function as an effective joint 
specialized mechanism". Agreements between the IOC and UN Organizations and other co-operating bodies 
include.

- Aide-Memoire on Joint Action by UNESCO and FAO in the Field of Marine Science and 
Fisheries (1968).

- Memorandum of Understanding between the International Atomic Energy Agency and the 
IOC on Marine Environmental Protection (1982).

- Memorandum of Understanding between the IOC and the International Council for the 
Exploration of the Soa (1983).

- Memorandum of Understanding between the International Hydrographic Organization and 
the IOC (1984).

- Memorandum of Understanding between the IOC and the Comision Permanente del 
Pacifico Sur (1984),

• Memorandum of Understanding between the International Commission for the Scientific 
Exploration of the Mediterranean Sea and the IOC (1984).

- Memorandum of Understanding between IOC and the Scientific Committee on Oceanic 
Research (of ICSU)(1984).

- Principles Governing Co-operation between Unesco and the International Council of 
Scientific Unions (ICSU) on the Development of the Oceanographic Component of the 
World Climate Research Programme through the IOC and SCOR (1984).

• Memorandum of Understanding on Co-operation between the United Nations Environment 
Programme and the IOC (1987).

Advisory Bodies to the Commission:

- Advisory Committee on Marine Resources Research (ACMRR)
- Engineering Committee on Oceanic Resources (ECOR)
- Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research (SCOR)

Major programmes and working bodies of the IOC arc diagrammed in Figure 2. Co-operation of 
IOC with other international organizations on specific programmes and activities is depicted in Table 1.

In regard to its activities in the field of ocean observations and data exchange, a function of the 
Commission is to "promote, plan and co-ordinate observing and monitoring systems on the properties and 
quality of the marine environment, as well as the preparation and dissemination of processed oceanographic 
data and informr tion, and assessment studies". Since its establishment in 1960, IOC has been dealing with 
the planning and development of elements of a future ocean observing system in co-operation with WMO 
and development of an international system for exchange of oceanographic data and information. At present 
IOC co-ordinates either alone or jointly with WMO, the following major ocean observing and data 
management systems:

(i) The Joint IOC-WMO Integrated Global Ocean Services System (IGOSS), a world-wide, 
operational service system providing physical oceanographic data and information for various 
marine users (since 1975). (Described further in Section 4.2)

(ii) The IOC Global Sea Level Observing System (GLOSS) for collection and dissemination of 
sea-level data from (he international network of GLOSS stations (since 1985). (Described 
further in Section 4.3)
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(iii) The Joint WMO-IOC Drilling Buoy programme aimed at promoting the world-wide use of 
drifting buoys for collection and dissemination of marine meteorological and some 
oceanographic observations as a part of global ocean observing system (since 1985). 
(Described further in Section 4.4)

iv) The International Oceanographic Data Exchange (IODE) which comprises an international 
network of oceanographic data centers, international procedures and forms for data 
collection and exchange and provision data/information services to participating countries. 
(Described further in Section 4.5).

Ali ocean observing and data management systems arc based on the principle of voluntary 
participation of Member States in recognition of mutual benefit in such co-operation. Each includes 
internationally-accepted procedures for data acquisition and transmission for international exchange. Each 
programme aiso includes data collection in international centers for the processing, analysis and preparation 
of data products, to be made available to participating countries. To support its ocean services programmes, 
the IOC organizes specific training, education, and mutual assistance in the marine sciences and services to 
enable developing countries to participate actively in those programmes and to get maximum scientific and 
practical benefit from those programmes.

2.2 WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION (WMO)

The WMO is a specialized agency of the United Nations whose basic mission is to facilitate world
wide co-operation in the establishment of networks of stations for taking meteorological observations as well 
ns hydrological and other geophysical observations related to meteorology, and to promote the establishment 
and maintenance of appropriate centers and systems. It was established in 1951, superseding a non
governmental International Meteorological Organization. The WMO includes 160 Members. Six regional 
associations co-ordinate implementation of activities at the regional lovei.

Regional Association I 
Regional Association II 
Regional Association III 
Regional Association IV 
Regional Association V 
Regional Association VI

Africa
Asia
South America 
North and Central America 
South-West Pacific 
Europe

The basic programme of the WMO is the World Weather Watch, initiated in 1961. It is cited as a 
unique achievement in international co-operation, an integrated global system composed of national facilities 
and services owned and operated by individual countries for the- collection, analysis, and distribution of 
weather and other environmental information.

Eight technical commissions, composed of experts designated Uy Members, address global 
implementation aspects and further development of WMO activities in specific technical areas. These include 
a Commission for Marine Meteorology, a Commission for Climatology, and a Commission for Basic Systems 
(CBS). The CBS is responsible for establishing and refining codes and formats to permit the rapid and 
efficient exchange of large amounts of data. The WMO organization structure is depicted in Figure 3.

Activities at the national level are co-ordinated through National Meteorological and Hydrological 
Services, which are operated by ali WMO Members. These organizations provide basic services of 
observations, data collection and dissemination; data processing and preparation of forecasts, warnings, and 
climatological advisories; and dissemination of forecasts and specialized information to a wide variety of users.

At the Forty-first Session of the WMO Executive Council in June 1989, a resolution (Res. 11) was 
passed calling for the development and implementation of a global operational ocean observing system to be 
undertaken jointly with IOC. A timetable was requested as well as a list of actions to be undertaken within 
available budgetary resources.

Relevant activities of the WMO are described in Section 4.
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2.3 INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was formed by the United Nations 
Environment Programme and the WMO in 1988 to provide a basis for the development of a realistic and 
effective international strategy for addressing climate change. Reports of the three IPCC Working Groups 
have been completed; independent conclusions of each group cali for an ocean monitoring programme in 
order to narrow the uncertainties, address the impacts, and respond to them. In the June 1990 report called 
"Scientific Assessment of Climate Change" prepared by Working Group 1, the Introduction describes the role 
of the ocean:

"The oceans play a cenlial role in shaping the climate through 3 distinct mechanisms. Firstly, they 
absorb carbon dioxide and exchange it with the atmosphere. Secondly, they exchange heat, water vapour, 
and momentum with the atmosphere. Wind stress at the sea surface drives the large-scale ocean 
circulation. Water vapour, evaporated from the ocean surface, is transported by the atmospheric 
circulation and provides latent heat energy to the atmosphere. The ocean circulations in their turn 
redistribute heat, fresh water and dissolved chemicals around the globe. Thirdly, they sequester heat, 
absorbed at the surface, in the deepest regions for periods of a thousand years or more through vertical 
circulation and convective mixing.
Therefore, any study of the climate and how it might change must include a detailed description of 
processes in the ocean together willi the coupling between the ocean and the atmosphere."

This same report states that :

"systematic ongoing obsen'ations of the global ocean are needed"........"A comprehensive ocean and ice
observing system requires:

a) satellite obsen’ations of the ocean surface temperature, wind and topography, sea-ice concentration 
and chlorophyll content (ocean colour), and of the topography of the Antarctic and Greenland ice 
sheets, by an international array of space platfonns in suitable orbits around the earth;
b) an international operational upper-ocean monitoring programme, to detemiine Ute time and space 
dependent distribution of heat and fresh water in upper ocean layers, seasonal variations and long-tenn 
trends; and
c) an international programme of systematic sea-level and deep-ocean measurements, at suitable time 
and space internals, to detemiine the state of the ocean circulation, ocean volume, and transport of 
heat.”

Recommendations by Working Group 2 to address potential impacts on the ocean and coastal zone 
include:
"Development and implementation of multinational systems Io detect and monitor expected 
environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ocean and coastal zone changes"

In addressing measures to adapt to global climate change, Working Group 3, the Response Strategics 
Working Group, lists options which :
"would be most effective if undertaken in the short lenn, not because there is an impending catastrophe, 
but because there are opportunities to avoid adverse impacts by acting now - opportunities which may 
not be as effective if the process is delayed. These options include:

Development and implementation of a vlobal ocean observing network, for example through the efforts 
of the IOC, WMO, and UNEP Io establish a co ordinated international ocean observing network that 
will allow for accurate assessment and continuous monitoring of changes in the world’s oceans and 
coastal areas, particularly sea level and coastal erosion.”

2.4 CO ORDINATION AMONG INTERNATIONAL STRUCTURES

Figure 3 diagrams the structure of the cognizant international organizations and working bodies 
involved in ocean observing system development and co-ordination. In addition to the 2 predominant 
intergovernmental organizations described above, the International Council of Scientific Unions, a non
governmental organization, in 1986 launched the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP), a 
study of the links between the biological, chemical, and physical processes in the whole Earth system and the 
interactions between the different paris of it. The IGBP provides a framework for a wide range of
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interdisciplinary programmes. It is developed in close co-operation with other international scientific 
programmes, some of which arc core projects and arc described below,- e.g., JGOFS and GEWEX. Aiso, 
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) sponsors the Global Environmental Monitoring System 
(GEMS) to promote the co-ordination and collection of environmental data and INFOTERRA, the 
International Environmental Information System, a mechanism for nations to gain access to environmental 
information. IOC and WMO have increased their level of co-ordination with UNEP in view of the number 
of common interests and goals.

2.5 NATIONAL STRUCTURES

Ali Members of the WMO, as noted above, have a national governmental organization responsible 
for meteorological services. It is important to note that very few countries have a single comparable structure 
for oceanic services. A total of 41 countries have, however, designated a National Oceanographic Data 
Center.

Each Member State of IOC designates national agencies or institutions to participate in the activities 
of IOC. Member States of IOC aiso designate an action address for correspondence on ali matters related 
to the activities of IOC. In addition, for each programme, as a rule, Member States designate a national co
ordinator or contact point (e.g., a national co-ordinator for IGOSS, GLOSS, IODE). Marine activities cover 
a wide spectrum of scientific and practical interests. Relevant agencies and institutions arc hydrographic 
services, meteorological or hydrometeorological services, fisheries agencies, national science and technology 
agencies, national academics of sciences, and universities. Some Member States have established national 
oceanographic committees or commissions for internal co-ordination of IOC activities.

3. REQUIREMENTS FROM EXISTING AND PLANNED LARGE-SCALE CLIMATE RESEARCH
PROGRAMMES

Recognizing that international research programmes arc not established for the purpose of defining 
long-term observational requirements, the knowledge and experience gained should nevertheless be tapped 
for such an endeavor. In January 1990, the IOC Secretariat asked senior representatives of various 
international research programmes to provide insight into the identified requirements for long-term systematic 
ocean observations. An extract of these responses follows:

3.1 TROPICAL OCEAN-GLOBAL ATMOSPHERE (TOGA)

The objectives of the TOGA Programme are:

(i) to gain a description of the tropical oceans and the global atmosphere as a time dependent 
system, in order to.dctermine the extent to which this system is predictable on time scales 
of months to years, and to understand the mechanisms and processes underlying its 
predictability;

(ii) to study the feasibility of modelling the coupled ocean-atmosphere system for the purpose 
of predicting its variations on time scales of months to years; and

(iii) to provide the scientific background for designing an observing and data transmission system 
for operational prediction if this capability is demonstrated by coupled ocean-atmosphere 
models.

Through an intensive international effort, to a large degree, the first TOGA objective has been 
achieved during the first 5 years of TOGA, 1985-1989. Significant progress has aiso been made toward 
achieving the second objective. However, the following issues must be addressed before the third objective 
can be realized:

o Particular problems exist in the warm pool regions (i.e., SST is greater than 28°C) of the tropical
oceans.
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o In the warm pool estimates of the heat balance at the surface leave an unexplained heat flux of 60-80
watts per square meter, enough to warm the upper ocean by about 2 degrees C per month. Thus, 
there is great difficulty in understanding the heat budget of the warm pooh

o Ocean models generally overestimate the temperature of the warm pool by about 3 degrees C, 
probably resulting from a considerable sensitivity to air-sea heat fluxes.

o Atmospheric models have been shown to be extremely sensitive to even very small soa surface 
temperature variations where the SST is warm.

The TOGA Scientific Steering Group (SSG) has defined 2 groups of data requirements: atmospheric 
data and oceanic data. The latter group contains those requirements needed to determine the circulation and 
heat storage of the tropical oceans and to characterize their response to atmospheric forcing. Horizontal and 
vertical scales, time resolution, and measurement accuracy for global data sets have been defined as shown 
in Table 3.

Relevant "atmospheric parameters' arc:

Atmospheric Surface Pressure
Surface stations and data from the Voluntary Observing Ship (VOS) programme can help achieve 
the requirement of 1,200 km resolution. However, additional surface pressure observations from 
automatic stations or drifting buoys arc required in the extra-tropical latitudes of the Southern 
Hemisphere to adequately resolve the evolution of the 30-60 day mode and the Southern Oscillation.

Global Sea Surface Temperature
Thirty day averages of SST over 5 degrees latitudc/longitude squares are required over the global 
oceans with a 0.3 K accuracy. Determination of global SST depends heavily on the measurements 
of satellite-based infrared and microwave sensors. However, measurements from drifting buoys and 
ships are aiso required for validation of satellite retrievals.

Tropical Sea Surface Temperature
Since prediction of SST is a central objective of TOGA, there is need for better resolution and 
accuracy of SST measurements in the tropical ocean basins. Satellite retrievals from this area suffer 
considerable contamination from the presence of clouds, tropospheric moisture content and 
stratospheric aerosols. Therefore, additional in sini observations from drifting buoys, moored buoys, 
and VOS are critical for meeting the requirements for adequate monitoring of tropical SST 
variations. Fifteen-day averages over 2 degrees latitude x 2 degree longitude areas with 0.3 K 
accuracy are required.

Surface Wind Over the Tropical Ocean
Tropical surface wind stress is one of the most important variables to be determined for TOGA. 
Data from anemometers on moored buoys will be of crucial importance in supplementing data from 
WWW surface stations and VOS. The required accuracy is .01 Pa for mean monthly values averaged 
over 2 degrees latitude by IO degrees longitude areas. Expressed in terms of wind speed, the 
corresponding accuracy is 0.5 m/sec.

Net Radiation at the Surface
The net radiative input to the upper ocean layer is a very significant component of the overall heat 
balance of this layer and ultimately controls the prediction of the SST. TOGA data requirements 
are expressed in terms of mean values of the incoming short-wave radiation flux only. The required 
accuracy is IO watts/m2 for monthly averages in each 2 degree latitude by 2 degree longitude box 
in the tropical zone. The WCRP Surface Radiation Budget Project, beginning in 1990, will attempt 
to compute this quantity from available data on a global scale. Eventually it is hoped that long-wave 
radiation flux will be obtained to similar accuracy.

Surface Humidity
The require^ accuracy for water vapour mixing ratios near the surface is 0.5 x 10-3 for mean monthly 
values averaged over 2 degrees latitude x IO degrees longitude areas.
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Surface Air Temperature
The required accuracy for monthly averaged surface air temperature measurements over 2 degrees 
latitude by IO degrees longitude arcas is 0.5 K.

Oceanic parameters are:

Tropical Sea Level
A basin-wide network of tide gauge stations is required in each tropical ocean to resolve oscillations 
in sea level. The required accuracy is 2 cm for one- day averages. In addition, the advent of satellite 
altimetry has made it possible to map basin-wide soa level anomalies with an accuracy of a few 
centimeters for time scales of IO days or longer.

Tropica! Ocean Sub-Surface Temperature
Knowledge of the ocean sub-surface thermal structure is necessary to assess the transport of heat, 
for calculation of gcostrophic currents, and to monitor space-time evolution of various large-scale 
ocean features. The minimum required horizontal resolution is 1.5 degrees latitude by 5 degrees 
longitude at seven levels between 0 and 500 meters except in the western parts of the basins whero 
750 meters depth data is required. On a monthly time scale, the required accuracy is 0.25 K. In the 
equatorial wave guide higher temporal resolution is required.

Tropical Ocean Salinity
Direct measurements of salinity arc required to resolve near-equatorial, rapid time scale, changes 
in salinity associated with phenomena such as westerly wind bursts, and to monitor broader, deeper, 
and presumably slower salinity changes outside the equatorial region. Surface salinity should be 
measured wherever possible along VOS lines. In addition, subsurface salinity should be sampled 
along selected VOS lines and along regularly repeated hydrographic sections. Near-equatorial 
moorings should be equipped with temperature and salinity sensors to capture higher frequency 
variations. Rigorous studies have not yet been carried out to determine the optimal time and space 
resolution for sampling. The accuracy requirement for monthly averaged surface salinity over 2 
degrees latitude by IO degrees longitude arcas is 0.03 parts per thousand.

Tropical Ocean Surface Circulation
The most sensitive product for verification of the model simulations of tropical ocean dynamics will 
be the measured velocity field of the upper ocean layer. The tropical ocean surface circulation 
requirement for monthly averages over 2 degrees latitude by IO degrees longitude is 0.1 m/scc.

Sub-Surface Equatorial Currents
For the purpose of understanding equatorial ocean dynamics in response to atmospheric forcing over 
the region, time scries of direct measurements of velocity profiles arc considered essential along the 
equator at 40 degrees longitude spacing. The accuracy requirement is 0.1 m/scc at the lime the 
currents are being measured. At least 5 levels of information above 250 m per mooring arc 
desirable.

The observing systems for the parameters described above are listed in Table 4. The TOGA ocean 
monitoring programme rests heavily on the 3 ocean basin XBT network. Despite the success of the system, 
there continues to be a shortfall of probes deployed per year. The TOGA Implementation Plan calls for
30.000 probes to be dropped per year. In 1990 it appears that only 17,000 will be available, a shortfall of
13.000 probes. The SSG has determined that in some regions, specifically where mean precipitation exceeds 
evaporation, XCTD’s rather than XBT’s will have to be deployed in order to define the subsurface salinity 
structure. An urgent priority is to increase national commitments to supply and deploy XBT and XCTD 
probes. The TOGA Ad Hoc Panel of Experts has aiso expressed concern that at least 40% of the XBT 
observations made in the tropical oceans are not reported in near real-time and arc thus lost to the 
operational ocean models.

Plans are to extend ;he existing array of Atlas thermistor moorings along the equator in the Pacific 
to the so-called TAO II (The Thermal Array in the Ocean II) configuration. Additionally, the SSG has 
suggested that a five-mooring current array become part of the TOGA monitoring effort in thé western 
Pacific. At the same time a large number of Lagrangian drifting buoys are being deployed annually in the 
Pacific. The annual requirement of drifting buoys is 230. Only 150 are now being deployed.
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Although considerable progress has been made in setting up the TOGA sea level network, there is 
a shortfall of about 20% over the 3 tropical oceans. The statistics for each of the oceans are:

Planned Existing

Pacific 95 88
Indian 60 40
Atlantic 40 29

TOTAL 195 157

In order to provide surface data in the data-sparsc southern oceans for the calibration of satellite 
data, a large number of surface drifting buoys arc deployed each year. Commitments now exist for SO of the 
100 buoys needed annually.

In conjunction with the study needed of the warm pool regions of the tropical oceans, the second half 
of the TOGA Programme will include a Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE). An 
Intensive Observation Phase (IOP) will be held in the western Pacific from November 1992 through February 
1993. For a year prior to and following the IOP, the regular networks will be enhanced, an oceanographic 
network will be established, and radiation monitoring equipment will be installed. An initial assessment of 
the resources required for COARE arc shown in Table 5.

In order to emphasize the second and third scientific objectives of TOGA, prediction of intcrannual 
variability will be a major focus during the second half of the TOGA period. Given the large number of 
scientific and technical tasks remaining, the SSG has recommended thai these tasks can best be approached 
by forming a climate modelling center or centers. Such a center, or centers, would require the same 
resources and capabijitics as the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting. Beyond their 
developmental role, such centers would provide guidance for developing a global ocean observing system.

TOGA data management requirements are to: (i) provide sufficient quality control flags such that 
research users can appraise the utility of individual observations or derived quantities, (ii) provide data within 
a time frame appropriate to the data and the uses to be made of them, (iii) provide data, data products, as 
well as their quality control flags and documentation, in readily accessible formats to interested scientists and 
organizations in ali countries, (iv) preserve backup data sets in such a way that derived quantities can be re
computed in ease of a change in algorithms or parameters, (v) set standards for products to be derived from 
data sets in close collaboration with data managers and scientific users, (vi) maintain enough flexibility in the 
data management system to account for evolving scientific priorities while assuring a consistent data set for 
the duration of the programme, and (vii) collect relevant historical and current TOGA-rclated data from 
participating countries. TOGA data centers arc listed in Section 4.5.

3.2 WORLD OCEAN CIRCULATION EXPERIMENT (WOCE)

The goals of WOCE arc (i) to develop models useful for predicting climate change and to collect 
the data necessary to test them, and (ii) to determine the representativeness of the specific WOCE data sets 
for the long-term behaviour of the ocean, and to find methods for determining long-term changes in the 
ocean circulation. The WOCE Implementation Plan contains details of the experimental elements of WOCE, 
data management, the modelling programme, and tables of resource needs. The major observational 
components of the WOCE Field Programme are:

(i) Full depth, hydrographic/tracer survey, the WOCE Hydrography Programme (WHP), 
covering the entire ocean once,

(ii) Repeat hydrography, to at least 1,500 meters, to provide temporal information,

(iii) Global deep float releases employing a mixture of pop-up and acoustically-tracked floats,

(iv) Satellite altimetry calibrated with a sparse global sea-level network,
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(v) Moored arrays and special float releases to map transequatorial exchange and western and 
eastern boundary currents, deep boundary currents and exchanges between basins, and the 
vertical structure of the eddy field,

(vi) Enhancement of surface meteorological measurements to validate satellite-derived wind and 
sea surface temperature measurements,

(vii) A surface layer programme using surface velocity drifters, standard hydrographic 
measurements, XBTs, CTDs, moored and drifting temperature and tcmpcraturc/salinity 
chains,

(viii) Eddy-resolving XBT/XCTD sections to determine the variation of the strength of the major 
oceanic gyres on seasonal and interannual time scales.

The major WOCE resource requirements arc shown io Table 6. WOCE XBT depth requirements 
are 1,000 meters along western boundaries and in high latitude^ • nd 750 meters elsewhere. In the Atlantic 
22 XBT lines are required (monthly, 2 XBTs per day), in the Ind. ji Ocean 17 lines, and in the Pacific 13 
high density lines (seasonal, 12 XBTs per day) as well as the lower density sampling undertaken by TOGA, 
described in Section 3.1 above. WOCE sea level sites are discussed in Section 4.3.2 and are depicted in 
Table 20.

WOCE needs to estimate the seasonal evolution of heat and salt content of the upper ocean in order 
to test and validate ocean models. There is serious concern that the air-sea dux estimates will contain large 
uncertainties due Io problems with both the initial data and the parameterization. Storage of heat and salt 
will provide a first order estimate of the overall consistency of those estimates. Salinity measurements arc 
needed in the upper 1000 meters of the water column. Much better coverage and data exchange is needed 
than presently exists. Because there is no method for obtaining salinity profiles from ships of opportunity, 
these data must be obtained using conventional CTD instrumentation from research or other mission-oriented 
vessels. In regions such as the North Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, CTD profiles are now taken by fisheries, 
military, and other organizations, but are not being exchanged, or are being exchanged very slowly 
internationally and are being collected in a manner (or with instrumentation and techniques) thai provides 
inadequate precision and accuracy. In mid to high latitudes salinity is a dominant component of the seasonal 
and interannual variation in the upper and intermediate layers, but an understanding cannot be obtained 
without a far better distribution of temperature and salinity profiles in the upper 1,000 meters of the water 
column.

WOCE will measure the transport of a number of the major currents using mooring arrays, tide 
gauges, and electric cables. In addition, satellite altimeter data are presently providing unique information 
concerning the variability of such currents over a much larger range of space and time scales. The main 
satellite sensors contributing to WOCE are shown in Table 7. Most of the mooring arrays have, as one of 
their scientific goals, the design of techniques or arrays that can carry out long-term monitoring of the current 
with much reduced resources. In a few cases, such as in the Florida Straits, one can now estimate the 
transport from the cable very inexpensively.

WOCE stresses the importance of data management for the creation and assembly of data sets, the 
preparation of catalogues, and the dissemination of data sets to users. Data Assembly Centres have been 
established for drifting buoy data, upper ocean thermal data, and sea level data. Additionally, a Data 
Information Unit provides referral services for locating WOCE data sets. The locations of WOCE Centres 
are listed in Section 4.5.

3.3 POLAR PROGRAMMES

The IAPSO Commission on Sea lee has indicated the need for :

(i) Arctic buoy measurements such as now taken by the U.S. Office of Naval Research using 
drifting, ice-mounted, satellite-tracked data buoys

(ii) Beaufort and northern Greenland seas, using moored, upward-looking sonar (not now 
measured)
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(iii) lee cover and distribution from SSM/I, planned by NASA

(iv) lee motion, being discussed by NASA

(v) Antarctic- undefined.

The German Alfred-Wegcner Institute for Polar and Marine Research has identified the need for:

(i) Horizontal grid of about 100 km and with a sampling interval of 5-10 days and atmospheric 
quantities on a similar grid but on a daily interval

(ii) Sea ice - extent, concentration, thickness, velocity, surface albedo, surface net radiation

(iii) Atmosphere - Surface wind stress, surface air pressure, near surface air temperature, near 
surface air moisture

(iv) Ocean - Mixed layer currents, temperature, salinity and depth and changes of the first three 
quantities across the pycnolinc.

Generally speaking, a continuous satellite observation programme forms the backbone of a long-term 
sea ice and ocean surface monitoring scheme. Additionally, considerable international efforts are needed to 
support satisfactory long-term surface buoy and subsurface upward-looking sonar programmes in Arctic and 
Antarctic waters.

The most valuable information on sea ice extent and its time variations is obtained from satellite 
passive microwave radiometers (since 1972). Less certain, but still useful, arc ice concentration estimations 
from the same data source. Pasi attempts to determine the age of ice floes and their thickness with the aid 
of any remote sensing device arc unsatisfactory. The World Climate Research Programme is making an 
effort to implement ice thickness monitoring programmes using moored upward-looking sonars in key 
positions in both polar regions. Logistics support is needed to deploy and maintain this equipment. An 
Antarctic drifting buoy programme, similar to the Arctic buoy programme maintained by the U.S., needs to 
be established. Surface stations are needed to provide full coverage of atmospheric surface data (air pressure, 
air temperature, and possibly wind velocity), sea surface and/or ice surface temperatures, mixed layer depth, 
ice thickness, and snow depth. lee motion is obtained from the time sequence of the buoy positions. Buoys 
of this kind have been deployed recently in the Antarctic with good success.

3.4 JOINT GLOBAL OCEAN FLUX STUDY (JGOFS)

The goal of the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) is to "determine and understand on a global 
scale the processes controlling the time varying fluxes of carbon and associated biogenic elements in the 
ocean, and to evaluate the related exchanges with the atmosphere, sea floor, and continental boundaries". 
JGOFS requires a network of time scries stations at which regular measurements of key properties and 
processes are made at bi-weekly or monthly intervals, or continuously if automated sensors arc available. 
For logistical reasons, most stations must be near islands or coastal nations with well-equipped laboratories. 
Stations are needed in tropical oligotrophic waters, higher latitude regions, coastal, upwelling, and boundary 
current regions. Once established, these sites will provide the means to describe the time-varying behavior 
of the physical, ecological, and biogcochemical system in each area. They will aiso provide material for 
calibrating and validating biogeochemical models. Measurements to be taken at long time series stations have 
not been defined, but sediment traps are considered necessary.

3.5 GLOBAL ENERGY AND WATER CYCLE EXPERIMENT (GEV/EX)

The objectives of the GEWEX Programme are:

(i) to determine the hydrological cycle and energy fluxes by means of global measurements of 
observable atmospheric and surface properties;

(ii) to model the global hydrological cycle and its impacts on the atmosphere and ocean;
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(iii) Io develop the ability to predict the variations of global and regional hydrological processes 
and water resources, and their response to environmental change; and

(iv) to foster the development of observing techniques and data management and assimilation 
systems, suitable for operational applications to long-range weather forecasts, hydrology, and 
climate predictions.

The GEWEX Programme has requirements for monitoring the heat and salinity content of the upper 
ocean on a global scale, with temporal and spatial resolution consistent willi the needs to derive surface fluxes 
of heat and water vapor, changes in storage and upper ocean transports, as critical components of the global 
heat and water cycles. Deficiencies in present observing systems arc cited as:

(i) heat content in the Southern Oceans and parts of the Northern Hemisphere ocean

(ii) salinity throughout the global ocean.

Actions requested include:

(i) surface salinity measurements by Voluntary Observing Ships

(ii) further development and deployment of XBTs with the addition of expendable temperature- 
conductivity probes

(iii) development of suitable salinity sensors for unattended operation on buoys of other 
automatic vehicles.

Aiso cited as long-term needs arc more drifting buoys with thermistor chains and salinity sensors in 
data sparse regions and instrument development for the salinity sensors.

3.6 WORLD CLIMATE DATA PROGRAMME

The goal of the World Clim.<te Data Programme (WCDP), one of four components of the World 
Climate Programme described further in Section 4.8, is to insure timely access to reliable data which arc 
exchangeable in an acceptable format to support climate applications, impact studies, and research. The 
WCDP has established the following requirements for the construction of global baseline data sets:

(i) Standard synoptic and climatological observations including sea surface temperature and 
subsurface measurements at a density of ten reporting stations per 250 square kilometers

(ii) Sea surface temperature grid point data set, data blended to half degree lat-long grid

(iii) Upper air observations taken at standard times from as many sites as practical

World Climate Programme data are derived from the World Weather Watch synoptic network 
(described in Section 4.1), with additional quality control standards applied prior to use of the data base. 
Following the Second World Climate Conference in November 1990, this activity was re-named the World 
Climate System Monitoring Programme.

3.7 SUMMARY OF VARIABLES AND PROCESSES TO BE MONITORED

In 1990, a review was made of parameters, processes, features, and phenomena that need to be 
included in a comprehensive ocean observing system to meet climate-related needs. Initial conclusions are 
thai it will be helpful to be able to describe the state of ali the general circulation gyres, especially their major 
currents and the state of the upper layer (mixed layer and thermoclincs and haloclines). More precisely, we 
need to know the heat and salt content of the upper ocean, and the horizontal advcction of heat and salt. 
We need to know the air-sea transfers of momentum, heat, and moisture. It will be essential to determine 
air-sea transfers of particles and gases. And it may be important to monitor the heat and sali fluxes from the 
sea floor.
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Similarly, we need to know the major river discharges, both their volume and properly (c.g., 
sediments, nutrients, and pollutants) fluxes. For some purposes, we would like to resolve ali of the major 
oceanic fronts and eddies. For others, we would like to know the intensity and quality of ali the major 
upwclling centers and regions. Undoubtedly, we need to track the position of the polar ice edge and probably 
keep track of the polar ice thickness.

For the purpose of documenting climate variability and climate change, it will be essential to detect 
changes in water mass properties and the rates of water mass formation. In addition to knowing the state of 
major circulation gyres and currents, intergyre and interbasin exchanges, and changes therein, may be of 
interest. Such signals need to be detected against a background of seasonal and intcrannual variability, which, 
of course, need documentation.

Emphasis is needed on the means to monitor the formation of subsurface water masses-- their 
locations, rates, and consequent transfers to the interior of the ocean of gases, particles, heat, and salt. Hence, 
a focused research question concerns the degree to which satellite and acoustic remote sensing systems, when 
applied to data-assimilativc models, can accurately estimate such water mass formation, and the kinds and 
numbers of direct observations that arc needed to achieve acceptable accuracies for a defined purpose.

An inescapable topic is that of space-time resolution and the attendant tradeoffs. Because the scales 
of variability vary geographically for dynamical reasons, it may be possible to design a ‘smart’ (optimal) 
strategy. For example, though the upper ocean, equatorial ocean, and coastal ocean arc very responsive to 
synoptic scale atmospheric forcing, and, thus, need to be sampled relatively rapidly in space and time, the 
same is not generally true for the bulk of the ocean interior.

The choice of domain is closely related to the resolution topic. One extreme is to undertake the 
entire global domain and resolve it only coarsely with available resources, and then to refine the resolution 
as the demand grows, as resources increase, or new technologies arc acquired. The other extreme is Io choose 
a domain small enough to adequately resolve the energetic and relevant scales, and to expand the domain 
as more resources or new technologies become available. The first strategy has the advantage ol providing 
a global product immediately though it may not be of much use. The second strategy has the advantage of 
proceeding correctly, and presumably usefully, at least somewhere.

Clearly, a priority suite of variables, which will become comprehensive as the system expands, must 
be identified. For the first step, listed below arc the highest priority items:

Surface:

PHYSICS BIOLOGY
air temperature pigment concentration
atmospheric pressure plankton concentration 
currents
prccipitalion/cvaporation 
relative humidity 
salinity
sea levcl/dynamic 

topography
tides
water temperature
waves
winds

CHEMISTRY 
dissolved oxygen 
marine aerosols 
pCOj
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A somewhat different suite of variables needs to be determined for the Interior of the ocean:

PHYSICS BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY

absolute pressure
currents
salinity
vertical velocity

phytoplankton biomass C02 
primary productivity dissolved 
secondary productivity oxygen 
zooplankton biomass nutrients 

pollutants 
radionuclides 
trace elements

Table 8 shows the parameters now being observed and exchanged internationally within existing 
ocean observing and data management systems as well as large-scale international research programmes.

4. EXISTING AND PLANNED GLOBAL OCEAN OBSERVING ANI) DATA MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

4.1 WORLD WEATHER WATCH (WWW)

4.1.1 Description of Functions

The WMO World Weather Watch is a co-ordinated world-wide system whose primary purpose is 
to mako available, within the agreed system, meteorological and other environmental information required 
for both applications and research. It is the only international operational programme established to gather 
and distribute in real-time meteorological and related environmental data on a globzd scale. The WWW 
incorporates frequent and regular observation of a wide range of meteorological and related geophysical 
elements from thousands of locations on land, sea, and air as well as outer space; the rapid collection and 
exchange of the observational data; the preparation of information in a variety of forms describing the current 
and forecast conditions; and the dissemination of this information.

The objectives of the WWW arc:

(i) To implement and operate by Members a world-wide integrated system for the collection, 
processing, and rapid exchange of meteorological and related environmental data, analyses, 
and forecasts.

(ii) To make available, both in real-time and non-real-time, as appropriate, observational data, 
analyses, forecasts and other products to meet the needs of ali Members, of other WMO 
Programmes and of relevant programmes of other international organizations;

(iii) To arrange for the introduction of standard methods and technology which will enable 
Members to make the best use of the WWW System and ensure an adequate lovei of 
services.

Core elements of the WWW are:

The Global Observing System consisting of facilities and arrangements for making observations at 
stations on land and at sea, and from aircraft, meteorological satellites and other platforms. The surface- 
based sub-system is composed of regional basic synoptic networks, other observational networks of stations 
on land and at sea, aircraft meteorological observations, climatological stations, agricultural meteorological 
stations, and special stations. A network of Voluntary Observing Ships (VOS) aiso participate. The space- 
based (satellite) sub-system is composed of the near-polar-orbiting and geostationary meteorological satellites. 
At present, there are some 9,500 stations on land, 7,000 ships, 220 fixed and drifting buoys, 600 radar stations, 
3,000 aircraft, and a system of at least 4 orbiting and 5 geostationary satellites, ali of which generate daily 
approximately 8 million characters of alpha-numeric data.

The Global Data Processing System consisting of World, Regional/Specialized and National 
Meteorological Centres to provide processed data, analyses, and forecast products;
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The Global Telecommunications System (GTS), as shown in Figure 4, is composed of an increasingly 
automated network of telecommunication facilities for the rapid, reliable collection and distribution of 
observational data and processed information. This integrated system of point-to-point circuits, meteorological 
telecommunication centres, and data distribution systems is organized on a 3-lcvct basis:

The Main Telecommunication Network which links together the World Meteorological Centres 
(located in Melbourne, Moscow, and Washington) and the Regional Telecommunication Hubs (located in 
Algiers, Beijing, Bracknell, Brasilia, Buenos Aires, Cairo, Dakar, Jeddah, Nairobi, New Delhi, Offenbach, 
Paris, Prague, Sofia, and Tokyo).

The Regional Meteorological Telecommunication Networks which consist of an integrated system 
of links interconnecting national, regional, and global centres

TheNational Meteorological Telecommunications Networks which enable the national meteorological 
services to collect observational data and to receive and distribute processed products on a national level

The capacity of the Main Telecommunication Network of the GTS, while not unlimited, is sufficient 
to meet ali cxp:ctcd requirements for the global exchange of conventional oceanographic data during the next 
decade.

WWW support functions consist of:

(i) WWW Data Management to co-ordinate, manage, and monitor the flow of data and 
products within the WWW system in accordance with international standards to assure their 
quality and timely delivery to meet Members’ individual needs and those of other WMO 
programmes;

(ii) WWW System Support Activity to provide guidance, scientific and technical information, 
and training to those involved in the planning, development, and operation of WWW 
components; and to initiate, co-ordinate, and evaluate various WWW co-operative activities 
and support actions.

Three other components of the WWW are the Instruments and Methods of Observation Programme 
which aims to improve the accuracy of the data and the standardization of meteorological instruments and 
techniques, and to incorporate new technological developments; the Tropical Cyclone Programme; and WMO 
Satellite Activities. The long-term objectives of the Satellite Activities arc to: i) insure co-ordination and 
continuity of the operational meteorological satellite programmes, and ii) strengthen Members' capabilities 
to receive and effectively use satellite data and products. The Executive Council Panel of Experts on Satellites 
is the focus for overall co-ordination of satellite matters, formulating policy, providing guidance useful for 
interaction with other United Nations and international organizations, and determining requirements, 
methods, and systems for satellite data.

4.12 Status of Present Activities and Future Plans

Table 9 identifies the data that are needed to obtain optimum results from numerical weather 
prediction techniques by the late 1990s. Table IO lists the basic set of global observational data required to 
be met by the Global Observing System (GOS) by the late 1990s. Both are contained in the WMO Third 
Long-Term Plan. The GOS, although extensive, contains large voids in the surface-based system over ocean 
areas, polar, and desert regions.

Surface-based - Table 11 lists, by country, the number of ships that participated in the Voluntary 
Observing Ship Scheme in 1988. Figures 5 and 6 depict a typical one month coverage by Voluntary Observing 
Ships which collect and transmit at standard synoptic hours reports containing observations of some or ali 
of the following parameters: surface barometric pressure, surface wind, surface air temperature, dewpoint, 
cloud amount and height, weather, SST, sea state, sea ice, and icing. Through conventional HF radio 
communications, 327 coastal stations accept ships’ weather reports without charge to ships. Four 
INMARSAT Coast Earth Stations covering the Atlantic Ocean region, 2 covering the Indian Ocean region, 
and 4 others covering the Pacific Ocean region accept weather reports from ships equipped with Ship Earth 
Stations without charge to ships. About 20% of participating ships have such equipment. As a result of the 
implementation of the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System, virtually ali ocean-going ships will be



equipped with INMARSAT communications equipment by the end of this decade. The number of Voluntary 
Observing Ships has been decreasing at the rate of about 2-4% per year due to the decrease in the number 
of transoceanic ships. WMO officials believe that it is not possible to increase the number of participating 
ships for this reason. Between 3,000 and 4,000 ships’ weather reports arc received daily at major WWW 
telecommunications and data processing centres. Ships have been recruited by 49 WMO members and arc 
managed nationally through networks of Pori Meteorological Officers.

The operational drifting buoy programme comprises over 200 active buoys transmitting about 2,000 
reports via the GTS in a 24-hour period. The location of buoys and the transmission of data via satellite arc 
carried out through the ARGOS system, a co-operative undertaking between ONES (France), NOAA (USA), 
and NASA (USA). The use of local user terminals, such as those established in Australia, Canada, Denmark, 
France, Norway, and Saudi Arabia, has enhanced the usefulness of the Argos System for operational 
meteorological purposes. These activities arc described in more detail below under Section 4.4.

Automatic marine stations, on moored buoys or fixed platforms, arc being used to an increasing 
extent to obtain meteorological, oceanographic, and other environmental data. Many countries arc operating, 
testing, or planning automatic or semi-automatic observing or recording stations on buoys, marine platforms, 
light vessels, oil and gas platforms, mobile drilling rigs, mobile ships, etc. It is estimated that about 80 
moored buoys, mostly around North America, and 60 fixed platforms, mostly around Europe, now serve as 
automatic weather stations.

Two Ocean Weather Ships arc presently operational as ocean stations: one operated by the U.K. 
normally at 59 degrees north, 20 degrees west, and one operated by Norway at 66 degrees north, 02 degrees 
cast. They make and transmit a full suite of surface and upper air meteorological observations, as well as 
surface and sub-surface oceanographic data. The long-term future of these platforms is uncertain.

Satellite-based - Satellite observations, which began just over 30 years ago, have a special importance 
over the oceans. Currently polar orbiting satellites arc operated by France, India, Japan, the USA, and the 
USSR. Geostationary satellites arc operated at different locations over the Equator: by the European 
Satellite Consortium (EUMETSAT/ESA)- 0 degrees Eusl, India- 74 degrees East, Japan- 140 degrees East, 
and the USA- 75 degrees West and 135 degrees West. Each of these satellites carries a variety of sensors 
allowing derivation of sea surface temperature, atmospheric pressure, and cloud temperature. In addition 
to transmitting imaging data in the visible and infra-red bands, these provide a substantial capacity for data 
relay of surface observations.

Twenty polar-orbiting satellites or satellite series with the capability to support marine meteorology 
and physical oceanography are planned for launch during the decade of the 1990s. They will have moro than 
40 sensors. Table 12 summarizes the array of remote sensing systems thai arc to be introduced or expanded 
during the next decade. Tables 13 through 15 provide an more specific listing of satellite measurements from 
operational, planned/proposed, and EOS satellites. Brief descriptions of several national and regional 
satellite initiatives arc given below.

ADEOS * In 1995 Japan expects Io launch the Advanced Earth Observing System (ADEOS) which 
will include an ocean color and temperature scanner, an advanced visible and near-infrared radiometer, and 
a scatteromcter. This initiative has been preceded by the MOS-1 activities, described below.

Cosmos-1500 Series - The USSR Cosmos series, aiso designated as the OKEAN series, began in 
1983 and carried a side-looking radar system and a visible imaging system. The OKEAN series began in 1988 
and includes a side-looking radar, a scanning tr.ivrowave radiometer, a nadir-viewing microwave spectrometer, 
and optical-mechanical scanner». A specific feature of the OKEAN series is the possibility of direct data 
reception by use;- having simplified hardware and software for data processing.

ERS Series - The European Space Agency (ESA) will fly 2 Earth Remote Sensing Satellites (ERS) 
that provide a 3-day repeat cycle for 3 instruments: an active microwave instrument that acis as a 
scatteromcter, a synthetic aperture radar, and a wave spectrometer; an along-track scanning radiometer and 
microwave sounder that provides sea surface temperature; and a radar altimeter. The first satellite, ERS-1, 
is to be launched in April or May 1991. Plans for ERS-2 include measurement of some ocean color in 
addition to sea surface temperature. Ali data and products will be archived by ESA at 4 processing and 
archiving facilities: in the UK, France, Italy, and Germany.
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FY-lb • The first Chinese State Meteorological Administration satellite Feng-Yucn-1 (meaning wind- 
cloud) was launched in 1988 but was a victim of early failure. Feng Yuen 1-b was launched as the second 
satellite in this series in September 1990.

Geodetic Satellite Follow-on - The fint Gcosat was launched in 1985 by the U.S. Navy and operated 
for nearly 5 years. A single altimeter comprised the payload of this satellite which demonstrated the 
operational use of satellite altimetry to measure soa surface topography, ocean currents and eddies, ice edge 
detection, surface wind speed, and significant wave height. The follow-on system to Gcosat is designated as 
the Geodetic Satellite Follow-On and will include a Gcosat-class altimeter. One is to be launched in 1994 and 
one in 1997.

JERS-1 - The National Space Development Agency and the Ministry of International Trade and 
Industry of Japan will launch in .nid-1992 the first Japan Earth Resources Satellite (JERS-1) consisting of 
a synthetic aperture radar and a visible a id near-infrared radiomctcr/shortwavc infrared radiometer.

Landsat Series - The I^andsat Scries is operated by the Earth Observations Satellite Company in the 
U.S. under (he auspices of NOAA. Landsat-4 and Landsat-5 arc presently operational, with Landsat-6 
planned for launch in late 1991. Applications for estuaries and wetlands have been demonstrated by these 
high spatial resolution systems. The principle sensors on Landsat-4 and -5 arc the multispcctral scanner and 
the thematic mapper.

Meteor Series - The USSR St ate Committee for Hydrometeorology began operation of the polar- 
orbiting satellite system, Mctcor-2, in 1975. To date, 18 satellites of this type have been launched. The 
system comprises 2-3 satellites continuously operating in a near-polar orbit with an on-board instrument 
package of 3 television-type visible and infrared scanners, an 8-channel scanning radiometer, and a device for 
measuring radiation flux densities in the near-earth space. Objectives arc to obtain meteorological 
observations, mcasurc sca surface temperatures and soa ice, and assess the condition of vegetation.

MOS Series - The first Japanese Marine Observation Satellite (MOS-1) was launched in 1987 in a 
sun-synchronous orbit with a 17-day repeat. The 3 sensors arc a multispcctral electronic self-scanning 
radiometer, a visible and thermal infiarcd radiometer, and a microwave scanning radiometer. The objective 
of the programme is to observe the state of the sea surface and the atmosphere.

NOAA Series - The U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has operated 
polar-orbiting, earth observation satellites for approximately 30 years. These systems have provided free 
access to real-time data collected through automatic picture transmission systems or the advanced high 
resolution picture transmission. Presently NOAA-10 and NOAA-11 are operating, with continuing 
improvements expected through the 1990s. NOAA-12 will be launched in 1991. This scries carries as second 
generation advanced very high resolution radiometer, a second generation high resolution infrared sounder, 
a stratospheric sounding unit, a microwave sounding unit, a solar barkscattcr UV experiment, an earth 
radiation budget experiment, and a space environment monitor.

NPOP Series (EOS • A and -B) - NASA has proposed a lengthy list of candidate instruments, subject 
to change, for its Earth Observing System (EOS) missions, now scheduled for 1997. These include an 
advanced scatteromcter, a multi-angle imaging spcctro-radiomctcr which will measure tropical ocean 
phytoplankton pigment concentrations, global geophysical information retrieval with a prototype high 
resolution microwave spectrometer noundcr, and an altimeter to assist in determining the general circulation 
of the ocean and its variability by combining sea level with internal density field measurements of the ocean 
and models of ocean circulation. EOS is a series of very large polar platforms and combines both the 
observational measurements and the research and interpretation of data. The objective of EOS is to provide 
earth observation capability in the atmospheric, oceanographic, and land sciences, and in solar terrestrial 
research. It is part of the "Mission to Planet Earth’ to study the relationships and feedback mechanisms from 
the sun to the center of the earth.
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SeaWIFS • The application of ocean color is important to physical oceanography because it 
significantly extends satellite observations of ocean currents and eddies, transport mechanisms, and water 
mass detection. Although ocean color is typically limited to measurements of material in the upper tens of 
meters of the ocean surface, other satellite wavelengths penetrate the ocean surface only to tens of 
micrometers. Based on the experience of the Coastal Zone Color Scanner flown in the 1970s, the wavelength 
specifications of the next generation ocean color sensor have been identified by NASA as ScaWiFS. It is 
scheduled for operation in late 1992.

SPOT Series • Developed by France with the participation of Sweden and Belgium, these polar 
satellites provide a ground resolution in the 10-20 m range, with the possibility of stereoscopic viewing and 
excellent geometric accuracy. At present SPOT-1 and -2 are operational. SPOT has proven its capabilities 
to detect underwater features in near-shore arcas. The remainder of the scries, SPOT-3 and -4, arc 
guaranteed until the year 2000 with the same sensor characteristics.

The EC WMO Panel of Experts on Satellites has developed a consolidated set of requirements for 
ali WMO programmes, taking into account the feasibility of measurement by satellite. This listing is a basis 
on which satellite operators can build systems. The WMO is now expanding this listing Io include ali 
environmental satellite needs and a review of the ocean satellite data requirements is in progress.

Telecommunications - As part of the evolution of the WWW system, in 1990 plans were developed 
to improve the distribution of data and products, with the following objectives and plans sei out for the period 
of 1992-2001:

(i) A review of global, regional, and national aspects of the GTS structure to meet the needs 
for a moro cost-effective GTS capable of meeting increased requirements for data exchange

(ii) A review of telecommunications procedures and protocols used to lead to a moro flexible 
and efficient GTS

(iii) A study to co-ordinate implementation of GTS circuits and centres, including data collection 
and dissemination on the national, regional, and global levels

(iv) Further development of GTS arrangements for exchanging environmental and other data 
' required for reducing the impact of natural disasters and environmental accidents

(v) Support for the Global Atmosphere Watch

(vi) Development of specific solutions for the organization, implementation, and operation of the 
GTS in data sparse arcas where the GTS is now deficient duo to adverse conditions.

4.2 INTEGRATED GLOBAL OCEAN SERVICES SYSTEM (IGOSS)

4.2,1 Description of Functions

The Integrated Global Ocean Services System (IGOSS) is the operational network for the global 
collection and exchange of ocean data, products, and services. IGOSS was established in 1967 jointly by the 
IOC and the WMO and consists of national facilities and services provided by Mcmlier States. The purpose 
of IGOSS is to make available to Member States data and information required to provide efficient and 
effective ocean services for both operational and research applications. IGOSS promotes, co-ordinates, and 
develops the international arrangements necessary for the timely acquisition and exchange of data, the 
provision of services, and the dissemination of products in the form of observations, analyses, and forecasts. 
IGOSS data requirements originate from a need to obtain a better understanding of ocean conditions for 
marine weather forecasting, fisheries research, commercial fishing, navigation, and pollution control as well 
as for climate-related studies. These requirements vary because of the multi-purpose nature of IGOSS.

The structure of IGOSS is as follows:

The IGOSS Observing System consists of the facilities and arrangements contributed by participating 
countries for obtaining standardized oceanic observations from research ships, ships-of-opport unity and 
voluntary observing ships, tide gauges, ocean weather stations, buoys, fixed platforms, satellites, and aircraft.
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Variables observed by the IGOSS Observing System arc identified in Table 8. An important component of 
this system is the network of ships-of-opportunity, commercial vessels that take and transmit oceanographic 
observations, comparable to the WMO Voluntary Observing Ship Scheme, described in Section 4.1.2 above. 
Although, as noted above, IGOSS includes tide gauge and buoy measurements, these activities arc described 
in the following sections (the Global Sea Lovei Observing System and the Drifting Buoy Co operation Panel) 
because they arc administered separately.

The IGOSS Bata Processing and Services System consists of the international operational data 
processing and services system of National, Specialized, and World Oceanographic Centres for the processing 
of operational observational data and the provision of products, services and operational data exchange 
activities to various user groups. National Oceanographic Centres provide quality control, transmit data, and 
prepare products in accordance with national priorities. Specialized Oceanographic Centres collect and 
process data from the GTS and/or other sources, perform quality control, and prepare specified products. 
World Oceanographic Centres receive data from the GTS, perform quality control, and prepare global 
products. The list of IGOSS Specialized and World Oceanographic Centres is given in Section 4.5.

The IGOSS Telecommunications Arrangements consist of the facilities of the Worki Weather Watch 
Global Telecommunication System (GTS) and other arrangements necessary to rapidly and reliably collect 
and distribute data and processed information. The National Meteorological Service responsible for the 
operation of a telecommunication center of the GTS is aiso responsible for both transmission to and 
reception from the GTS of IGOSS observational data and processed information. Section 4,1.7. contains 
a description of the GTS. Methods used for transmission of data to the shore include the international 
Maritime Mobile Service, radio communication using exclusive HF bands, geostationary and polar-orbiting 
environmental satellites, communications satellites, and Very High Frequency transmissions.

IGOSS is co ordinated through a Joint IOC/WMO Committee for IGOSS which oversees several 
subsidiary groups, programmes, and projects as shown in Figure 7.

4.2.2 Status of Present Activities and Future Plans

The BATHY/TESAC component of IGOSS, launched in 1972, is now the major element of the 
IGOSS system. The "BATHY" refers to temperature vs. depth profiles collected using XBT’s or MBT’s; the 
"TESAC" (Temperature, Salinity, Conductivity) portion constitutes measurements taken with 
Conductivily/Tcmpcraturc/Dcpth equipment. In 1989 a total of 38,615 BATHY messages and 5,444 TESAC 
messages were transmitted via the GTS; the daily average was 121 messages. Countries contributing the 
majority of these data were: Australia, Canada, China, France, GDR, FRG, Japan, USSR, UK, and USA, 
Table 17 indicates the number of subsurface temperature (BATHY) and salinity (TESAC) measurements 
that were exchanged via the GTS for the period of 1984 through 1989. In 1989 the daily average number of 
BATHY observations was 106.

The maps given in Figures 9 through 12 depict the location of the BATHY and TESAC data 
collected for the month of July 1990, using 2 different map projections. Figures 13 and 14 provide the 
number of those observations by Marsden Square. The present IGOSS Plan and Implementation Programme 
(1989-1995) emphasizes thai coverage needs to be increased in the Atlantic, Indian, and Southern Oceans 
while recognizing thai the Pacific Ocean is not as densely sampled as is desirable. As a result of the TOGA 
activities, much of the real-time XBT data collected is concentrated in the tropics. Attention is being given 
to options for sampling in the Southern Oceans, possibly by using Antarctic supply vessels or fishing vessels. 
As noted below in the discussion of the Drifting Buoy Co-operation Panel, there is some hope that drifting 
buoys will soon be able to reliably transmit subsurface data through suspended thermistor chains.

In 1989 approximately 200 ships (both research and merchant) from 23 countries contributed to the 
collection of IGOSS data. Many of these ships ca’ricd XBT systems which receive, store, and transmit data 
accurately and quickly; they can electronically digitize XBT profiles and encode messages for satellite 
transmission. These systems are modular, small in size, and can be easily installed and removed from ships. 
In addition, a few ships carried acoustic Doppler current profilers which directly measure the vertical profile 
of ocean currents with very high spatial resolution. They can be mounted on the hull of a ship for continuous 
measurement along the cruise track and can produce real-time profiles of horizontal velocity (relative to the 
ship) continuously in time throughout the upper 250 metets. This results in a "TRACKOB" observation which 
includes surface salinity, temperature, current direction, and current speed along the ship’s track as it travels. 
Figure 15 depicts the locations of these observations in July 1990. The expanding use of automatic observing



and data transmission capability has led to an increase in the number of observing ships because of the 
reduced requirements for manual effort on board the vessels and at coastal stations; data quality aiso has 
improved. Since 1987 however, budget limitations have restricted the expansion of these activities and in sonic 
cases have caused a reduction in the amount of data over the previous few years, as shown in Table 16, due 
to a lack of XBT probes.

Recently standard track lines have been established- Figures 16 through 18- thai have aiso been 
adopted by TOGA and WOCE activities. Using these lines as a guide for the required sampling arcas, 
Member State commitments arc needed for provision of ships, equipment, and XBT probes. The IGOSS 
Plan and Implementation Programme (1989-1995) calls for equipping 500 ships with automatic data 
formatting and reporting systems which will report both subsurface temperature and ship drift current 
observations via satellite. Other actions identified include increasing the amount of real-time data from 
retrievable profiling CTD systems, expanding drifting buoy networks, and equipping moro ships with acoustic 
Doppler current profilers.

The lack of salinity measurements transmitted in real-time has caused concern, as noted under the 
discussion of WOCE above (Section 3.2) and has resulted in recommendations for some research vessels 
(c.g., fisheries) to transmit data collected by these mini, non-expendable CTD devices used in coastal studies 
and fisheries investigations. Presently only the USSR and Canada regularly transmit any salinity data.

Within the framework of IGOSS and WWW, IOC and WMO regularly prepare Information Service 
Bulletins on Non-Drifting Ocean Data Acquisition Systems. These reports contain information on fixed ocean 
data buoys, lighthouses, light vessels, observing towers and platforms, oil rigs, and land-based automatic 
stations which have been allocated international ocean data buoy identifier numbers. For each, the 
meteorological and oceanographic variables measured arc given.

Moored data buoys arc maintained by Australia, Canada, China, France, Ireland, Japan, UK, and 
the USA. In 1988 approximately 100 were transmitting data in real-time, mainly via the Argos System. Sea 
lovei and drifting data buoys are discussed below under GLOSS and DBCP.

A total of 18 Member States have designated National Oceanographic Centres as listed in Section 
4.5. Specialized Oceanographic Centers have been designated by Argentina, Australia, France, Japan, USSR, 
and USA. World Oceanographic Centers function in the USSR and USA. Direct links between the real-time 
data exchange network of IGOSS and the data archival system of IODE arc made possible through 
Responsible National Oceanographic Data Centers for IGOSS operated by Argentina, Canada, Japan, UK, 
USSR, and USA.

An increasing quantity and variety of real-time or noar real-time products arc being prepared, some 
under the aegis of TOGA, many for global change studies. To a large extent, these results are an outcome 
of increasing collaboration between scientists and operational teams. An example of such results is the 
Climate Diagnostics Bulletin, produced monthly by the NOAA Climate Analysis Center which presents 
products developed using oceanic and atmospheric data sets for near real-time analyses. In 1990 French 
research organizations began publication of a monthly bulletin called "Bulletin de l’Océan Atlantique 
Tropical" which provides products describing the thermal structure of the upper tropical Atlantic in near real
time. It is a French contribution to TOGA. Annually IOC and WMO publish a summary listing of ali 
oceanogràphic products prepared by national centers. The 1988 listing contained 79 subsurface products, 46 
surface products, and 156 surface meteorological products; these arc prepared by 50 different Member States. 
Table 18 lists the number of oceanographic and meteorological products prepared by each national centre 
in 1988. Product needs, development, standards, and distribution are aspects which will be addressed at an 
IGOSS Products Seminar and Workshop to be held in April 1991.

In addition to pilot projects for soa level and subsurface temperature products, IOC and WMO in 
1989 established an IGOSS-IODE Global Temperature-Salinity Pilot Project to demonstrate the IGOSS- 
IODE end-to-end data management capability. This effort, further described in Section 4.5, will increase the 
collaboration between IGOSS and IODE activities. Additional priorities for IGOSS include increasing 
attention Io quality control; a Task Team was established in 1989 to review quality control procedures for 
automated systems. Standardization is aiso important to facilitate the exchange of data. The feasibility of 
establishing a similar pilot project for current measurements is being studied.
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In order to moro effectively realize the potential of remote sensing capabilities for IGOSS data 
collection and product preparation, IGOSS and the WMO Commission on Marine Meteorology have 
established a Joint ad hoc Group of Experts on Satellite Remote Sensing. This group is to develop 
recommendations to satellite operators with regard to formats and methods for data delivery and to data 
centers witti regard to processing and application of these data.

Priorities for telecommunications improvements include the implementation of a flexible bit-oriented 
code for transmission of data in binary form on the GTS. The widespread use of this Binary Universal Form 
for Data Representation (BUFR) will be accomplished in the 1990s and will enable the GTS to maintain the 
capability to handle future requirements for ocean data exchange.

4.3 GLOBAL SEA LEVEL OBSERVING SYSTEM (GLOSS)

43.1 Description of Functions

The Global Sea Ixvcl Observing System (GLOSS) is an international system, co-ordinated by IOC, 
Io provide high-quality standardized sea level data from a global network of sea level stations. This network 
is to monitor changes in sea level due to global warming and indications of ocean circulation patterns and 
climate variability as well as to contribute Io other international and regional research programmes and 
national practical applications. Seventy-nine countries participate in GLOSS and have designated national 
GLOSS contacts. Regional GLOSS Co-ordinators have aiso been designated by IOC regional bodies. The 
IOC Group of Experts on GLOSS provides advice to IOC on the implementation of GLOSS.

43.2 Status of Present Activities and Future Plans

The GLOSS Implementation Plan, prepared in consultation with TOGA and WOCE activities and 
adopted by the IOC Assembly at its Fifteenth Session (1989), provides details regarding the its structure and 
implementation. GLOSS includes:

The global network of 300 permanent sea-level stations, as shown in Figure 19, for obtaining 
standardized sea level observations. This forms the primary framework to which regional and national sea- 
level networks can be related. About two thirds of the GLOSS stations are operational. Establishment 
and/or up-grading of about 100 additional conventional tide-gauges is required to achieve the global coverage. 
Particular efforts arc required to install and maintain GLOSS stations in the Arctic Ocean and the Southern 
Ocean. Part of the GLOSS network located in the tropical zone is considered as the TOGA sea-level 
network. A set of 65-70 GLOSS stations constitutes the WOCE array needed for support for satellite 
altimetry and for estimate of transport variations through straits. WOCE sea level sites arc identified in 
Figure 20.

A manual on sea-level measurement and interpretation was published by IOC in five languages 
(English, Russian, Spanish, French, Portuguese) in 1985 in order to unify procedures for sea-level 
measurements and analysis and assist those member states who wish to install, improve, or reactivate their 
sea-level stations. Expert consultations organized by IOC in 1988 and 1990 considered the techniques and 
technology for making sea-level measurements in hostile regions, including Arctic and Antarctic regions and 
high-energy wave environments. Their conclusion is that, with careful site selection, technology exists and 
is affordable to make sea-level measurements in such hostile conditions.

Data collection for international exchange with unified formats and procedures which may include 
near-real-time data collection. The flow of sea-level data from the GLOSS network includes the following 
major streams (See Figure 21):

(i) submission of monthly mean sea-level values to the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level 
(PSMSL); hourly and monthly mean values should be made available by national authorities 
as required for scientific analysis. Sea level data from 200 GLOSS stations arc available at 
PSMSL (although for different time periods). The major problems are irregular data supply 
and poor worldwide communications.



(ii) submission of sea-level data on a real or near real-time basis to specialized international sea- 
level data analysis centres established within the framework of TOGA and WOCE 
programmes, IGOSS Sea Level Programme in the Pacific. A total of 80 stations in the 
Pacific submit data in an operational mode to the SOC for the Pacific. Preparations arc 
under way to launch the IGOSS Sea Level Pilot Projects for the North and Tropical Atlantic 
and to develop a plan for similar projects in the Southern Oceans.

(iii) final submission of sea-level data from the GLOSS network and specialized sea-level analysis 
centres and their archives to the World Data Centres (Oceanography).

Data analysis and product preparation required for scientific and/or practical applications. Several 
international centres collect and disseminate sea level data and prepare sea level products:

(i) The Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL), Proudman Oceanographic 
Laboratory, Bidston Observatory, established in 1933, is charged with the collection, 
dissemination, and analysis of mean sea-level data. The computer data bank holds scries 
from over 1,000 stations. A catalogue of ali data held by PSMSL was published in 1987.

(ii) The TOGA Sea Level Centre, established in 1985 at the University of Hawaii, collects sca- 
lcvcl data in the form of hourly, daily, and monthly sea-level heights, in the TOGA arca 
between 30° N and 30° S in the Pr^ific. The data set, updated annually, includes 971 station 
years through 1988 from 94 stations.

(iii) Two WOCE Soa Level Data Assembly Centres (DACs) arc being established -- at the 
University of Hawaii (USA) and at the Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory, Bidston 
(U.K.) - for global analysis and merging of satellite altimetry data and computing the state 
of the world ocean circulation and preparing further derived products.

(iv) The Specialized Oceanographic Centre (SOC) for the IGOSS Sea Level Programme in the 
Pacific, established in 1984 at the University of Hawaii, collects data monthly from 78 Pacific 
soa level stations and prepares and disseminates sea-level products which arc valuable for 
scientific analysis of climate-related ocean processes. An example of such products is given 
as Figure 22.

(v) The Specialized Oceanographic Centre for the IGOSS Sea Level Pilot Project in the North 
and Tropical Atlantic, established in 1989 in Canada’s Marine Environmental Data Service, 
is now planning the project. When operational the Centre will receive, process and control 
the quality of monthly mean data from sea level stations covering the Atlantic Ocean from 
65° N to 30° S.

Assistance and training for establishing and maintaining sea level stations as part of GLOSS and 
improving national sea level networks. In order to set up the GLOSS network and ensure permanent 
operation of GLOSS stations, systematic assistance on a long-term basis should be provided to developing 
countries (through IOC TEMA and/or bilateral and multilateral assistance mechanisms) to enable them to 
participate actively in GLOSS. Eight countries (USA, UK, China, Portugal, France, Sweden, Germany, 
Australia) have already provided such assistance by providing instruments, installing tide gauges, training of 
technicians and provision of documents related to GLOSS. More than 30 specialists have been trained at 
the annual sea level training courses organized since 1984 by Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory with the 
support of IOC. A sea level training course for French-speaking countries was organized by France with the 
support of IOC in September 1990.
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A selected sei of GLOSS tide gauge bench marks shall be accurately connected to a global geodetic 
reference system, i.e., the conventional terrestrial reference frame, established by the International Garth 
Rotation Service (IERS). The presently employed technology for sea-level measurements is inadequate for 
determining long-term trends in absolute sea-level needed to understand long-term climate changes as well 
as tectonic movements. The development of new geodetic techniques based on Very Long Baseline 
Interferometry, the Global Positioning System and absolute gravity measurements has made it possible to link 
a network of tide gauges to a highly accurate global reference system. By distinguishing sea level changes 
from land rise or subsidence, this global reference system will ultimately provide the First measure of absolute 
as opposed to relative sea level changes. Within the GLOSS Network about 100 absolute sea-level stations 
would be required, preferably on open coasts which are more representative of open ocean conditions.

Table 18, prepared by PSMSL, summarizes the overall operational status of GLOSS. Stations are 
categorized for each 'responsible country", defined as the country that will operate the gauge as given in the 
GLOSS Implementation Plan. 'Operational* stations are those for which PSMSL has received recent monthly 
and annual data, checked the data, and included them in the data bank. Data is available from most GLOSS 
stations located in Europe, North America, Australia, India, and the Pacific; most GLOSS stations for which 
PSMSL is lacking data arc located in Africa, South America, Indonesia, Southern Ocean, and Antarctica. 
Figure 23 depicts the status of each station, according to the 4 defined categories.

4.4 DRIFTING BUOY ACTIVITIES

4.4.1 Description of Functions

The Drifting Buoy Co-operation Panel (DBCP), established jointly by IOC and WMO, provides a 
mechanism for co-operation in ali aspects of drifting buoy operations. Its objectives are to: 1) encourage the 
optimum use of any drifting buoy deployments being undertaken world-wide and increase the amount of 
drifting buoy data available to meet the objectives of major WMO and IOC programmes, and 2) encourage 
and support the establishment of action groups in particular programmes or regional applications to effect 
the desired co-operation in drifting buoy activities. The DBCP maintains a summary of drifting buoy data 
requirements, a catalogue of existing drifting buoy programmes, and a list of focal points for national 
contributions; it identifies sources of data not currently reported on the GTS and is implementing a real-time 
quality control system.

4.4.2 Status of Present Activities and Future Plans

There are presently approximately 600 drifting buoys operated by 11 countries (Australia, Canada, 
Germany, France, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa*, UK and the USA). Ali of these 
utilize the Argos communications and data processing system. About 10% have no sensors and are used as 
Lagrangian tracers ofily. Most of the others measure at least air pressure and/or sea surface temperature. 
Of those, 35%-50% transmit the data via the GTS: Table 19 shows the total number of drifting buoys per 
country and the portion of those buoys reporting on the GTS for the period of February 1990. Figure 24 
indicates, by Marsden square, the number of reports received at the Paris Hub during May 1990. Figures 
25 through 28 are regional track charts that plot the month’s movement of the reported buoys that passed 
position and quality control checks. Since at least two-thirds of the buoys are presently funded by research 
programrtes, a significant portion of the data are considered confidential by the buoy owners. Within the 
context of a proposed global ocean observing system, the question of the origin of funds is critical. Other 
obstacles of a technical nature hinder scientists from sending their data via the GTS: Problems relating to 
data processing in the Argos system tre being studied and are expected to be overcome within the next few 
years.

Although data quality continue io be uneven, there has been a gradual improvement in the quality 
of the data transmitted via the GTS this past year. For example, some 84% of reported air pressure data 
are now considered acceptable and the meitn of the RMS pressure errors has fallen to almost 2hPa compared 
with 3hPa for 1988. The Argos Data Processing Centre is now designing à new data processing system which 
will be more flexible and more effective than the present one.

The Government of the Republic of South Africa has been suspended by Resolutions 38 (eg-Vir) and 2/74/4 (Twentieth Session of 
the General Conference of Unesco) from exercising its rights and enjoying its privileges as a Member of WMO and Member State 
of IOC, respectively.
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A 1988-1989 study conducted indicates that the lifetime of drifting buoys, as measured by the 
lifetimes of their air pressure sensors, was as follows:

Lifetime over 18 months - 23%
Lifetime of 12-18 months - 13%
Lifetime of 6-12 months - 31%
Lifetime of less than 6 months - 33%

The US and France have conducted tests using thermistor chains on drifting buoys. These 
experiments have shown that presently the chain can be maintained for only about 3 months because the 
chain attachment becomes brittle. New attachment techniques are being studied which may prove more 
resistant.

The Panel has taken an active interest in the development of an atmospheric pressure sensor for 
installation on WOCE drifting buoys, large numbers of which will be deployed for its Surface Velocity 
Programme. It is hoped that, through the encouragement of the DBCP, a significant number of WOCE 
drifters will be upgraded by meteorological agencies to measure atmospheric pressure.

The Responsible National Oceanographic Data Centre (RNODC) for Drifting Buoy Data is located 
in Canada. The data is maintained in a data base structure. The number of messages archived per year by 
the RNODC is shown in Figure 29. In addition, the French National Oceanographic Center operates the 
IGOSS Specialized Oceanographic Center for Drifting Buoy Data.

In 1990 IOC and WMO began publishing quarterly bulletins containing information on buoy 
identifiers, location of deployment, latest location, variables measured, and data availability.

Institutions or organizations in IO countries participate in the European Group on Ocean Stations 
(EGOS), founded in 1988 as a follow-on to COST-43. The purpose of EGOS is to foster the continuation 
of the joint drifting and fixed buoy programmes established by COST-43. ,

4.5 INTERNATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA AND INFORMATION EXCHANGE (IODE)

4.5.1 Description of Functions

The IODE system was established in 1960 to enhance marine research, exploration, and development 
by facilitating the exchange of oceanographic data and information among participating Member States of 
IOC. The IOC provides standard forms for coding and reporting data, encourages the preparation of data 
catalogues, and assists in developing national oceanographic data centres. Within the IOC, guidance on data 
and information on the international scale is the responsibility of the IOC Committee on IODE. Procedures, 
responsibilities, and facilities for international exchange of oceanographic data under the IODE system are 
described in the IOC Manual on internatipnal oceanographic data exchange (currently being updated by the 
IODE Committee).

The prediction of climate, the exploitation of the resources of the sea, development of coastal states’ 
EEZs, the protection of the sea from pollution, ali depend on the analysis of very large quantities of accurate 
data. Swift access to these data gives politicians, scientists, and engineers the ability to make effective 
decisions. If measurements made at great cost are used only once, that is clearly very wasteful; if the data 
are stored and used repeatedly, ali nations will benefit. The scientific and historical value of such geophysical 
data lie in the fact that, once lost, they can never be recovered in detail, since the Earth system is constantly 
changing and evolving.

Data and information management is considered an integral part of any international research and 
monitoring programme. The economic benefit of obtaining data by exchange rather than by actual collection 
is obviously large. With the advance of oceanography from a science dealing yvith local processes to one 
which is aiso studying ocean basins and global processes, researchers depend critically on the availability of 
an international data exchange system to provide data and information from ali available sources. IODE is 
such a system.

The fundamental principle of the IODE system is that national institutions, international 
programmes, and individual scientists contribute data voluntarily to the data centres of the IODE system for
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the bcnçflt of ali. Users of the IODE system can thea obtain free of charge or at a very low price data, data 
products, or data inventory information. Responsibilities of IODE data centers • NODCs, RNODCs, and 
WDCs for Oceanography • arc described in IOC Manuals on IODE. Data exchanged internationally are 
those collected by national programmes, international co-operative expeditions and programmes, and other 
oceanographic programmes of international interest. The IODE network includes the following elements:

National Oceanographic Data Centres (NODCs)/Deslgnated National Agencies (DNAs). NODCs 
provide the contact with the oceanographic programmes in a Member State and from those programmes 
compile the data and make it available for exchange. In addition to the responsibilities for data collection, 
processing, quality control, archiving, and dissemination of data nationally according to national procedures, 
the NODCs are charged with the responsibility for conducting international exchange. Some Member States 
that have not established a NODC have instead officially assigned the responsibility of international 
oceanographic data exchange to some other agency within the Member State. These agencies arc referred 
to as Designated National Agencies. More than 40 countries have established NODCs or DNAs.

Responsible National Oceanographic Data Centres (RNODCs). The RNODC scheme was 
developed to enable the international exchange system to accommodate the increasing variety and volume 
of data being collected. The RNODC is a national centre responsible for assisting the WDCs. This assistance 
may be provided directly to the WDCs in support of their mission, directly to other Member States to assist 
them with particular requirements for data provision or retrieval, or to an international scientific programme. 
Usually a RNODC will provide a combination of these services. Details on the establishment and 
accreditation of an RNODC are described in the Guide for Responsible National Oceanographic Data 
Centres.

World Data Centres for Oceanography (WDCs). WDCs for Oceanography, established within the 
ICSU. WDC system, are aiso recognized as part of the IODE system. Co-ordination of IOC and ICSU 
activities in this field.is provided through close interaction between the IOC Committee on IODE and the 
ICSU WDC Panel. The WDCs for Oceanography receive oceanographic data and inventories from NODCs, 
RNODCs, marine science organizations, and individual scientists, freely exchange data, publications, and 
inventories between themselves and provide, upon request, copies of data, inventories, and publications to 
NODCs/DNAs, to RNODCs, and to international co-operative programmes in exchange, or with a charge 
not to exceed the cost of providing the service.

There are a number of co-operating data centres of other international organizations such as Service 
Hydrographique of ICES and the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level as well as centres established to 
analyze data from international scientific programmes such as TOGA, WOCE, JGOFS, and IGBP. A guiding 
principle is that ali oceanographic data sets generated by global science programmes should be banked with 
the WDCs. The list of ali national and international oceanographic data centres is shown in Table 20.

4£2 Status of Present Activities and Future Plans

The Committee on IODE has established close working contacts with data management groups of 
TOGA, WOCE, JGOFS, IGBP, and relevant data/information management activities of sueli organizations 
as WMO, ICES, FAO, UN, UNEP, and ICSU. Global ocean science programmes have a strong incentive 
to develop their own data management schemes to serve their immediate objectives. Nevertheless, many data 
sets are or will be common to many of (he programmes. Many problems concerning data handling (e.g., 
formatting, quality control, data tracking) may aiso be common. There is a need for a central data co
ordination system in order to ensure proper co-ordination of environmental data flow, collection and 
archiving, their easy access to scientists and governments and to avoid duplication of efforts both on national 
and international levels. IODE answers such problems.

For the purpose of exchange of data between IODE centres and aiso between these centres and (heir 
users, IODE has developed the GF3 formatting system. GF3 is a fully operational, sophisticated formatting 
system. Magnetic tapes, floppy disks and other carriers can be used. It is amenable to automatic processing. 
It has available a powerful and growing supporting software system written in the Fortran language. Data 
transferred in GF3 arc better documented and are more useful to secondary users. The GF3 formatting 
system and its supportive software system, GF3 Proc are described in IOC Manuals and Guides No. 17 "GF3 
- A Geperal Formatting System for Geo-Referenced Data". This is a six volume series that describes ali 
aspects oif GF3.
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As of 1988 the International marine data base system on the level of the WDCs, Oceanography, 
contained data for more than 2,250.000 observations. It includes data from more than 960,000 oceanographic 
stations,505,000bathy-thermographs, 135,000 biological observations and 660,000 current measurements. The 
data available cover more than 17,000 research cruiscS and include data from various international 
programmes (IGY, FGGE, WCRP, MONEX, BIOMASS, TOGA, KER, SECTIONS, etc.) Sixty-one 
countries provided data to WDCs.

WDC-A develops automated catalogue systems which can be utilized to produce a common hard 
copy WDC (Oceanography) catalogue existing data holdings of WDCs A, B and D (Oceanography) and to 
make catalogues, data bases available on-line.

The activities of IODE at providing information on the availability of oceanographic data, planned 
and completed research cruises and oceanographic data collected on research cruises. A diagram of the 
IODE data flow is given in Figure 30. To monitor data availability, special mechanisms have been developed 
which include:

(I) National Oceanographic Programmes (NOP)
NOPs serve the purpose of informing other IOC member states of the intention to conduct 

research cruises or research programmes. NOPs submitted by member states to IOC secretariat are widely 
circulated. The NOP announcement is prepared in a relatively free-form format and includes the following 
information about a planned oceanographic cruise-ship name, geographical arca, date span for the cruise, 
name of the programme, operating agency comment. The committee on IODE recognized that the ship 
schedule database operated within the OCEANIC on-line information system at the University of Delaware, 
USA provides a good basis for a more practical and usable approach to the distribution of NOPs. Actions 
are under way to make appropriate arrangements between the IOC and the authorities responsible for 
OCEANIC.

(II) Cruise Summary Report (former ROSCOP form)
This is a general purpose form for reporting on measurements and samples collected at sea. 

It is used to support a global, first level, inventory of data collected at sea and to provide ready access for 
scientists, programme managers and data managers alike to timely information on who has collected what, 
when and where. The resulting global summaries of measurements made will be available to scientists and 
planners through WDCs and NODCs and to the Programme Offices of international programmes. The 
cruise summary report forms are available in the IOC secretariat in English and Russian and are to be 
published in French and Spanish.

The IOC offers service to Member States through the Marine Environmental Data and 
Information Referral System (MEDI). MEDI provides a multi-disciplinary source guide to the availability 
and creation of marine environmental data. Participants in the MEDI system prepare simple free text entries 
to record information pertinent to the system and send them to IOC. Further information on a MEDI entry 
can be received from the IOC Secretariat.

The MEDI system now contains entries from 35 data centres (24 countries and 2 international 
organizations) describing 207 data sets, almost ali available in machine readable form. In view of the 
development of a Directory Interchange Format (DIF) by IGBP, the system has been recently modified to 
make it compatible with the DIF. Similar in concept to MEDI is a European Directory of Marine 
Environmental Data Sources, being developed by the British Oceanographic Data Centre.

The Global Temperature Salinity Pilot Project (GTSPP) is being initiated by IOC in co-operation 
with WMO in order to promote, improve, and standardize the temperature and salinity data management 
mechanisms which presently exist in both the IGOSS (real-time and near real-time exchange) and IODE 
(delayed mode data exchange) systems. Thia is to be accomplished through co-operative efforts to acquire 
as much of the available temperature-salinity data as practical from both real-time and delayed-made data 
sources and assess the quality of this data for the user community to assist with climatic and other global 
research projects. The project will develbp a continuously up-dated data base to improve the quality of the 
global data set and stimulate data flow. Thus far 5 participating countries (USA, USSR, France, Australia 
and Canada) are involved in developing the'GTSPP. International co-ordination is handled by an IODE- 
IGOSS Steering Group on the GTSPP. The GTSPP Project Plan and the GTSPP Quality Control Manual 
are available from the IOC and WMO Secretariats.
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Other activities and projects of IODE Include:

(i) Development of a software package for oceanographic data processing and exchange on 
microcomputers. Known as the "OCEAN-PC" project, this is a joint IGOSS-IODE 
undertaking, particularly to support developing country scientists and centres.

(ii) Support for the establishment of NODCs/DNAs in the developing countries and 
organization of training courses for specialists in marine data and information management.

(iii) Provision of relevant historical data sets and participation in the data management, 
distribution and Pinal archiving of data sets produced by the global climate programmes, 
such as WOCE, TOGA, JGOFS and IGBP.

(iv) Expansion of the network of RNODCs and NODCs/DNAs with increased speed and 
efficiency of data exchange.

(v) Participation in planning and development of data management schemes for the global 
ocean observing system.

(vi) Addition to the IODE system of new data types.

(vii) Development of improved information services.

(viii) Increase in services to marine information systems, notably through the joint FAO-IOC- 
UN/ASFIS.

Overall co-ordination of the IOC activities is provided by the IOC Committee on IODE. The 
Committee, has established several groups of experts and Task Teams to deal with specific projects and 
activities, as shown in Figure 31. Participating Member States have designated national co-ordinators for 
IODE to ensure close interaction between the Committee and national oceanographic data/information 
management activities. The list of IODE national co-ordinators and the structure and composition of the 
IOC Committee on IODE and its subsidiary bodies are given in the IODE Handbook, up-dated every 2 to 
3 years.

4.6 WMO APPLICATIONS OF METEOROLOGY PROGRAMME

4.6.1 Description of Functions

This programme sets out the activities of WMO necessary to respond to user requirements in the 
fields of agriculture, aeronautical, and marine meteorology. One component, the Marine Meteorology and 
Associated Oceanographic Activities Programme, promotes and co-ordinates a) marine meteorological and 
oceanographic services for the high seas, coastal, and pori areas; b) marine observing systems in support of 
the World Weather Watch, marine meteorological sendees, and climate monitoring, research, and prediction; 
and c) the application of marine climatological information including for the World Climate Programme and 
for planning marine activities.

4.6.2 Status of Present Activities and Future Plans

The programme recognizes the increasing need for real-time ocean data and services. These services 
are carried out through IGOSS, described above in Section 4.2. Presently the 2 major problems in providing 
marine meteorological and oceanographic services are a) inadequacies, in both space and time, in marine data 
coverage, for data from the marine atmosphere, at the atmosphere-ocean interface, and below the sea surface 
and b) coupled with these inadequacies, growing demands from the user community for marine services 
specifically tailored to user requirements, involving ever-greater precision and detail.
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The sophistication of marine services is expected to increase in response to various needs. A major 
and significant advance has been the development of satellite technology for both marine observations and 
marine communications. Advances in in situ observational techniques for marine parameters will aiso enhance 
the precision and reliability of ships’ observations, thus further increasing the importance of the Voluntary 
Observing Ship Programme. In 1982 a study was done to determine the portion of marine data held by the 
US National Climate Data Centre that was transmitted in real-time. As shown in Figure 32, of the 155,247 
observations taken in a one month period, only 80,406 were exchanged in real-time.

A Marine Climatological Summaries Scheme was established in 1964 whereby oceans arc divided into 
8 arcas of responsibility, allocated to 8 Member States, for the purpose of collecting, quality controlling, and 
archiving ships’ weather reports and preparing marine climatological summaries, beginning with the year 1961. 
Ali meteorological centres operating Voluntary Observing Ships arc responsible for processing the data in 
accordance with standardized procedures and submitting them to the responsible centre (Sec Figure 33). It 
is estimated that 40 to 50 million individual ships’ meteorological reports have been archived since 1960 under 
this scheme.

A. complementary project, the Historical Sea Surface Temperature Data Project, provides for the 
collection and summarization of SST and related marine climatological data for the period of 1861 through 
1960 in international exchange formats. Ships’ data collected by the FRG, Netherlands, UK and the USA 
form the basis of this sei of data holdings, and the data arc available from national centers in those countries. 
These data have aiso been incorporated into global marine data archives in the UK and the USA.

4.7 HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES PROGRAMME

The objective of the WMO Hydrology and Water Resources Programme is to ensure the assessment 
and forecasting of the quantity and quality of water resources both for different sectoral uses and for hazard 
mitigation. Its scope includes measurement of basic hydrological elements from networks of meteorological 
and hydrological stations, hydrological forecasting, and development and improvement of relevant methods, 
procedures, and techniques.

4.8 WORLD CLIMATE PROGRAMME

The World Climate Programme (WCP) promotes the improvement in the understanding of climate 
processes through internationally co-ordinated research, and the monitoring of climate variations or changes. 
It aiso promotes the use of climate information to assist economic and social planning and development. The 
four components are: the World Climate Data Programme, the World Climate Applications FYogramme, 
/.he World Climate Impact Studies Programme, and the World Climate Research Programme. The last 
component is carried out jointly by WMO and the International Council of Scientific Unions, whereas the 
climate impact studies are co-ordinated by the United Nations Environment Programme. The World Climate 
Data Programme has developed a personal-computer based CLlmate COMpüter system (CLICOM) to be 
installed in countries around the world as a basic data management tool. The system is designed to perform 
data entry, quality control, storage and retrieval, data inventories, and basic climatological product 
preparation. The goal is to have (his system operational in over 100 countries by 1991 and in ali countries 
by 1997. Companionably, the World Climate Data and Information Referral Service (INFOCLIMA) was 
established in 1986 to provide a central reference point for data sources. The latest INFOCLIMA catalogue 
contains 1031 data set descriptions from 268 data centers in 112 countries.

The Working Group on Sea lee of the Commission on Marine Meteorology addresses both WWW 
and World Climate Programme requirements for sea ice data. Although the resolution, accuracy, and 
frequency requirements for sea ice data have not yet been determined for WWW purposes, the requirements 
of the World CLimate Research Programme- 30 km and 3 days- are generally accepted. Rapid advances in 
measurement techniques have deferred definition. This Working Group has developed a Global Digital Sea 
lee Data Bank in support of World Climate Programme requirements; World Data Centers A and B for 
Glaciology in Boulder, Colorado, and Leningrad arc used, with data archived in SIGRID format. Archival 
began in 1990 with first priority being given to the 1980-1990 decade.

In 1989 the WMO Commission for Climatology initiated a Climate Change Detection Project to 
provide reliable analyses of climate trends and variability and an authoritative evaluation of the climate state 
for decision-making purposes. The project will attempt to collect more climate data with well-documented 
station information (metadata) and to process them using uniform (objective) procedures. It is envisioned
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that the project will be an International focus for co-ordinating the construction of composite data sets, 
including Satellite and in si(u observations of land, air, water and oceans, and their use for climate change 
detection, A meeting of experts will be convened in late 1990 to develop a long-term strategy and 
methodology for the selection of parameters and their required observational accuracies. The focus will be 
to provide information required to validate global climate change model predictions.

4.9 GLOBAL ATMOSPHERE WATCII

The Global Atmosphere Watch is primarily a land-based atmospheric composition monitoring 
network that incorporates the existing Global Ozone Observing System and the Background Air Pollution 
Monitoring Network. It will consist of .about two dozen observatories of global importance and a few hundred 
stations of regional importance. This programme could be augmented if platforms could be used that are to 
be designated for the global ocean observing system.

4.10 LONG-TERM MONITORING SYSTEM OF COASTAL AND NEAR-SHORE PHENOMENA
RELATED TO GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGES

The UNEP, IOC, and WMO are now developing a Hrafi proposal for long-term monitoring in the 
coastal zone which will contribute to national, regional, and global efforts to assess climate change and its 
environmental and socio-economic impacts and to develop and implement policies and measures, to mitigate 
the undesirable effects of those impacts. Parameters would include physical, chemical and biological 
variables. The plan stresses that data from existing systems, such as those described above, will be used to 
the maximum extent possible. The proposed system will be a framework. Categories of sites arc proposed 
as: a) global baseline sites, b) regional baseline sites, and c) national sites. The first two will tre located at 
a distance from direct anthropogenic influences. The third will provide site-specific data on changes. This 
proposed system is viewed as complementary to the global observing system. Some of the parameters to be 
measured at the global and regional stations will be the same as those established for the global ocean 
observing system.

5. NEW TECHNOLOGY

5.1 ' SATELLITES

Satellite observations and satellite data links are significant components of an ocean observing system. 
Global coverage of critical surface variables needs to be provided on a continuous basis by satellite ocean 
remote sensing. Fortunately, the opportunity for increased satellite earth observation data exploitation is 
tremendous. By the year 2001 the volume of environmental satellite data available will increase by two orders 
of magnitude; Sensors will provide data of improved accuracy, resolution, and in more wave bands, which will 
allow more comprehensive monitoring of oceanographic parameters.

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) technology has revolutionized the capability to observe sea ice. In 
the next decade the SAR will reduce the horizontal resolution available to users from one kilometer to tens 
of meters which will, for example, improve sea ice analysis and forecasting.

Recent advances in satellite processing capabilities, both at central sites and direct readout sites, 
allow expanded utilization of satellite data. These capabilities include im/roved imagery resolution, 
soundings, communications, new sensors, new satellites, and processing. The greatly increased availability 
of small inexpensive computers is allowing more data users to manipulate data and prepare products. 
Training is needed in new sensor parameters and how to apply these data to user needs. The IOC is 
developing training programmes to assist users in applying remote sensing to specific needs. Tile increase in 
the flow of remotely sensed data will make it necessary to develop methods to reduce this volume into 
products for immediate use and exchange.

Several national level programmes are being planned to better define the dynamic processes of the 
earth’s environment. Section 4.1.2 and Table 12 through 15 describe the status of satellite planning activities.
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Additionally, satellite-based communications systems have extensive marine applications. The 
ARGOS system, flown on the NOAA polar-orbiting satellites, collects and locates data from ocean platforms. 
The geostationary meteorological satellites collect data from platforms with known locations. And the 
INMARSAT system of dedicated satellites collects ships' weather reports and disseminates meteorological 
information for commercial shipping purposes.

5.2 AUTOMATED SHIPBOARD DATA COLLECTION SYSTEMS

Automated systems arc now available to receive, store, and transmit meteorological and 
oceanographic data accurately and quickly using satellite communications. These systems are small in size, 
.modular, and are easily installed and removed from ships. They provide a direct interface to expendable 
bathythermograph (XBT) probes and automatically encode a GTS message in the proper format. As the 
number and capabilities of these systems increase, it is expected that significant improvements will be seen 
in both the amount and the quality of real-time ocean data.

5.3 NEXT GENERATION WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

The Next Generation Water Level Measurement Systems (NGWLMS), now ’installed at several of 
the 300 GLOSS locations, are a major upgrade of the standard water level gauge. Developed by the U.S. 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), NGWLMS take advantage of an acoustic sensor 
Io measure the water surface instead of the conventional float and bubbler method. This sensor, coupled with 
the implementation of new geodetic techniques based on the Global Positioning System and Very Long 
Baseline Interferometry, has created the opportunity to measure the absolute global sea level. NGWLMS use 
a microprocessor-based data collection and recording subsystem which improves data quality and permits 
frequent data transmission to a central facility via the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite 
(GOES) System. Up to 14 ancillary sensors may be installed.

5.4 AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

Robotic vehicles and platforms arc expected to supplement and eventually replace ships in furnishing 
the conventional observations required for GOOS. These intelligent autonomous submerged vehicles arc 
capable of sampling physical, chemical, and biological parameters. It is envisioned that autosub hydrography 
can be deployed for trans-ocean sections to measure the fluxes of heat, water, arid chemicals carried by ocean 
currents around the world. Concentrated surveys of the seasonal boundary layer can be undertaken at 
particular climate-sensitive locations.

5.5 ACOUSTIC TOMOGRAPHY

Previously applied in medicine and in geology, tomography employs beams of energy to create a 
three-dimensional image of the area traversed. In 1979 two American scientists proposed that it be adapted 
to measuring the physical properties of the ocean, and instruments were developed to conduct experiments. 
The concept is based on the fact that sound radiating along the deep ocean acoustic wave guide can be 
detected over a great range. The mean temperature and along track current between 2 hydrophones can be 
diagnosed from the time taken for a pulse of sound to propagate each way between them. Some information 
about the vertical distributions of temperature and current speed can be derived from the slightly different 
travel times of sound undulating over different depth ranges along the wave guide. A feasibility study of this 
technique will be undertaken in 1991 using sound paths from Heard Island in the southern Indian Ocean.

5.6 FLOATS

Subsurface floats provide velocity observations which improve the description of general circulation 
but have not to date been used for basin-scale inferences. The WOCE experiment is supporting research 
to improve float technology. Satellite-tracked multi-cycle, pop-up autonomous Lagrangjan Circulation 
Explorer floats are now operational, having been successfully deployed in the Antarctic in January 1990. 
Sound-fixing and ranging floats (RAFOS) have been operational for several years but are now undergoing 
substantial redesign to. improve reliability and cost-effectiveness. RAFOS float experiments in support of 
WOCE are scheduled for 1992.
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5.7 EXPENDABLE CTDs

Expendable Conductivily/Temperj.ture/Depth (XCI'D) Profiling Systems are now produced which 
can collect salinity profiles to 1,000 meters from ships underway. The system consists of a data acquisition 
system, launchers, and expendable probes. Intercomparison tests conducted with the cable-lowered CTD 
systems have proven reliable enough for XCTD systems to be made commercially available.

5.8 PLANKTON MONITORING

Plankton monitoring is used as an indicator of changes in plankton communities over time and space 
and may be used as a baseline for determining the impact of climate changes on fisheries populations. Self- 
contained automatic plankton recorders are towed by ships-of-opportunity along fixed routes at monthly 
intervals. Since 1931 a Continuous Plankton Recorder Survey has provided data from the North Atlantic and 
North Sea, the only marine ecological survey operated routinely on an ocean-basin scale. Ten countries have 
participated in this survey. In view of funding shortages which threaten the continuation of this work, 
international support is being solicited.
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•Com

m
ission for Sasic System

s 
(CBS)
•Comm

ission for Climatology (CCL)

0@
©

»W
M

®

•Committee on Integrated Global
Ocean Services System

 (IGOSS)
•Drifting Buoy Co-operation Panel 
(DBCP)
•CM

M
-IGOSS Ad Hoc Group on

Ocean Satellites & Rem
ote Sensing 

•Intergovernm
ental W

OCE Panel 
•Intergovernm

ental TOGA Board 
•Steering Group on the IODE-IGOSS
Global Tem

pferature-Salinity Pilot
Project (GTSPP)

QD W
E

I?-O
O

C
W

M
O

•Long-Term
 G

loba!
M

onitoring System
 of

C
oastal and N

ear-shore
Phenom

ena related to
Clim

ate C
hanges (GCNSM

S)

M
IXED SPO

N
SO

RSH
IP

N
O

N
-G

O
V

ERN
M

EN
TA

L

IC
SU

-SC
O

R

IC
SU

-W
M

Q

SC
O

R
-D

O
C

JSC
-C

C
C

O

JSC
-C

C
C

O

JSC
-C

C
C

O

IC
SU

-W
M

O

•Joint Scientific Com
m

ittee for 
W

orld Clim
ate Research 

Program
m

e (JSC/W
CRP)

•Com
m

ittee on Climatic Changes 
and the Ocean (CCCO)

•Scientific Steering Group on 
W

orld Ocean Circulation 
Experiment (W

OCE)

•Scientific Steering Group on 
Tropical Ocean and Global 
Atm

osphere Program
m

e (TOGA)

•O
cean 

O
bserving 

System
 

D
evelopm

ent 
Panel 

(OOSDP)

•Scientific Steering Group for 
Global Energy and W

ater Cyde 
Experiment (GEW

EX)

IC
SU

SC
O

R

•Special Com
m

ittee for 
International
G

eosphere-Sio sphere Program
m

e 
(IGBP)

•Science Com
m

ittee on Joint 
Global O

cean Flux Sajdy (JGOFS)

•Executive Com
m

ittee on JGO
FS

Table 2. Participation of International Organisations and Their Bodies in Ocean Observing and Data 
Management Systems
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Table 3. TOGA Data Requirements

Parameter Horizontal (Vertical) Time Accuri
Resolution Resolution

1. Upper Air Winds 500 km (two levels 
900 and 200 mb)

1 day 3 m/sec

2. Tropical Wind Profiles 2500 km (100 mb) 1 day 3 m/sec
3. Surface Pressure 1200 km 1 day 1 mb
4. Total Column

Précipitable Water 500 km 1 day . 0.5 g/cm2
5. Ares Averaged Total

Precipitation 2° lat x 10° long 5 days 1 cm
6. Global SST 5° x 5° ,

2° lat x 2° 'long
30 days 0.5 K

7. Tropical SST (1) 15 days 0.3 K-0.5 K
8. Tropical Surface Wind (2) 2° lat x 10° long 30 days 0.5 m/sec
9. Tropical Surface Wind

Stress(2) 2° lat x IO® long 30 days 0.01 Pa
IO. Surface Short-Wave

Radiation 2® lat x IO® long 30 days IO Watts/m:
11. Surface Humidity 2® lat x IO® long 30 days 0.5 g/kg
12. Surface Air Temperature 2® lat x IO® long 30 days 0.5 K
13. Tropical Sea Level (3) 1 day 2 cm
14. Tropical Ocean Sub

surface Temperature 
and salinity

(4) (4) (4)

15. Tropical Ocean Surface
Salinity 2® lat x IO® long 30 days 3 x 10's

16. Tropical Ocean Surface
Circulation 2® lat x IO® long 30 days 0.1 m/sec

17. Subsurface Equatorial
Currents 40® long (5 levels) as recordedO.l m/sec

(1) The combined space/time resolution and accuracy specification is not feasible at 
present. Priority is then given to the space/time sampling requirements. The 
higher accuracy requirement applies to waters above 25°C.

(2) While the accuracy requirements given are for 30-day averages, daily values are 
required for resolution of 30-60 day oscillations.

(3) As permitted by the existence of suitable sites and satellite altimetry.

(4) See discussion in Section 3.1.



T
able 4. 

O
bserving S

ystem
s fo

r A
tm

ospheric and O
ceanic P

aram
eters 

Id
en

tified
 by TOGA

Obaenrlnp ayatees Tor ateospheric parm
aetera

Observing ayeteas for oceanic parm
aetera

Param
eter

O
bserving system

s
Phenom

enon observed
Param

eter
O

bserving system
s

Phenom
enon observed -

Upper air w
inds and 

tropical wind profile
Rawinsond*.
Doppler wind profilers. 
A

ircraft. G
eostationary 

satellites

Rotational wind field.
D

ivergent m
otion in the 

tropics. M
onsoon variabil

ity. El Nino, wind ano
m

alies for diagnosing
- Southern O

scillation
- 30-60 day oscillation

Tropical soa level

Tropical ocean suta-

Tide gauges. Satellite 
altim

eters. XBTs. D
rift

ing therm
istor chains. 

M
oored tem

perature 
sensors

XBTs. D
rifting thor-

V
ariability of therm

o
din* and ocean surface 
topography. Surface 
geos trophic currents. 
Response to wind stress 
and barom

etric pressure
V

ariability of ocean
Hum

idity (total 
precipitata!* w

ater)
Radiosonde. Rawinsonde. 
Satellite rem

ote sensing
Convective heating

surface tem
perature

m
istor chains. M

oored 
tem

perature sensors
heat storage

Surface pressure
WWW surface station. VCS. 
D

rifting and m
oored buoys

Southern O
scillation and

30-60 day oscillation. El
Nino

Tropical ocean 
salinity

CTDs. Surface sam
pling. 

XCTDs
V

ariability of ocean 
density, stratification 
and upw

elling
Surface winds/

WWW island and coastal
Surface fluxes of rnornen-

Sub-surface and near-D
rifters. M

oored current
Surface and sub-surface

wind stress

Precipitation

Global sea surface 
tem

perature

station. VOS.
M

oored buoys.
Satellite rem

ote sensing

CLIM
AT raingauge 

netw
ork. Satellite 

rem
ote sensing

VOS. D
rifting and 

m
oored buoys. Satellite

turn. M
onsoon variability.

El Nino, wind anom
alies 

for diagnosing
- Southern O

scillation
- 30-60 day oscillation

Rainfall pattern

Surface tem
perature 

pattern

surface current 
velocity
Tropical sem surface 
tem

perature

m
eters. Current profilers

D
rifting and m

oored 
buoys. VOS. Satellite 
rem

ote sensing

ocean currents

Anom
alous ocean circulation 

events. Upwelling

rem
ote sensing



Table 5. Initial Requirements for TOGA COARE
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OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONAL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Time Period ATLAS PCM

(moorings)

CM Met

(buoys)

CTD/
SeaSoar
(cruises*)

Micro
Structure
(cruises)

Drifters

Pre-COARE 15 2 3 12 2 1 75

IOP 15 6 5 20 3 3 loo

Post-COARE IO '3 13 1 75

*cruises are nomina 30-day cruise

OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TOGA COARE

Periods

SHIPS AIRCRAFT

ATLAS PCM CM hydro mixing
(mooring maintenance survey

cruises)

WP-3D Electra

Pre-COARE

IOP
Post-COARE

3 (3x30)* 2 1(30)
(10+20)

1(14) 1(20) 3(2x90) 1(40)
2(2x30) 1(14) 1(15)

80 hrs. 40 hrs

*2 cruises, 2 ships, 30 days long each

INTERFACE OBSERVATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TOGA COARE

IN SITU OBSERVATIONS SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS

Periods Surface
Met
Buoys

High
Quality
Ship
Met

Eddy
Correla
tion
Fluxes

AVHRR GMSobs DMSP TOPEX

Pre-COARE 18 ali
data

3-hrly ali
data

IOP 20 5 ali
data

1-hrly ali wave 
data forms

Post-COARE 13 ali
data

3-hrly ali GDR's 
data
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Table 6. M^Jor WOCE Resource Requirements

Observational Element Requirement

WHP • One Time Survey 10.4 ship years, based on 270 days 
at sea per year

Repeat Hydrography 
and Time Series

t5.0 ship years, based on 270 days 
at sea per year

Subsurface Floats ca 3 500

Surface Drifters ca 4 000

Moorings (current meters,
Thermistor chain, pressure gauges, 
Upward*ADCP)

ca 350

Sea level stations 40

XBT standard (750m)

XBT deep (1000m)

5000/y
besides the on-going TOGA programme

11500/y

XCTD depending on technical availability

ADCP

Altimetry/Scatterometry

depending on no. of research vessels/VOS 
available
also ca. 40 moored ADCP .
several satellite missions over the next ten years
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Table 8. Matrix of Parameters Proposed and Those Presently Measured

GOOS Existing/Planned Ocean Systems Larga Scale Research Prog

PARAMETERS
1 i

a
1 \ s I

3 04
8
a

20.
2

1 I 1 1 CLQ.
1

ATMOSPHERE Ui m
w

|j|| mk n B iswéÿC'&V il!*'
Winds jggSft B B

Atmospheric pressure iii *#14 »
S

Precipitation tH Iii W
Relative humidity if HI * jg#-\<ÿ. Ü

Air temperature i:|§ Pit
:S:

3

Radiation II

OCEANOGRAPHIC ‘ ' iiiSsS« fH§ îÜI M »
xlr:^ ■pi

Physical Oceanography//////y//////////////////////////////
Soa Surface Temperature

s\ .•WAV.
«vXs-T **a\ H

****
Iii Iii•ÿ&i §1 il

S s iii'Affix'; pi
' Sulin

ISOIII ■•Y; Y• !»îv.j' ' ' . AV
'mi

Sub-Surface Temperature •: • X-- ,,-\s
RM

w? :lf

Surface/sub surface Salinity % ^ 'V.'" :?ï>îïs
;%• \\\ ::

Currents \v :|14
• Px•>N

Sea-level/Dynamic Topography .vsv< ÿ1
ïp

Tides ti >:•
s Jr * ' w

Soa lee’////////////////////////////////////«
Marine Biology '////////////////////////////////////.
Pigment Concentration

r///

w/

///y

'****

il
I

IÉ

•****

*****

t***.

*****

****.

vN»£:jr<j.

///y

**** UM.
s

****. ****
1®

Plankton Concentration

Primary Productivity

Secondary Productivity

Phytoplankton Biomass

Zooplankton Biomass

Marina Chemistry

DO

////

//yy

///y

*****

*****

****

****

•***é

*****

*****
■ ****

*****
K

****. iMHU S
•S/x.-.Y

****■

****

***** f***,

****

PC02 st
X^t:

Marine Aerosols If ; %■; jvX

Nutrients

Pollutants iii U

Radionuclides

Trace Elements

Table 8. Ocean/atmosphere parameters proposed 
for Inclusion In global ocean observing system 

and parameters presently being measured 
and exchanged within existing observing end data 

management systems and Internationa! 
research programmes.



Table 9. World Weather Watch* Data Needed to Obtain Optimum Results from Numerical Weather 
Prediction by the Late 1990s
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Element Horizontal
resolution

Vertical
interval

Observational
error
(rea)

Minim»
frequency

observation

Upper-aix observations

Temperature 100 tan <J> 500 m to 2 tan ( 3 > TEMP:
and 1 tan to 15 tan ♦0.5-1.0°C tropo 4 per day
wind 50 tan 3 tan to 30 tan ♦1.0-2.0’C strato.

WIND:
♦ 1-2 m s' * tropo
♦2-3 m s*1 strato.

Relative 100 tan ‘21 5 layers to IO km ♦ IO» 4 per day
humidity

50 tan 500 m to 2 tan
4 layers to IO km

Surface observation
p“), T, T„ 100 tan P: ♦ 1 hPa 8 per day
State of T: ♦ 0.5°C
surface !S> 50 tan
Wind V: ♦ 1 m/s

Soil temperature 300 tan ♦ 1.0«C 1 per day
down to 1 m

Sea-surface 100 tan ♦ 0.5°C Instantaneous
temperature measurements
(SS?) averaged over

three days

Ocean mixed 100 tan “» ♦ 0.5«C Instantaneous
layer: T and measurements
salinity (for averaged over
ocean/atmosphere three days
coupled models)

global

regional
Nota*:

(1) Radiance measurement* ara posiible alternatives to the retrieved temperatures.
(2) Satellite measurements will supply the 50*100 )aa resolution data, global 

coverage required on the GTS; additional observations Cor regional needs 
obtained by direct readout from satellite.

(3) Satellite radiance measurements ara not capable of such resolution. The stated 
numbers ara couched in terns of what is desirable for the models. Satellites eura 
expected to be able to produce 10*15 real layers. Radiosonde observations should 
be transmitted in sufficient detail to completely describe the 
temperature/huaidity structure of the atmosphere in the vertical. Geopotentials 
at standard levels should aiso be computed and transmitted from radiosonde 
observations for use in quality-control procedures.

(4) In addition to the exchanqe of mean sea-level pressure, pressure measured at 
station level should be exchanged globally.

(5) State of surface includes precipitation, soil moisture, soil temperature, 
emissivity, albedo and snow and lea coverage with a resolution, accuracy and 
frequency based on coeraon requirements determined by KHO technical Comissions. 
One observation par day is probably sufficient.

(6) Mostly via satellite swasurement. SO km desirable in areas of boundary
currents, upwelling and near the Equator.



Table IO - BASIC SET OF GLOBAL OBSERVATIOMAL DATA REQUIRED AND TO BE NET BY THE GOS BY THE LATE 1990S **
(BOTH IN SITU OBSERVATIONS ANO REMOTELY SENSED DATA)

H
orizontal resolution

V
ertical resolution

O
bservational error (m

s)
Frequency of

observation

i.
U

pper-air 
tem

perature CT]
250 km (A)

10 layers in troposphere
5 layers in stratosphere

0.5-1*C trop.
1-2*C strat.

2-4 per day

ii.
U

pper-air 
wind vector [V]

250 km
IO layers in troposphere

5 layers in stratosphere
1- 2 m s'1 trop.
2- 3 m s'1 strat.

2-4 per day

iii.
U

pper-air relative 
hum

idity CRH]
250 km

4 layers
10X

2-4 per day

iv.
Sea-surface 
tem

perature CT#]
250 km

0.5*C w
ith system

atic 
differences among observing 
system

s elim
inated on 3 day

averages

Instantaneous
averaged over

m
easurem

ents
3 days

V.
Surface 
pressure IP]
Temp. 

[T. Td]
W

ind  vector CV]

250 lea•

♦ 1 hPa
+ 0.5*0 tem

p.
♦ 1-2 m s*1

4 per day

State of surface &
soi l *

*
*

*

vi.
S

atellite 
im

agery (B)
At least 3 km horizontal
resolution of im

agery
At least 3 layers - 

low, 
m

iddle, high and cloud top 
height

To be determ
ined; 

w
ill be 

function of latitute for geo
stationary satellites

8 per day

(A
) Tropics: 

500 lea resolution sufficient for tem
perature.

(B) S
atellite 

im
agery included here because of its use in com

puting vertical m
otion and divergence fields, 

as w
ell as for determ

ination of synoptic 
distribution of w

ater vapour, précipitable w
ater and cloudiness.

Includes precipitation, 
soil 

m
oisture, 

soil 
tem

perature, 
em

issivity, albedo, 
snow and ice coverage. 

R
esolution, accuracy and frequency not yet 

determ
ined, 

inform
ation required from

 other technical com
m

issions.
Table 10 defines a basic set of the global observational data requirem

ents which generally can be m
et by the GOS and, therefore, should be used in 

the design and im
plem

entation of the GOS.
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Table 11. Lis! of Countries and Summary Table of Ships Participating In the VOS Programme - 1988
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Selected
ships

Supplementary
ships Ula.•M A

COUNTRY
c 1
2 3. 1
ÏS

3 1 Tr
aw

le
rs

To
ta

ls 
!

l__
__

__
__

_
M

er
ch

an
t

sh
ip

s

Tr
aw

le
rs

To
ta

ls

A
•9-pH

3< Co
un

try
 to

t.

1 2 1 3 1 4 5 6 7 8 9
Argentina ....................................................... 751 75 IO - IO - 85
Australia ........................................................ 821 82 11 - 11 4 97
Bangladesh ....................................................... 9 1 - j 9 2 - 2 ■ 11
Belgium......................,......................................... 661 66 - - - - 66
Brazil ................................................................. 6| - j 6 176 - 176 150 332
Bulgaria ........................................................ 6| - j 6 28 - 28 - 34
Canada ................................................................. 1251 “ j 125 - - - 346 471
Chile ................................................................. 2| 2 - - - - 2
China ................................................................. 401 - j 40 - - - - 40
Cuba ................................................................. 4 1 4 - - - - 4
Danemark ........................................................ 191 19 4 - 4 30 53
Finland ................................................................. - 1 - 13 - 13 - 13
France ................................................................. 162 1 162 - - - - 162
German Democratic Republic .......................... 142 1 22 1 164 - - - - 164
Germany, Federal Republic of ...................... 352 1 9 j 361 53 1 54 34 449
Greece ................................................................. 2| 2 - - - 18 20
Hong Kong .......................................................... 63 1 63 25 - 25 1 89
Iceland ............................................................. - 1 - 30 - 30 18 48
India .......... ....................................................... 201 - j 20 187 - 187 36 243
Indonesia ......................................................... - 1 - 14 - 14 16 30
Ireland ................................................................. 7 1 7 - - - - 7
Israel ................................................................. 38 j 38 - - - - 38
Italy ................................................................. 131 - j 13 - - - - 13
Jamaica ................................................................. ii - j 1 - - - - 1
Japan ................................................................. 184 j 184 39 - 39 2 225
Kenya ................................................................. - j - 1 - 1 13 14
Korea, Republic of ......................................... - j - j * 67 - 67 - 67
Malaysia ....................................................... 34 j 34 14 - 14 16 64
Netherlands ....................................................... 129 j 129 145 IO 155 - 284
New Caledonia .................................................. lj 1 - - * - 1
New Zealand ....................................................... 411 - j 41 3 - 3 12 56
Norway ................................................................. 29 j 29 - - - - 29
Pakistan ............................................................. 9| 9 2 - 2 5 16
Philippines ........................................................ 341 - j 34 8 - 8 7 49
Poland ................................................................. 108 j 108 57 - 57 75 240
Saudi Arabia ....................................................... 15 j 15 83 - 83 2 100
Singapore ........................................................... 44 j - j 44 - - - - 44
South Africa * ................................................ 37 j - j 37 - - - - 37
Spain ................................................................. 47 j 47 - - - 6 53
Sri Lanka ......................................................... 14 j 14 - - - - 14
Sweden ................................................................. 42 j * j 42 - - - 35 77
Switzerland ....................................................... 7 j 7 1 - 1 - 8
Tanzania, United Republic of ........ ............ 4 j 4 3 - 3 14 21
Thailand ........................................................... 4 j 4 - - - 4
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics ........ 1406 j - 1 1406 - - - - 1406
United Kingdom of Great Brit. & N. Ireland 438 j 3 j 441 7 1 8 3 452
United States of America .............................. 430 j - j 430 342 - 342 501 1273
Yuqoslavia ....................................................... 951 - j 95 83 - 83 - 179

TOTALS 4404|
____ L

34 1
___ L

4438 1408 12 1420 1344 7202

Notas
(1) Includaa spacial ships

Ths Govarnnsnt of tha Republic of South Africa has bean suspended by Resolution 
38 (Oj-vil) from exercising its rights and enjoying its privileges «s a Msaber of 
NMO



Table 12.
C

urrent and Planned Satellite System
s in Support of M

arine M
eteorology and Physical 

O
ceanography (1990-2010)

SENSORS
APPLICATION

T

A
laorM

c Tampcntar* 
Almapharic W

ater Vapar/MaiatMT* 
^

 
M

aria* Gaadtejr/S»a Sarfaca Topography 
M

aria* W
aallMr Obacratloa* 

Oeaaa Carrota/ClncaialJoa 
Ocaaa Coter/W

ater Maa»
Put If Mai io* Profil*» 

Pncifkatka Rata* 
S*aIc*Ca*«r *ri Exteat 

S*a la* T^fW
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S*a SarfacaTanparalar*
S*a Sarfan W

lada 
Sltailkaal W

ar* Hatchi 
SUna M

aaltoriat *»d W
andae 

Uppar Ata Off baric W
lada 

Upfar Alaaflalc Caaipoakloa 
W

rilaafa'Eriariaa M
oaitariaf

SENSORS
vana*

SATELLITES AND TIM
E

199*
"
n

r
m

i 
m

2
m

j
CalaadarYaar

19*4 
199S 

1994 
1997

I99f 
1999 

2*14

Caoaat FoBoa-Oa

TOPEX/Poarido*

NPOP

T

ém
m

m
kJ-------L

A-------h

1-------1-------1-------f-

I 
I

J____
L

•
I
I

J____
I_____L-I-------U

A-------1-

1-------h

Nota that thla tahia la NOT to ba raad fro* loft to right. Tha black dot 
rapraaanta tha aanaor and tha application ralatlonahip; tha ahadad trlangla 
rapraaanta tha ac^aor and tha aatalllta ralatlonahip. 

Tor axaapla* In tha 
applicatlona 

For ocaan 
curranta and circulation, 

tha altl—
tar 

la 
an 

approprlata aanaor aa lndlcatad by tha black dot; albinotata ara found on tha 
BNS narina, 

tha daoaat 
follow-on, 

TOPKX/Poaaldon* 
ate. 

mo that 
thaaa 

•atallltaa aupport tha ocaan curranta ana circulation applicatlona. 
It la 

lncorroct to lnfar that tha Hataor narina, locatad on tha aaat lina aa Ocaar* 
Curranta/Clrculatlon, can naka thoaa awaauramanta.

U
faié for Sapperi to M

arina Meteorology and Physcia! Oceanography::
■ Senior Manifested oa SaUUke (Um right hand Portion of Tabic)

« Senaor Application Io .Marina .Mcteorotogy and niyaical Oceanography (Uae left-hand Portion efTabfte)
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Table 13. Overview of Current 

Satellite Measurement*

Meteoroiogeal Owervations. Weather t • • • • 0 o
Storm Monitoring tnd W*<T»ng • • 0 •
Seven ano Ahom • •
OrtX Oetemwvabon
Geodesy. Grsvify Fields •
Emu Surface Magnetic FekJs
Pute Motion ano Crustal Oeformawn
Surface Sol Monture •
lana Surface Comoovaon • « •
Lana Surface Bolognai Actwty • • • • • •
Surface Topography • • • •
Surface Temoeraiure • « • • • • 6
Snow ano lee Cove* • • • • •
Sea lee Cover • • • • • •
Sea Surface Wmoj • A
Ocean Tooograohy. Wave* •
Ocean OcuUbon
Oceans Lakes Beta}* at Acavey (Coa» • • •
Aerosols • •
TfoposoNnc Winds 1 • 1 • IO IO
Tropoeonenc Compos eon
Cloud Propones •
Aanoephenc Temperawe • • • • •
Atmospheric Mowaee • • • • •
Prtapeaaorvice Proles •
Preoptaeon Raw •
Ugtenmg
Upper Atmosphere W«as 1 • % • « • 1 •
Upper Aonosphenc Composoon • •
Ozone Monitor 7» • •

' Paracis and F*tds Enwonmere • • * •
Jonosonere •
Earth Raduave Balance Je • •
Solar kraduaon Je •
Teteoommuracaaons • • •

KEY
o No global coverage after October 3, 1989
1- NQAA-10 only
2- NOAA-11 only
3- Caleulated fro» cloud notions
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Table 14. Overview of Planned/Proposed 

Satellite Measurements: 1990 • 1995

M«t«oro*ogcal OMervabons. Waatnar • •
S(xm Moraaonng and Waning •
Staren and Rasa* • 9
O'M OtKnrwvaMn • •
Gtodesy. Gmay Ficus • •
Erti Sulae* Uagntoc Fwtos •
Plata Moaon and Crvsui Ottormsoon •
Salaco Soa Modosa
Und Syriaca Comoovaon
Una Solace B*oiogeal Actvay
Salaco Tooograpny • • • •
Sulae* Temperans* • • • •
Snow ano lea Cov*f • • • • •
Sia lea Cow - • • • 9 •
Sta Surface Winds • • • •
0;«an Tooograpny. Waves • •
OmnCnMon •
Oceanica*** BUogcal AcMy (Ceto) • •
Awao*
Tiopoapfiane wanda 1 • •
Tippaspnanc Composa on
Coud Proper*** • •
Amoapftaric Tampanftav • • •
Amoapftanc Wasar Vapor. Iteswa • « • •
R^opMion^oi Pn0t$
Placeman Rau
Ugrwwig
Upper Aanospnenc Wnts 1 • •
Upper Aaraospnenc Composaon •
Onna Monaor ' 4 • • •
PlfldtS IT0 Fieldi EfMOlWlN • • •
knoepnoe •
Earn Parthi Balança
Sow irraoaaon • 9
iHCOirVMUjnl •
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Table 14. Overiew of Planned/Proposed 

Satellite Measurements! 1990 • 1995 (Cent)

MtteoroW^cal OVMOINftS Wtethar
Stórm Monriönv) and Wamt) • • •
Saudi and Rasa*
Om Oetermnauon
Geodesy. Gravei F*«s •
Eanh Syriaca Magnet* Ficus •
Pute Mown and Crustal Octórmawn •
Syriaca Soa Montre • •
Land Syriaca Ctmcovoon •
Land Syriaca Brstóguai Activity . •
Syriaca Topogropfty • •
Syriaca Temoenwe • • • • •
Snow and lea Cover • •
Sei lea Cover •
Soa Syriaca Wwjs •
Ocaan Topograpny. Waves
Ocaan CrreUawn
OcaanarUMs Owtóycal Acavcy icolor)
Aeroeois

1 popocpranc vvras it 1* •
Troposphere Composât» «
Ctoud Proparias •
AamoaoTvanc Tamparaura # •
Akimpheric Waur Vapor. Moara • • • •
PriQpttiOfVici Proles • •
Praaptoaon Raia • •
Ugmnaig
Upper Aanoaonanc Wnos 1 • 1# •
Upper Aimpjertene Cdntposraon
Orana Monaor
Parade* and Fads Envtrgnmet* ♦ • • •
lonoapnara •
Sarvi Rai»Ova Balance
Solar inadiaaon •

omorii «

KEY
I CKurite nori OOyO motor 5 
4 NOAA-I.-K M XVy
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Table 15.
Overview of EOS Satellite Measurements

Melior 0*03 c*l OOMOltonj. Wa***r
Storm Moortoooq ana Wvrwig
$a*rcn *03 Rava*
Ot* 0*l*nrw\Jt>on
mera Biffi Sancara
Pute Mown *03 OrtUl Ottonrvitcm
Sulae* So* Moulue. Wailanot Erno
Una Sulae* Compovoon

una Sulae* B^ott^cai ActMy
Pncnotoçy »na Phrvcioçcai Suit

Sui*ce Tcoo9**oftr
Suuci iMwawt
Sno« ana lee Eu fo ana Charae)*
Sea ice Eliani Charae)*. ana

Ocun Cacuaoon

Apnoepftenc Watti Cona**
PraopODon Rata

Upper Almospftanc Wnas
Upper Aimotonenc Compo**ion
P«rcie* ana Envrpnmam

Earn Raouli** 6009*1

6*tea on a cnan ccmpied Py HuçnevSarea Boro*/* Research Cam* •• Tenua** LOI INOI CompT'.rl
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Table 16.

I

IGOSS BATHY and TESAC Data Transmitted: 1984 • 1989

84 85 86 87 88 89
Yaara 1984 through 1989

Sub-Surface
Temperature

Profiles

Temperature
and

Salinity
observations



Table 17. Number of IGOSS Oceanographic and Meteorological Producta Prepared by Each National 
Centre-1988
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Sut-lurfici traveli Surfit! t'Mudl(eelt. melrlll. lumrlit) («Ul. ml/tlt.firmell, lirmrttil
Surfice letnrolHicii mewcti linil/in, fericnti, «emine!, elii, Hamrus)

A1|*rl» 1 •
ArggMtn* 2 t 2
luitrilli * • «
Intii t ) 2
fcjlfirti I I
emili II tl 6
Chili t •
Chini s 21 1
Colini! 1 1 •
Mranrt 1 9 -
(culler 1 t -
tint • S
UII 1 «
rinlintf • -
fnnet 1 1) 2
Cor-mn Oeewerelie Inutile 4 2
Cerami, mini It tuii le 1f It 11 2
Cruel I 1
Gutum 11 2 1
Nini lini 1 •
Ictlinl 1 -
Inoi - 19

1 1 -
tri!ihi 1 1 •
limi t -
Jim 4 2? 1
Ktflya 1 2
mtituur 1 1 •
miijnii ? 2
HlHl - 1
Hwltlvt 1 1
Htrtcca s 1
Itthtrlinei t * 2
H« C«1H«AU - 2
Ila Zillii* • S
Konaay 1 2
Ooru 4 1 S
Qltir 4 1
inutile if lini t 2 •
Stull Intii 1 1
Senni S » 1
Sullen t 12 )
iMiitn 1 4 2
Trimne me Tinei 2 2
Turtur 2 1
USSI I 11 14
Unit* Kina*» II 12
USA 4 SI 21
Vrvfua/ t 1 2
Taminii 1 S 1

>«*Tile! n



Table 18. STATUS OF GLOSS STATIONS (as or September 1990)

Category 1: 'Operational* stations for which the latest data is 1986 or later

Category 2: "Probably Operational’ stations for which the latest data is within the period 1976-1985

Category 3: "Historical" stations for which the latest data is earlier than 1976

Category 4: For which no PSMSL data exist
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Country/TsrritQ.ry Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Category 4

ANGOLA
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA 1
BAHAMAS
BANGLADESH
BELAU 1
BRAZIL 1
CAMEROON
CANADA
CAPE VERDE
CHILE 2
CHINA 4
COLOMBIA 3
CONGO
COOK ISLANDS 2
COSTA RICA 
COTE D’IVOIRE
CUBA 3
DEM. PEOPLE’S REP. OF KOREA 1
DENMARK 2
DJIBOUTI
ECUADOR 2
EGYPT 1
EL SALVADOR
FED. MICRONESIA 4
FUI 1
FRANCE 6
FED. REP. OF GERMANY 1
GHANA
GUINEA
HAITI
HONG KONG 1
ICELAND 1
INDIA 3
INDONESIA 1
IRELAND 1
JAMAICA
JAPAN 9
KENYA 1
KIRIBATI 4
MADAGASCAR 1
MALAYSIA 2
MALDIVES
MARSHALL ISLANDS 1
MAURITANIA
MAURITIUS 1
MEXICO 2

2 3
12 6

1

2 3

8
1

2 3
1

1

1

1

2

1

1

3 1
5

1

1
1

1
2
3
2

4
1

2

1

2

1

7

1

1
3
1

2

1

1

1
2
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MOROCCO
MOZAMBIQUE
MYANMAR
N. MARIANA ISLANDS
NAURU
NEW ZEALAND
NIGERIA
NORWAY
OMAN
PAKISTAN
PANAMA
PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
PERU
PHILIPPINES 
PORTUGAL 
PUERTO RICO 
REPUBLIC OF YEMEN 
SAO TOME/PRINCIPE 
SENEGAL 
SEYCHELLES 
SIERRA LEONE 
SINGAPORE 
SOLOMON ISLANDS 
SOMALIA 
SOUTH AFRICA*
SPAIN 
SRI LANKA 
SWEDEN 
THAILAND 
TONGA
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO 
TUVALU
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
UNION OF SOVIET SOC REPS
URUGUAY
VENEZUELA
VIETNAM

TOTALS

1
2

2

1 1 
1 1 
1 2

1 1

2
1

1

1 1 7

50 42 81

1
1
3

3

1
1
4
4
1

1
1

3
1

1
2

1
1
5
1
26
8

133

The Government of the Republic of South Africa has been suspended by Resolutions 38(Cg-VlI) 
and 2/74/4 (Twentieth Session of the General Conference of Unesco) from exercising its rights and 
enjoying the privileges as a Member of WMO and Member State of IOC. respectively.
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Table 19. Number of Drlftiuf Buoys by Country and Those Reporting via GTS
February 1990

ORGANIZATION COUNTRY TOTAL STS

NOAA-AOML USA 134 III
MSA-Hydro Dept Japan 43 4
US Navy USA 45 7
Scripps Inst USA 43 0
NOAA-NDBC USA 31 19
NOAA-PMEL USA 40 0
IFM-Kiel Fed Rep of Germany 18 0
Hoods Hole Inst USA 33 4
Univ Hannover Fed Rep of Germany 13 12
CMM France 12 5
BCM Australia 11 IO
Exxon USA 9 0
Univ Hash USA 9 0
Battelle USA 8 0
IFREMER France 8 0
Hor Mar Ino USA 7 0
Fish Agency Japan 7 0
Met Svc New Zealand 6 4
Univ Hamburg Fed Rep of Germany 6 0
Marine Lab Australia 6 0
Meteo Inst Norway 6 0
Heather Bureau South Africa* 5 5
Met Office United Kingdom 5 0
Bedford Inst Canada 5 0
Atm Env Svc Canada 4 0
Coast Guard USA 4 3
Inst Ocean Sei Canada 4 0
US Army USA 4 0
Sverdrup Tech USA 3 0
China Sea Bur China 3 0
Alfr Heg Inst Fed Rep of Germany 3 0
Marine Bio As United Kingdom 3 0
Polar Res Lab USA 3 0
KNMI Netherlands 3 2
Polar Inst Norway 3 0
Inst Mar Res Norway 3 0
Naval School USA 1 0
Others 43 5

TOTAL

(% OF TOTAL)

594 191

(32.2)

* The Government of the Republic of South Africa has been suspended by 
Resolutions 38(Cg-VIl) and 2/74/4 (Twentieth Session of the General Conference 
of Unesco) from exercising its rights and enjoying the privileges as a Member 
of WHO and Member State of IOC, respectively.
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Table 20. National and International Ocean Data Centres 

1. INTERNATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA EXCHANGE 

1.1. World Data Contras for Oceanography

WDC-A (Oceanography) USA (Washington)
WDC-B (Oceanography) USSR (Obrinsk)
WDC-D (Oceanography) People's Republic of China 

(Tianjin)
WDC-A (Marine Geology and 

Geophysics)
USA (Boulder)

WDC-B (Marine Geology 
and Geophysics)

USSR (Gelendjhik)

1.2. Responsible National Oceanographic Data Centres (RNODC)

RNODC Drifting Buoy Data 
RNODC1 s IGOSS
RNODCs for Marine Pollution 
Monitoring
RNODC for instrumented and 
remotely-sensed wave data 
RNODC for Development of 
Acoustic Doppler Current 
Profiling (ship-mounted)
Data Management
RNODC for the IOC WESTPAC
RNODC for the Southern Ocean
RNODC - Formats
RNODC for MEDALPJÎX

Canada
Japan, USA, USSR (NODCs) 
Japan, USA (NODCs)

UK

Japan

Japan
Argentina
ICES
USSR

2. INTEGRATED GLOBAL OCEAN SERVICES SYSTEM

2.1. World Oceanographic Centres (IGOSS)

USSR (Moscow)
USA (Washington)

2.2. Specialised Oceanographic Centres (SOCs)

NODC, Argentina 
NODC, Australia Bureau of 
Australian Meteorology 
Service Central 
d'Exploitation de la 
Meteorologie, Paris France 
JMA, Japan
University of Hawaii, 
Honolulu, Hawaii, USA

- SOC South Atlantic (South of 20°S)
- SOC Indian Ocean and Pacific Ocean 

(South of 20^1)
- SOC for Drifting Buoy Data

- SOC for the Pacific Ocean
- SOC for the IGOSS Sea Level Programme 

in the Pacific:



Table 20 (Cont.)
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3. NATIONAL IODE ANO XGOSS CENTRES (National Oceanographic Data Centres 
(NODCs)/Designated National Agencies contribute to IODE; National 
Oceanographia Centres (NOCs) or National Meteorological Centres with 
Corresponding Functions contribute to IGOSS)

IODE NODCs/DNAs IGOSS NOC

Argentina NODC NOC
Australia NODC NOC
Brazil NODC NOC
Bulgaria NODC
Canada NODC NOC
Chile NODC NOC
China NODC
Colombia NODC
Democratic People's Republic of Korea NOC
Ecuador NODC NOC
Egypt NODC
Finland DNA NOC
France NODC NOC
Germany NODC NOC
Ghana DNA
Greece NODC
Guatemala NODC
Iceland NODC NOC
India NODC
Italy NODC
Japan NODC NOC
Kenya NOC
Mexico NODC
Morocco NODC
Netherlands NODC
Norway NODC
Pakistan NODC
Peru NODC NOC
Philippines NODC
Poland NODC
Portugal DNA
Republic of Korea NODC
Romania DNA
Spain NODC
Sweden DNA NOC
Tanzania DNA
Trinidad and Tobago DNA
Turkey DNA
USSR NODC NOC
United Kingdom NODC
United States of America NODC NOC
Uruguay NODC
Venezuela NODC
VietNam NODC

4. Permanent Service of Mean Proudman Oceanographic
Sea Level (PSMSL) Laboratory, BidSton UK



Table 20 (Cont.)

5. OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA CENTRES OP THE TOGA PROGRAMME

(USA) 

(USA)
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6. OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA CENTRES OP THE WOCE PROGRAMME

6.1. Drifter Data Centres

- NOAR, Miami, Florida (USA)
- Scripps Institute of

Oceanography, La Jolla, California (USA)
- MEDS, Canada

6.2. Upper Ocean Thermal Data Assembly Centres

- NODC, Brest (France)

6.2.1. Global Supporting National Centres

- NODC, USA
- NODC, Australia

6.2.2. Regional

- Scripps Institute of Oceanography, USA
- NOAA, Miami, Florida USA
- CSIRO, Hobart, Australia

6.3. Sea Level Data Assembly Centres

- University of Honolulu, Hawaii, USA
- Bidston Observatory, UK

6.4. Bata Information Unit

Global Sea Surface Temperature 
TOGA Sub-Surface Data Centre 
Tropical Sea Level Data Centre 
TOGA Marine Climatology Data Centre

Washington, D.C. 
Brest (France) 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Bracknell (UK)

- University of Delaware, Lewes, Delaware, USA
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Fig. 2. Organization Structure of the IOC

Agreements 
Between IOC and:

FAO, IAEA, ICES, 
IHO, CPPS, ICS EM, 
ICSU. SCOR, UNEP

ASSEMBLY 
116 MEMBER STATES

x
OCEAN SCIENCE 

BODIES

Committee on Ocean 
Processes and Climate

Intergovernmental WOCE 
Panel (IOC-WMO)

Intergovernmental TOGA 
Board (IOC-WMO)

Committee on Climatic 
Changes and the Ocean 

CCCO (IOC-SCOR)

Guiding Group of Experts 
on Ocean Science in 
Relation to Living 
Resources, OSLR 

(IOC-FAO)

Guiding Group of Experts 
on Ocean Science in 

Relation to Non-living 
Resources, OSNLR 
(IOC-UN-OALOS)

Committee on Training, 
Education and Mutual Assistance 
in the Marine Sciences (TEMA)

Consultative Group on 
Ocean Mapping

Committee for Ute Global 
Investigation of Pollution 

in the Myrine Environment 
(OIPME)

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

Chairman, Four 
Vice-Chairmen,

34 Member States

SECRETARY

Secretariat

ICSPRO Agreement: 
UN, Unesco, FAO, 
WMO, IMO

T

Groups of Experts, Task 
Teams of Major Subsidiary 
Bodies

OCEAN SERVICES 
BODIES

Committee for Ute 
Integrated Global Ocean 
Services System, IGOSS, 

(IOC-WMO)

Drifting Buoy 
Co-operation, Panel, DBCP 

(IOC-WMO)

Ad hoc Group of Experts 
on a Global Ocean 

Observing System (GOOS)

Group of Experts on Global 
Sea-Level Observing 

System (GLOSS)

Committee on 
Internationa) 

Oceanographic Data and 
Information Exchange 

(IODE)

International 
Co-ordination Group for 

Tsunami Warning System 
in the Pacific (ITSU)

REGIONAL SUBSIDIARY 
BODIES

Sub-CooaUtioB for the Ceribbees and 
Adjeoeai Re|>oti (IOCAKI BE)

Sub-Commission for the 
Western Pacific (WESTPAC)

Reglofiil Gemminae for (be 
Cooperative laverti|etioa Io the 
North tad Centre! Indies Ocean 
(TOCINCWK))
Reglonel Committee for the Centre) 
Indian Ocean (IOCIND10)

F*e| tom I Committee for the Central 
Earle re AUemic (IOCEA)

Working Oroup oo the kveeli|eüooe 
of EL NINO

Regional Committee for 
the Southern Oceans (fOCSOC)
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Fig. 3. Organization Structure of the WMO
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Fig. s. PRESENT CONTRIBUTIONS OF IGOSS TO THE GLOBAL

OCEAN OBSERVING SYSTEM
IMIMIIimiMllimilHHMIllllMMMMMmMIMlimtIHIIimillHIlHllimilHIlHHtMHHmHMHHIIMIIIHIIIIIMlimitllllllllltlllllIttI
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

ACMRR Advisory Committee on Marine Resources Research

ADCP Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler

ADEOS Advanced Earth Observing System

ASUS Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Information System

BATIIY Bathymetric (temperature vs. depth profile) (Code Form)

BIOMASS Biological Investigation Of Marine Antarctic Systems and Stocks

BUFR Binary Universal Form for Data Representation

CBS Commission for Basic Systems

CCCO Committee on Climatic Changes and the Ocean

CCL Commission for CLimatology

CDROM Compact Disc Read Only Memory

Cg (WMO) WMO Congress

CLICOM CLImate COMputer System

CLIMAT (Code form for monthly means and totals from a land station)

CMM Commission for Marine Meteorology

CNES Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales

COARE Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment

COST-43 European Co-Operation in the Field of Scientific and Technical Research - Project 43

CPPS Comision Permanente del Pacifico Sur

CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific Industrial and Research Organization (Australia)

CTD Conductivity-Temperature-Depth

DAC Data Assembly Centre
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DBCP Drifting Buoy Co-operation Panel

DMSP Defense Meteorological Satellite Programme

DNA Designated National Agency

DO Dissolved Oxygen

EC Executive Council

ECOR Engineering Committee on Oceanic Resources

EGOS European Group on Ocean Stations

EOS Earth Observing System

EPOP ESA POlar Platform

ERS Earth Remote-Sensing Satellite

ESA European Space Agency

EUMETSAT EUropean METeorologital SATellitc Organization

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

FGGE First GARP Global Experiment

FID International Federation for Information and Documentation

FY Feng-Yucn

GAW Global Atmosphere Watch

GCNSMS Global Coastal and Near-Shore Monitoring System

G COS G) -thai Climate Observing System

GEMS Global Environmental Monitoring System

GEOSAT GEOdetic SATellite

GEWEX Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment

GIPME Global Investigation of Pollution in the Marine Environment

GLOSS Global Sea Ixvel Observing System

GMS Geostationary Meteorological Satellite

GOES Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite

GOOS Global Ocean Observing System

GOS Global Obserzing System
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GF3 General Format 3

GTS Global Telecommunications System

GTSPP Global Temperature-Salinity Pilot Project

HF High Frequency

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency

IAMSLIC International Association of Marine Science Libraries and Information Centres

IAPSO International Association for the Physical Sciences of the Ocean

ICES International Council for the Exploration of the Sea

ICLARM International Centre for Living Aquatic Resources Management

ICSPRO Inter-Secretariat Committee on Scientific Programmes Relating to Oceanography

ICSU International Council of Scientific Unions

ICSEM International Commission for the Scientific Exploration of the Mediterranean Sea

IERS International Earth Rotation Service

IGBP International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme

IGOSS Integrated Global Ocean Services System

IGY International Geophysical Year

IHO International Hydrographic Organization

IMMS International Maritime Mobile Service

IMO International Maritime Organization

INFOCLIMA World Climate Data and Information Referral Service

INFOTERRA International Environmental Information System

INMARSAT INternational MARitime SATcllitc Organization

INSAT Indian National SATcIlite System

IOC Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission

IOCARIBE IOC Sub-Commission for the CARIBBEan and Adjacent Regions

IOCEA IOC Regional Committee for the Central Eastern Atlantic
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IOCINCWIO IOC Regional Committee for the Co-operative INvestigation in the North and Central 
Western Indian Ocean

IOCINDIO IOC Regional Committee for the Central INDIan Ocean

IOCSOC IOC Regional Committee for the Southern OCcan

IODE International Oceanographic Data and Information Exchange

IPAST IGOSS Pilot Project on Altimctric Sea Surface Topography

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

ISLP-Pac IGOSS Sea Leve! Programme in the Pacific

ISLPP-NTA IGOSS Sea Ixivcl Pilot Project in the North and Tropical Atlantic

ISTPP IGOSS Sub-Surface Thermal Structure Pilot Project

ITA IGOSS Telecommunications Arrangements

ITSU International TSUnami Warning System

JERS Japan Earth Resources Satellite

JGOFS Joint Globr' Ocean Flux Study

JMA Japan Meteorological Agency

JPOP Japanese POIar Platform

JSC Joint Scientific Committee (of the World Climate Research Programme)

KER Kuroshio Exploitation and Utilization Research

MBT Mechanical BathyThcrmograph

MEDALPEX MEDiterrancan ALPinc Experiment

MEDI Marine Environmental Data Information Referral System

MIM Marine Information Management

MONEX MONsoon Experiment

MOS Marine Observation Satellite

MPM Marine Pollution Monitoring

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration (U.S.)

NGWLMS Next Generation Water Level Measurement System

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (U.S.)
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NODC National Oceanographic Data Center

NOP National Oceanographic Programme

NPOP NASA POlar Platform

NWP Numerical Weather Prediction

OALOS Office of Ocean Affairs and the Law Of the Soa (United Nations)

OOSDP Ocean Observing System Development Panel

OPC Ocean Processes and Climate (IOC Committee)

OSLR Ocean Science and Living Resources

OSNLR Ocean Science and Non-Living Resources

OTA Operations and Technical Applications

PSMSL Permanent Service for Mean Soa Level (U.K.)

RAFOS Sound Fixing and Ranging Floats

RMS Rooi Mean Squared

RNODC Responsible National Oceanographic Data Center

ROSCOP Report on Obscrvations/Samplcs Collected by Oceanographic Programmes

SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar

SCAR Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research

SCOR Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research

SECTIONS Energetically Active Zones of the Ocean and Climate Variability

SOC Specialized Oceanographic Centre

SOPAC SOuth PACific Applied Geoscience Commission

SPOT Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre

SSG Scientific Steering Group

SSM/I Special Sensor Microwavc/lmagcr

SST Sea Surface Temperature

TADE Technical Aspects of Data Exchange

TESAC TEmpcrature, SAlinity, and Conductivity (Code form)

TEMA Training, Education, and Mutual Assistance in the Marine Sciences
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rOGA Tropical Oceans and Global Atmosphere

TOPEX Ocean Topography Experiment

TRACKOB TRACK OBservation (Code form)

UARS Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite

UNEP United Nations Environment Programme

UNESCO United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization

VOS Voluntary Observing Ship

WCDP World Climate Data Programme

WCP World Climate Programme

WCRP World Climate Research Programme

WCSMP World Climate System Monitoring Programme (formerly World Climate Data Programme)

WDC World Data Centre

WESTPAC IOC Sub-Commission for the WESTern PACific

WHP WOCE Hydrographic Programme

WMO World Meteorological Organization

WOCE World Ocean Circulation Experiment

WWW World Weather Watch

XBT Expendable BathyThcrmograph

XCTD Expendable Conductivily-Temperature-Dcpth (Probe)
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ALGERIA

Mr. El-Hafid Tabet-Aoul
Directeur Technique
Laboratoire d'Etudes Maritimes
30, rue Asselah Hocine
ALGER

+

Mr. Moulay-Youcef Cherif Ouazzine
Institut National des Sciences de la Mer 

et de l'Aménagement du Littoral (ISMAL)
Jetée Nord - ALGER
B.P. 90, Alger 1er Novembre
Tels 62 73 19 / 62 66 59

+

ANGOLA

Mrs. Maria de Fatima Jardim
Director, Centre dea Recherches Maritimes
Ministère des PêcheB
LUANDA

+

ARGENTINA

Lie. Andres Jorge Lusquinos
Servicio de Hidrografia Naval
Montes de Oca 2124
1271 BUENOS AIRES

+

Instituto Antarctico Argentino
Dir. Nacional del Antarctico
Cerrito 1248
1010 BUENOS AIRES

+

Mr. A.J. Lusquinos
Servicio de Hidrografia Naval
Armada Argentina
Av. Montes de Oca 2124
1271 BUENOS AIRES

+

Mr. Carlos Daniel Carbone
Navy - Servicio Hydrografia
Avda. Montes de Oca 1271
Buenos Aires
Tels (54-1) 21 - 0061/69
Tlxs 21338 RACEL AR

Attn. Jeserhidro

+
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AUSTRALIA

Dr. G.M. Homes
Secretary, Permanent Committee on Tides and

Mean Sea Level (PCTMSL)
Canberra Operational Facility

Hydrographic Branch
P.O. Box E33
QUEEN VICTORIA TERRACE, ACT 2600
Tel: 525085
Tix: AA 62230 NATMAP
FAX: (062) 516806

+

School of Surveying
Attn: SNAP (Dr. Chris Rizos)
University of New South Wales
P.O. Box 1
KENSINGTON 2033
Tel: 6974182
Tix: AA 26054
FAX: +6126626616

+

Prof. G.W. Lennon
School of Earth Sciences
Flinders University of South Australia
BEDFORD PARK
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 5042
Tel: (08) 275.2298 or 275.2212
Tix: 89624 FLINDU AA
FAX: (08) 2752676

+

Capt. J.S. Compton
Hydrographer
Royal Australian Navy
Department of Defence (NAVY)
CANBERRA ACT 2600

+

Mr. W. Selesnew
Australian Bureau of Meteorology
G.P.O. Box 1289K
MELBOURNE, Vic. 3001

+

Mr. Ben John Searle
Head, Science & Oceanography
Australian Oceanographic Data Centre
P.O. Box 1332
NORTH SYDNEY, NSW 2090
Tel: (02) 925 48 70
FAX: (02) 925 48 35
Tim: B.SEARLE

+

AUSTRIA

Prof. Dr. P. Steinhauser
Zentralanstalt fiir Meteorologie 

und Geodynamik
Hohe Warte 38
A-1190 WIEN

+

BAHAMAS

Dr. George A. Maui (IOCARIBE)
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological 

Laboratory
4301 Rickenbacker Causeway
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33149, USA

+
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BANGLADESH

Mr. A. Hena
Chief Hydrographer
Hydrographic Dept.
Biwta Building/ Ground Floor
141-143 Motijheel Commercial Area
DHAKA-2

+

BARBADOS

Dr. Gillian Cambers
Coastal Conservation Project
The Garrison
ST. MICHAEL

+

BELGIUM

The Director
Institut Royal Météorologique de Belgique
3, avenue Circulaire
B-1180 Bruxelles Brabant

+

BRAZIL

Directoria de Hidrografia e Navegacao
Marinha do Brasil '
Divisao de Oceanografia, Setor de Mares (DHN-312) 
Rua Barao de Jaceguay s/no. - 
CEP 24040 - NITEROI, RIO DE JANEIRO
Tel: 719 26 26/170
FAX: (021) 717 0423

+

Departamento do Geofisica 
(Same Address as above)

+ +

Commandant Persio Soares Souto
Directeur
Diretoria de Hidrografia e Navegaçao (DHN)
(Same Address as above)

+

CAMEROON

Délégation Générale de la Recherche Scientifique 
et Technique

Comité National Permanent de l'Homme et de la 
Biosphère

B.P. 1816
YAOUNDE

+

Mr. J.B. Nagamini
Météorologie Nationale
Direction de la Météorologie Nationale
33 rue Ivy
B.P. 186
DOUALA

+
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CANADA

Director-General
Marine .Sciences and Information Directorate
200 Kent Street (12th Floor, Centennial Towers) 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO KlA OE6

+

Mr. G.M. Yeatoa
Chief, Tides Currents & Water Levels
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Dept, of Fisheries & Oceans
Room 241, 615 Booth Street
OTTAWA, ONTARIO KlA 0E6

+

Mr. R.B.L. Stoddart
Department of Fisheries and

Oceans
MEDS, Science
12th Floor, 200 Kent Street
OTTAWA, ONTARIO KlA OE6

+

Dr. A.D.J. O'Neill
Regional Director
Atlantic Region
Atmospheric Environment Service
1496 Bedford Highway
BEDFORD, Nova Scotia B4U 1E4

+

Dr. J. Garrett
Head, Ocean PhyBics
Institute of Ocean Sciences
Department of Fisheries
P.O. Box 6000
SYDNEY, British Columbia VSL 4B2

+

Dr. John Ronald Wilson
Director
Marine Environmental Data Service
Dept, of Fisheries & Oceans
200 Kent Street
OTTAWA, Ontario KlA 0E6
Tel: (613) 990 02 64
Tim: R.WILSON.MEDS

+

Mr. J. Robert Keeley
Marine Environmental Data Services
Dept, of Fisheries & Oceans
200 Kent street
OTTAWA, Ontario KlA 0E6
Tel: (613) 990 02 46
Tim: R.KEELEY

+

CAPE VERDE

Direccao General da Marinha e Portos
N B.P. 7
H SAN VICENTE

+
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CHILE

Mr. Carlos Bari
Director
Instituto Hidrografico de la Armada
Casina 324
VALPARAISO
Tel: 2S1056
Tix: 230362 HIDRO CL

+

Capt. F. Espinosa Simonetti
Comité Oceanografico Nacional 

(CONA)
Errazuriz 232, Casina 324
VALPARAISO

+

Lt. Felix Ricardo Espinoza
Head
Oceanographic Department
National Oceanographic Data Center
Casina 324, Valparaiso
Tel: (32) 25 IO 56
Tix: 230362 HIDRO CL
FAX: (32) 25 32 83
Tim: TOGA.CHILE

+

CHINA

Department of Marine Monitoring and Forecast
State Oceanic'Administration
1 Fuxingmenwai Avenue
BEIJING

+

National Oceanographic Data Centre
118 Qi Wei Road, Hedong District, TIANJIN
P.O. Box 74
TIANJIN

+

Mr. Yang Huating
Senior Engineer
China Institute for Marine
Development strategy
No.6 Dahuisi, Haidianqu
BEIJING 100081

+

Division of Station and Buoy
Department of Marine Monitoring and

Forecast
State Oceanic Administration
1, Fuxingmenwai Avenue
BEIJING

+

Dr. Hou Wenfeng
Director
CNODC d WDC-D Oceanography
Institute of Marine Scientific 

& Technological Information
State Oceanic Administration (SOA)
P.O. Box 74
118 Qiwei Road
Hedong District, TIANJIN
Tel: 24 41 62
Tix: 23138 NODC CN

+
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COLOMBIA

Mr. Jorge Ivan Valencia Franco
Subdirector de Estudios e Investigaciones
Instituto Colombiano de Horologia, Meteorologia 

y Adecuacion de Tierrae (HIMAT)
Apartado Aereo No. 20032, BOGOTA D.E.
Tix: 44345 HIMAT
FAX: 57-2842402

+

Mr. J.I. Valencia-Franco
Instituto Colombiano de

Hidrologia, Meteorologia y
Adecuacion de Tierrae (HIMAT)

Apartado Aereo No.20032, BOGOTA

+

CONGO

Mr. M.F. Guerdat
Directeur Centre ORSTOM
POINTE-NOIRE

+

Centre de Recherches Océanographiques
B.P. 1286
POINTE-NOIRE

+

COSTA RICA

Instituto Geografico Nacional
Apartado 2272, SAN JOSÉ

+

Ing. Jorge E. Coen
Universidad Nacional, Departamento de Fisica 
Apartado 86, HEREDIA

+

Mr. J.C. Fallas Sojo
Instituto Meteorologico Nacional
Apartado 7-3350, SAN JOSÉ

+

COTE D'IVOIRE

Centre de Recherches Océanographiques
ORSTOM
29, rue des Pêcheurs
B.P. V-18
ABIDJAN

+

Département des Sciences de la Terre
Université National
B.P. 322
ABIDJAN

+

CUBA

Instituto de Oceanologia
Ave. Ira. 18406
Rpto. Flores
Municipio Playa
CIUDAD DE LA HABANA

+
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CYPRUS

Mr. A. Demetropoulos
Head, Fisheries Department
Tagmatarchou Pouliou 5&7
NICOSIA

+

DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Mr. Jong Dek San
Korean National Oceanographic Data Centre 

of Hydrometeorological Service of
DPR of Korea

P.O. Box 100
PYONGYANG

+

Mr. Ri Zu O
Head
Oceanographic Department
Hydrometeorological Service 

of the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea 

(Same Address as above)

+

DENMARK

Det Danske Meteorological Institut
Lyngbyvej 100
DK - 2100 KOBENHAVN O
Telt 01-292-100
Tix: 27138 METIN DK
FAX: 451271080

+

The Royal Danish Administration of
Navigation and Hydrography

Nautical Division
Esplanaden 19
DK - 1263 COPENHAGEN K

+

Dr. O. Bedsted Andersen
Geodaestik Institut
Geodaestik Afdeling 1
Gamelehave Alle 22
DK - 290 CHARLOTTENLUND

+

Mr. B. Rasmussen
Danish Meteorological Institute 
(Same Address as above)

+

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Ing. A. Cocco Quezada
Oficina Nacional de Meteorologia
Apartado PoBtal No.1153
Santo Domingo, D.N.

+

ECUADOR

The Director
Instituto Oceanografico de la Armada
Departamento Ciencias del Mar
Casina 5940
GUAYAQUIL

+ + +
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EGYPT

The Director
Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries 
Academy of Scientific Research and Technology 
101 Kasr El-Ainy street CAIRO

+

The Director
Suez Canal Research Center 
Suez Canal Authority ISMAILIA

+

Mr. G.H.I. Afifi
The Meteorological Authority

+

P.O. Box 11784 CAIRO

ETHIOPIA

Mr. Horkineh Degefu
Ethiopian National Meteorological Services Agency

+

P.O. Box 1090 ADDIS ABABA

FIJI

Mr. J. Kotobalavu 
Secretary of Foreign Affairs 
Department of Foreign Affairs 
Prime Minister's Office SUVA

FINLAND

+

Mr. H. Grönvall 
Senior Scientist
Finnish Institute of Marine Research 
P.O. Box 33 
SF-00931 HELSINKI

FRANCE

+

Direction du Service Hydrographique et 
Océanographique de la Marine (EPSHOM) 

Etablissement Principal 
B.P. 426, 13 rue du chatellier
29275 BREST CEDEX 
Tix: 940568 HYDRO BREST

+

Dr. Christian Le Provost 
Directeur de Recherche au C.N.R.S. 
Institut de Mécanique de Grenoble 
Domaine Universitaire - B.P. N° 53X 
38041 GRENOBLE CEDEX 
Tell (33) 76.82.50.00 
Tix: 980668 HYMEGRE F 
FAX! (33) 76.82.50.01

+

Dr. M. Fieux
Laboratoire d'Océanographie Physique 
43, rue Cuvier 
75231 PARIS CEDEX 05

+
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FRANCE (continued)

Territoire dea Terres Australes et
Antarctiques Françaises (TAAF)

34 rue dea Renaudes
75017 PARIS
Tel: 47.66.93.43

+

Le Directeur
ORSTOM
213 rue La Fayette
75480 PARIS CEDEX IO

+

Mr. C. Boucher
Institut Géographique National
Service de Géodésie, Nivellement et Météorologie
2 avenue Pasteur
94160 SAINT-MANDE
Tel: (1) 43.74.12.15

+

Mr. G. Legoff
Chef, Subdivision de prévision marine
Service central d'exploitation de la Météorologie
2, avenue Rapp
75340 PARIS CEDEX 07

+ +

Mr. G. Stanislas
National Co-ordinator IODE
IFREMER
Technopolis 40, 155 rue Jean-Jacques Rousseau
92138 ISSY-LES-MOULINEAUX
Tel: (331) 46 48 21 00
Tix: 631912 F
Tlm: G.STANISLAS
FAX: (331) 46 48 22 24

+

GERMANY

Dr. E. Pansch
Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut
Section M13, Postfach 301220
D-2000 HAMBURG 36
Tel: (040) 3190 452 or 3190 1
Tix: 0211 138 BMVHH D
FAX: (040) 3190-5150

+

Dr. G. Giermann
Alfred-Wegener-Institute for Polar 

and Marine Research
Postfach 120161, Columbusstrasse
D-2850 BREMERHAVEN

+

Prof. D. Kohnke
Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut 
Bernhard-Nocht-Str. 78, Postfach 30 12 20
D-2000 HAMBURG 36

+

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Krauss
Institut für Meereskunde de Universitât Kiel 
UUsterbrook'ar Weg 20
D-2300 KIEL 1

+
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FEDERAI. REPUBLIC OF GERMANY (continued)

Mr. Christoph Brockraann
Head, National Oceanographic Data Centre
Deutsches Hydrographisces Institut 
Bernhard-Nocht-Strasse 78
D-2000 Hamburg 36
Tel: (40) 3190 5202
Tix: 215448
FAX: (40) 3190 5150
Tim: DOD.HAMBURG

+

GHANA

Dr. I. Abu
Director, Survey Department
P.O. Box 191, Cantonments
ACCRA

Mr. M. Armah
Deputy Director, Fisheries Department 

(Marine) Headquarters
P.O. Box 630
ACCRA

+

GREECE

Hellenic Navy Command
Hydrographic Service
ATHENS 1GN 1040

Mr. Alexander Maratos
Deputy-Director
National Center of Marine Research
Aghios Coernaa, Hellinikon 16604
ATHENS
Tel: 9820214
Tix: 224135 NCMR GR
FAX: 30 9833095

+

+ +

+

GUATEMALA

Ing. Estuardo Velasquez V.
Director General
Instituto Nacional de sismologia,

Vulcanologia, Meteorologia e Hidrologia
70 Avenida 14-57 Zona 13
GUATEMALA, C.A.

Mr. E.H. Sanchez Benett
Instituto Nacional de Sismologia, Vulcanologia, 

Meteorologia e Hidrologia (INSIVUMEH)
(Same Address as above)

+

+

GUINEA

Dr. S. Konate
9 Directeur, Centre de Recherches

Scientifiques de Conakry-Rogbané
B.P. 561
Rogbanô, CONAKRY

+

GUYANA

Cde Persaud
Chief Surveyor
Ministry of Works and Transport
Kingston GEORGETOWN

+
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HAITI

Mr. Emmanuel Brog
Secrétaire d'Etat dea Finances et 

des Affaires Economiques
Palais dea Finances
PORT-AU-PRINCE

+

HONO KONG

The Director
Royal Observatory
134A Nathan Road
KOWLOON

+

ICELAND

Mr. G. Bergsteinsson
Iceland Hydrographic Service
Rostholf 7094, 127
REYKJAVIK

+

Dr. S.A. Malmberg
Hafrannoknastofnunin
Skulagata 4
REYKJAVIK

+

Permanent Representative of Iceland 
with WMO

Director, Icelandic Meteorological Office 
Bustadavegue 9
150 REYKJAVIK

+

INDIA

The Director
Geodetic and Research Branch
Survey of India
17 E.C. Road
DEHRA DUN 248001

+

The Secretary, Department of Ocean Development
Attn. Dr. Yash Pai, Secretary, Dept, of

Science and Technology
Mahasagar Bharan, Block 12 CGO Complex
Lodi Road
NEW DELHI 110003

+ +

Mr. J.S. Sarupria
Data & Information Division
National Institute of Oceanography (NIO)
Dona Paula, GOA - 403 004
Tel: 6253-56, 5988
Tix: 0194-216 NIO IN

0194-316 MGG IN
Chi: OCEANOLOGY

+

INDONESIA

Indonesian Hydro-Oceanographic Service
Center for Oceanographic Research & Development 
Jalan Pasir Putih 1, Ancol Timur
JAKARTA 1442

+
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INDONESIA (continued)

National Mapping Agency
Bakosurtanal, km 46
Jl. Raya Jakarta-Bogor
Cibinong BOGOR

+

Dr. A.C. Ilahude
Center for Oceanological Research & Development - 

LIPI
Jalan Pasir Putih 1/ Ancol timur
P.O. Box 580/JAK JAKARTA 11001

+

Mr. Bambang Santoso Soedibjo
Research & Development Centre for Oceanology
Jl. Pasir Putih I, Ancol Timur
P.O. Box 580, DAK JAKARTA 11001
Tel: (62 21) 68 38 50
Tix: 62875 PDII IA
FAX: 62 21 68 19 48
Obi: LONAS

+

IRELAND

Cmdt. M.C. Walsh
Oifigna Suirbhreachta Ordanais
Paire au Fhionnuisce
Baile Atha Cliath DUBLIN
Tel: 01-213.171 or 210121
Tix: 30126
Tig: "Ordsur Dublin"

+

Ocean Services Section
EOLAS
The Irish Science & Technology Agency
Glasnevin DUBLIN 9
Tel: 01-370101
Tix: 32501
FAX: 379620

+

Mr. W.G. Callaghan
Meteorological Service
Department of Tourism and Transport
Glasnevin Hill DUBLIN 9

+

ISRAEL

Mr. A. Teitelman
Head, Department for Marine Meteorology
Israel Meteorological Service
P.O. Box 25 BET-DAGAN 50250

+

ITALY

Dr. C. Lusetti
Istituto Idrografico della Marine
Passo Observatorio, 4
16 134 GENOVA
Tel: 265 451
Tix: 270435 MARIDRI

+

Mr. A. Brambati
Osaervatorio Geofisico Sperimentale (OGS)
P.O. Box 2011
34016 TRIESTE

+
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ITALY (continued)

Prof. Mario Astraldi
Isfcituto dinamica Grandi Masse
Stazione Oceanograflea 
c/o CREA
C.P. 316, LA SPEZIA 19100
Tel: 39 187 536 301
Tix: 27 12 68
FAX: 39 187 536 213

+

JAMAICA

The Director
Survey Department
P.O. Box 493 KINGSTON

+

JAPAN

Dr. Ryoï-.o Tatehira
Director, Marine Department
Japan Meteorological Agency
3-4 Otemachi.-l, Chiyoda-ku TOKYO 100

Iwao Noguchi
The Director
Ocean Surveys Division
Hydrographic Department
Maritime Safety Agency
5-3-1 Tsukiji, Chuo-ku TOKYO 104
Tel: (03) 541-3811
Tix: 0252 2452 HDJODC J

Mr. N. Asada
Director
Marine Department
Japan Meteorological Agency
3-4 Otemachi-1, Chiyoda-ku TOKYO 100

Mr. Masao Matsuzaki
Head, Oceanographical Division
Marine Department
Japan Meteorological Agency
1-3-4 Ohte-machi, Chiyoda-ku, TOKYO 100

Mr. Shin Tani
Chief
International Programmes Group
Japan Oceanographic Data Center (JODC)
5-3-1, Tsuki.ji 5-chome,
Chuo-Ku, TOKYO 104
Tel: +81-3-541-3811 - Ext. 732
Tix: 252 2452 HD JODC J
FAX: +81-3-545-2885
Tim: T.MORI

KENYA

Mr. M.O. Odjdo
Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute 
Mombasa Laboratory
P.O. Box 81651
MOMBASA

+
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KENYA (continued)

Mr. J.W. Muhoro
Kenya Meteorological Department
Port Meteorological Office
P.O. Box 98512 MOMBASA

+

Mr. A.J. Mafimbo
Port Meteorologist
P.O. Box 98512 MOMBASA

+

MADAGASCAR

Le Directeur
Centre National de Recherches Océanographiques
B.P. 68 207 NOSY-BE
Tel: 613-73
Obi: CCEAN NOSYBE

+

Mr. L.C. Rasolofomanana
Service Météorologique National de Madagascar
B.P. 1254 ANTANANARIVO (101)

+

MALAYSIA

Director of Mapping
Direktorat Pemetaan Negara
Bangunan Ukur, Jalan Gurney
50578 KUALA LUMPUR

+

Hydrographic Directorate
Department of Navy, Ministry of Defence
Jalan Padnag Tembak
50634 KUALA LUMPUR
Tel: KL 2921333 or 2353075
Tix: KE’MTAH MA 30289

+

Dr. Lim Joo Tick
Director, Weather Forecasting
Malaysian Meteorological Service
Jalan Sultan
46667 PETALING JAYA, Selangor

+

MAURITANIA

Dr. M. Ba
Directeur, Centre National de la Recherche 

Océanographique des Pêches (C.N.R.O.P.)
B.P. 22
NOUADHIBOU
Tel: 45124 or 49035
Tix: 415 CNROP

+

MAURITIUS

Meteorological Services Headquarters
VACOAS
Tel: 861031
Tix: 4722 METEO IW
Obi: METEO MAURITIUS

+ +

Mr. A.W. Oodally
Meteorological Service
VACOAS

+
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MEXICO

Vice-Admiral Gilberto Lopez Lira
Secrefcaria de Marina
Direccion General de Oceanografia
Jefatura Xll-100 - RAC-342/86
MEXICO, D.F. +

+

C. Capitan de Navio I.M.N.F.E. Olivares Acosta 
Comision Intersecretarial de Investigacion 

Oceanografica de la Direccion General de 
Oceanografia Naval

Secretaria de Marina
MEDELLIN No.IO, 5o. piso,
Coi. Roma
C.P. 06700
México, D.F.

Mr. Victor Flores
Permanent Delegation of Mexico to the

United Nations
2, UN Plaza, 28th Floor
NEW YORK, NY 10017
USA
Tel: (212) 752 0220
FAX: (212) 688 8862

+

MONACO

Centre Scientifique de Monaco
16, boulevard de Suisse
MC 98030 MONACO CÉDEX

+

MOZAMBIQUE

Mr. Sesaluxo Emilio N. Gaveta
Director, the National Service of Navigation 

Hydrology and Buoyage
MAPUTO

+

Mrs. Lidia Po
Director
Instituto de Investagacao Pesqueira
P.O. Box 4603
MAPUTO

+

MOROCCO

Dr. Mohammed Rami
Le Directeur
Institut Scientifique des Pêches Maritimes
2 rue Tiznit, B.P. 21
CASABLANCA
Tel: 222090
Tix: 23823 M
FAX: 266967

+

NETHERLANDS (The)

The Chief Director
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute 

(KNMI)
P.O. Box 201
3730 AE DE BILT

+
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NETHERLANDS (The) (continued)

Mr. A.T.F. Grooters
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
Postbus 201
3730 AE DE BILT

+

Dr. D.M.A. Schaap
Director
Marine Information Service (MARIS)
Koopmansstraat 1, 2288 BC Rijswijk, Z-H
Postbus 5807, 2280 HV RIJSWIJK, Z-H
Telj 070-949500 tst. 252/253
Tix: 33782 RWSNZ
FAX: 070-900691
Tim: MARIS.OFFICE

+

NEW ZEALAND

The Tidal Officer
Royal New Zealand Navy
Hydrographic Office
P.O. Box 33-341
TAKAPUNA

+

Mr. J.S. Hickman
Director
New Zealand Meteorological Service
P.O. Box 722
WELLINGTON

+

Permanent Representative of New Zealand 
with WMO

Director, New Zealand Meteorolgoical Service
P.O. Box 722
WELLINGTON

+

NIGERIA

The Director
Nigerian Institute for Oceanography 

and Marine Research (NIOMR)
Victoria Island
P.M.B. 12729
LAGOS

+

NORWAY

Norges Sjokartverk
Klubbgt 1
Postboks 60
4001 STAVANGER
Tel: (04) 53 21 60
Tix: 73 689 NSKV N
FAX: (04) 52 78 72

+

Norwegian Polar Research Institute
P.O. Box 158
1330 OSLO LUFTHAVN

+
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NORWAY (continued)

Statens Kartverk
Geodenidivisjonen
Monserudveien
3500 HONEFOSS

+

Geophysics Institute
University of Bergen
St. Alle Gaten 70, New Line
N-5007 BERGEN
Tel: 05-226200

+

Norsk Oseanografisk Komite
Sandakerveien 90
N-0483 OSLO 4

+

Dr. A. Grammeltvedt
Director
Norwegian Meteorological Institute
P.O. Box 320 - Blindern
0314 OSLO 3

+

Permanent Representative of Norway with WMO 
Director, Det Norske Meteorologiske Institutt
P.O. Box 320, Blindern
N-0314 OSLO 3

+

Mr. Reidar S. Leinebo
Norsk Oseanografisk Datasenter (NOD)
Institute of Marine Research
Nordnes Parken '2
P.O. Box 1870/72
N-5024 BERGEN
Tel: +53 27 169
Tix: 42297 OCEAN N
FAX: 32 13 59
Tim: NODS.NORWAY
Obi: METEOCEAN

+

OMAN

Marine Science & Fisheries Centre
P.O. Box 467
MUSCAT
Tel: 740061/2/3
Tix: 5503 AGRIFISH ON

+

Council for Conservation of Environment 
and Water Resources

P.O. Box 5310
RUWI
Tel: 704 344 or 704 346
Tix: 3590 ENVRMNT ON
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PAKISTAN

Dr. G.S. Quraishee
Director, National Insti~tute~of Oceanography
37-K, Block 6, P.E.C.H.S.
KARACHI 29
Tel: 43 43 08
Tix: 24681 NIO PK
Tig: OCEANOLOGY KARACHI

+

Mr. A. Hussain
Director
Forecasting and Climatology Headquarters Office
34 J Block 6 Pechs
P.O. Box 8017
KARACHI 29

+

The Director
Centre of Excellence in Marine Biology
University of Karachi
c/o Pakistan National Commission for Unesco
Block VIII Civic Centre G-6
ISLAMABAD

+

REPUBLIC OF PANAMA

Dr. Epinenides Diaz
Research Biologist
Departmento de Evaluacion Pesquara
Direccion General de Recursos Marinos
Apartado 3318
PANAMA 4

+

Mr. Joseph A. Brady
Acting Chief
Meteorological and Hydrographic Branch
Panama Canal Commission
BALBOA

+

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Department of Transport and Civil Aviation 
Hydrographic Section
Marine Division
P.O. Box 457
KONEDOBU

+

PERU

Contralmirante Jorge de Alquila Sanchez
Director
Direccion de Hidrografia y Navegacion de la

Marina
Camarra 500 Chucuito
Casina Postal 80
CALLAO

+

Cap. de Corbeta H. Soldi S.
Direccion de Hidrografia y Navegacion de la

Marina
(Same Address as above)

+ +
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PERU (continued)

Capitan de Corbeta César del Carmen de la Torre 
Servicio Nacional de Meteorologia e Hidrologia 
Avenida Republica de Chile 295
Apartados 1308
4862 LIMA

+

PHILIPPINES

Conrado M. Santos
Bureau of Coast and Geodetic Survey
P.O. Box 1620
MANILA

+

POLAND

Dr. K. Rozdzynski
Institute of Meteorology and Water Management 
Maritime Branch 
ul. Waszyngtona 42
81-342 GDANSK

+

PORTUGAL

Mr. Joae Torres Sobral
Technical Director
InBtituto Hidrografico
Rua das Trinas 49-P-1296
LISBOA CODEX

+

QATAR

Mr. Issa Hussain Al-Majed
Director
Department of Meteorology
P.O. Box 8658
DOHA

+

REPUBLIC OP KOREA

Office of Hydrographic Affairs
1-17, 7ga, Hangdong
Chung-gu
INCHON

Mr. Kim Kyun-Hyun
Director General
Fisheries Research and Development Agency 
Yeongdo-Gu
PUSAN 606

+

+

SALVADOR (EL)

The Director General
Instituto Gecgrafico Nacional "Ingeniero Pablo

Arnoldo Guzman"
Apartado Postal No. 247
SAN SALVADOR

+

AMERICAN SAMOA

Ministry of Transport
Marine and Shipping Division
P.O. Box 1607
APIA

+
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SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE

Secretaria de Estado dae Peacae
ANA CHAVES

+

SAUDI ARABIA

Mc. R.M. Romaih
President
Meteorology and Environmental Protection 

Administration (MEPA)
P.O. Box 1358
JEDDAH 21431

+

Mr. Saleh Omar Baazim
Director of Observations and System
P.O. Box 1358, MEPA
JEDDAH

+

SENEGAL

Mr. Diafara Toure
Coordinateur du Programme Environnement
Centre de Recherches Océanographiques de

Dakar Thiaroye (CRODT)
B.P. 2241
DAKAR
Tel: 34 05 34 or 34 05 36

+

Mr. A.M. Ly
Direction de la Météorologie Nationale
Ministère de l'Equipement
8257 DAKAR-YOFF

+

SEYCHELLES

Ministry of National Development
Dept, of Lands, Planning and Survey
P.O. Box 199
Independence House
PORT VICTORIA

+

Mr. Patrick Hoareau
Rawindsonde Station
P.O. Box 181
Victoria
MAHE

+

Mr. F. Bijoux
Ag. Senior Meteorological Officer
Directorate of Civil Aviation
Ministry of Tourism and Transport
P.O. Box 181
MAHÉ

+

SIERRA LEONE

Institute of Marine Biology and Oceanography
Furah Bay College
University of Sierra Leone
FREETOWN

+
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SINGAPORE

Mr. Wilson Chua
Hydrographer
Port of Singapore Authority
7 Keppel Road 02-28
Tanjong Pagar Complex
SINGAPORE 0208

+

SOLOMON ISLANDS

Hr. F. Bugotu
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and

International Trade
P.O. Box G.IO
HONIARA

+

SOMALIA

Ministry of Fisheries
P.O. Box 438
MOGADISHU

+

Mr. Ahmed Hagi Ali Adani
The General Manager
Scmali Ports Authority
P.O. Box 935
MOGADISHU
Tix: 999 611 SSAMOG SM

+

Mr. A.K. Farah Marsi
Marine Research Unit
Ministry of Fisheries
P.O. Box 438
MOGADISHU

+

SPAIN

Mr. Garcia Moron
Servicio de Mareas
Instituto Espanol de Oceanografia (IEO)
Avenida de Brasil, 31
28020 MADRID
Tel: 597-44-43
Tix: 44460 IEOD E

+

Mr. D.F. Fernandez Diaz
Seccion de Datos Oceanograficos
Instituto Espanol de Oceanografia
Avenida de Brasil, 31
28020 MADRID
Tel: 597-44-43
Tix: 44460 IEOD E

I-

Mr. ‘J. Gomez Gallego
Instituto Espanol de Oceanografia
C/Alcala, 27-4°
28014 MADRID

+
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SRI IjANKA

Mr. S.R. Amarasinghe
Director, Coastal Conservation
Coast Conservation Dept.
Maligawatta Secretariat
COLOMBO IO

+

Dr. H.V. Dayananda
Chief Engineer (Research)
Tilak Ekanayake
Sri Lanka Ports Authority
COLOMBO 1

+

SWEDEN

Swedish Meterological and
Hydrological Institute

Folkborgsvagen 1
S-60176 NORRKOPING
Telt +4611 1580 00
Tix: 64400 SMHI S
FAX: 170207 or 170208

+

Mr. H. Dahlin
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological

Institute (SMHI)
601 76 NORRKÖPING

+

Mr. Jan Szaron
Swedish Meteorological & Hydrological Institute 

(SMHI)
P.O. Box 2212
S-403 14 GÖTEBORG
Tel: 46 31 63 03 30
Tix: 27108 NATFISH S
FAX: 46 31 130 44

+

TANZANIA

Mr. Haji Adam Haji
Director, Department of Lands 

and Surveys
P.O. Box 811
ZANZIBAR

+

THAILAND

Hydrographic Department
Royal Thai Navy
BANGKOK 10600

+

Mr. N. Rananand
Director-General
Meteorological Department
612 Sukhumvit Rd.
BANGKOK 10110

+
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Mr. Francis L. Charles
Head, Trinidad and Tobago

Hydrographic Unit
P.O. Box 1104 PORT-OF-SPAIN

+

Mr. C.E. Berridge
Carribean Meteorological

Organization
P.O. Box 461 PORT-OF-SPAIN

+

Dr. D. Ramsaroop
Institute of Marine Affairs CHAGUARAMAS

+

TUNISIA

Mr. B.M. Chedly
Institut National de Météorologie
BP 22 TUNIS-CARTHAGE

+

TURKEY

Harita Genei Komutanligi
Geodezi Dairesi
Dikimevi ANKARA

+

Mr. S. Senhan
Devlet Meteoroloji Isleri
Genei Mudurlugu
P.K. 401 ANKARA

+

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Mr. B. Khimitch
USSR State Committee for Hydrometeorology
12 P. Morozov Street
MOSCOW 123376
Tix: 411117 RUMS SU

+ +

Dr. V. Smirnov
Deputy-Director, All-Union Research

Institute of Hydrometeorological
Information - World Data Centre

6 Koroleva Street
OBNINSK, KALUZHSKAYA OBLAST 249020
Tel: (095) 546 39 IO
Tix: 412633 INFOR SU
FAX: 2556684

+ +

Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute
38 Bering Street
LENINGRAD 199226
Tel: 352-03-19
Tix: 121423 NILAS SU
FAX: (812) 352.26.88

+

Dr. P. Agafonov
Secretary
Oceanographic Committee of the Soviet Union
11 Gorky Street
MOSCOW 103009
Tel: 229.25.72
Tix: 411241 SU
Tig: MOSCOW OCEAN

+
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I UNION OP SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (continued)

I Dr. B.A. Kulikov
I USSR State Committee for Hydrometeorology and 

Control of Natural Environment
Marine Department
12 Pavlik Morozov Street 123376 MOSCOW D-376

+

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Mr. H.E. Mohamed Yahya Al-Suweidi
Permanent Reprecentative of the UAE with WMO 
Assistant Undersecretary for Civil Aviation 
Ministry of Communications
P.O. Box 900 ABU DHABI

+

UNITED KINODOM

Mr. G.A. Alcock
Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory
Bidston Observatory
BIRKENHEAD, MERSEYSIDE L43 7RA
Tel: 051 653 86 33
Tix: 628591 OCEAN G
FAX: 051 653 62 69

+

Dr. David T. Pugh
Institute of Oceanographic Sciences
Brook Road
wormley, GODALMING, SURREY GU8 5UB
Tel: (428) 79 41 41
Tix: 858833 OCEANS G
Tim: D.PUGH
FAX: (428) 79 30 66

+

Capt. G. MacKie
Marine Superintendent
Meteorological Office
London Road
BRACKNELL
Berks RG12 2SZ

+

Mr. P.G. Collar
Institute of Oceanographic Sciences
Brook Road
Wormley, GODALMING, Surrey GU8 5UB

+

Dr. Meirion Tudor Jones
British Oceanographic Data centre
Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory
Bidston Observatory
BIRKENHEAD
Merseyside L43 7RA
Tel. +44 (51) 653 8633 

\ Tix: 628591 ÖCEANB G
9 FAX: +44 (51) 653 6269
I Tim: BODO.UK

+

I Dr. Nicholas C, Flemming
9 Chairman IODE
9 Institute of Oceanographic ciences
9 Deacon Laboratory, WORMLEY,
9 Godaiming, Surrey GU8 5UB
9 Tel: 042-879 4141
9 Tix: 858833 OCEANS G
9 FAX: 042879-3066
9 Tim: N.FLEMMING

+
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Prof. Klaus Hyrtki
University of Hav/aii at Manoa
Department of Oceanography
1000 Pope Road MSB 307
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96822
Tell (808) 948.76.33
Tix: 650 2478678
Tim: K.WYRTKI

+

Mr. Bruce Douglas
Chief, Geodetic R&D Laboratory
NOAA/NOS
ROCKVILLE, MD 20852
Tel: (301) 320-3145
FAX: (301) 468-5714
Tim: NOAA.GEOSAT

+

Mrs. V.K. Tipple
Assistant Administrator, National Ocean Service 
NOAA
1825 Connecticut Avenue N.W., Suite 607
WASHINGTON, DC 20230
Tel: 202/377-4699
Tix: 7402219 or 7401831 SCOT UC
FAX: 202/673-5178

+

Mr. Glenn D. Hamilton
National Data Buoy Center, NOAA
NSTL, Mississippi 39529

+

Mr. Gregory W. Withee
Director
National Oceanographic Data Centre (NODC)
National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA)
National Environmental Satellite
Data & Information Service
1825 Connecticut Avenue N.W.
WASHINGTON, DC 20235
Tel: (202) 673 55 94
Tix: 7401815
FAX: (202) 673 55 86
Tim: G.WITHEE

+

URUGUAY

Mr. Jorge di Lorenzi
Servicio de Oceanografia, Hidrografia,

Meteorlogia de la Armada
Capurro 980
MONTEVIDEO

+ '

Mr. C. Martino
Departamento de Oceanografia
Servicio de Oceanografia,
Hidrografia y Meteorologia dc la Armada (SOHMA) 
Capurro 980
MONTEVIDEO

+

Capitan de Corbeta (C/G) Ricardo Dupont
Servicio de Oceanografia, Hidrologia y

Meteorologia de la Armada
Departamento de Ayuda a la Navegacion
Capurro 980, Casina de Correo 1381, MONTEVIDEO

+
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VENEZUELA

Instituto Oceanografleo de Venezuela
Universidad de Oriente
Apartado de CorreoB 245, CUMANA
Tix: 93152 UDONS VE

+

Capitan JeBus E. Moretti-Russian
Direccion de Hidrografia y Navigacion
Apartado Postal 6745, CARACAS

+

Mr. M. Capaldo Mena
Observatorio Cagigal
La Planicie, 23 de Enero, CARACAS, D.F.

+

VIET NAM

Mr. Dang Ngoc Thann
Centre National de Recherches Scientifiques du

Viet Nam, HO CHI MINH CITY

+

Hydrometeorological Service
No. 4 Dang Thai Than St., HANOI

+

Département Général de la Météorologie
Tong cue Khi tuong Thuy van
HANOI

+

YUGOSLAVIA

Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries
P.O. Box 114
58001 SPLIT

+

Mr. Vlado Dadic
Institute of Oceanography & Fisheries
Setaliste Mose Pijade 63
58000 - SPLIT
Tel: (58) 46 688
FAX: (58) 46 593

+

Dr. S. Lakos
Pomorski Meteoroloski Centar
Prilaz VIII korpusa 11
P.O. Box 44
58001 SPLIT

+

ZAIRE

Mr. Mbwangi-Mpanzu
Chef de la Liaison Maritime
Direction de la Météorologie
Département des Transports et de la Météorologie
B.P. 4715
KINSHASA

+
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